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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Wednesday, March
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WOMAN PICKET
WEALTHY YOUTH
FREE ON CHARGE
PULLS HAIR OF
OF INTOXICATION
TEXTILE WORKER
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wedan Explorer Arrives
New York and Plunges
ito the "Work of Organ- -

Ii

Expedition,

HEDULED TO SAIL
ROM SEATTLE JUNE

1

ft Will Be Equipped With
Wireless Outfits: Will Be

file to Keep in Touch
Vith Washington,

P.t.)

(Bv The Aworlntrd
w York, Mar.h 28 (by the As- Ited Press). As fascinating as

by Jules Verne was tlie plan
ferial exploration of the ' roof
,Jie world," sketched today in
for the first time by Captain
' Id Amundsen, discoverer of the
'
i pole.
1
trlving from Norway on the
t fengerfjord,
the
v
fred at once into the work of
the
expedition which
prizing 1
from Seattle to drift
June
ks the North pole an expedi-whicAmundsen expects will
jlutionize polar exploration and
tide a short cut to valuable
ktific knowledge,
he expedition, which sails this
;
the North pole, will not
those which have precedod
"
on Ing to its leader.
j vision win not do connnea
tew miles on eitnor side or tne
but from the air it will be
to take in at a glance object?
Iniles away.
i
will not be for years cut off
Fl
ouch
the outside world,
run
.
sit ( TiiuiicTs and relatives to
r if the northland had
fen" ed
in its icy fist the hardy
ftturers who encroached on its
less. Instead It will talk by
four times a day with Wash- i'O
in, and when it returns in
i or five years it will .know
I the civilized world has been
r during its absence.
To Sketch Air Currents.
3 will not have Bpent years
tins' merely a narrow strip,
tvith the aid of aviation will be
to chart 1.000,000
square
!, sketching the
currents of,
ilr as well as those of the Rea.
have bo-- d
i'C,., centuries scientists
that currents of the North
r have been responsible for cll-- o
phenomena in the part of
F6 world in which eivilixed
man
ATmTrrrlwn" hrtnes tn ne- Ml"
It
plish this with airplanes.
on his airplanes
two in num-rthAmundsen pins his chief

explorer

h

t

'

!

at

is.
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the

came

luncheon

tie larger
selected

tnat

of the
bv the
be the all metal T.ar- monor'ane, which on Decem-K!- )
w
flying over Minoola t,. T.,
weather, established the
y.It iero record
for continuous
rst tl's 20 hours. 10 minutes and 35
Iter

Ids.
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Test Flights Thursday.
plane, Captain Amundsen
was being supplied by
Ined,
J.
at his own expense. The
II" arserj
has been thoroughly reno-- I
I'll"
test
and
flights will be made
J
Kir
nlng next Thursday.
vr f sides the monoplane, Amund-"11- 1
take an Arvo scout plane
10'
aller Rritlsh ship, which will
cd only within the vicinity of
VI)
daude. The monoplane, with
31.
In which eleven persons have
1C
carried, ivill . self support-Shis so equipped fhat she
Rui
;arry large stocks of fuel andsions and to her can be add skils, wheels or pontoons,
i.it she can land on any
her aid, Amundsen be-- i
wide
he can chart a
ie across the top of the earth
to
Seattle,
Fly
May
nundsen had not decided to-- :
whether he would carry out
ilan of flying from New York
attle in the plane. Aeronautl-xpert- s
I'O
have tried to convince
.
i that such a
trip would put an
r
jcessary strain on a ship that
t h vo much nying netore ner in
few years. The explorer
Irir h to leave
Washington in
"tJ:h c a weerc rorforconferences
uiere
and
officials
irn:
government
ro tlfic authorities, and then will
t
to Seattle, where the
ed
Vy le is to be drydocked April 5.
s radio plan at present con- nt ftnnlilnor fnnnrta frnm filr- p to the mother ship, which is
For ied with transmitting appa- slf..
The
iit 2,000 miles radius. with
ien will communicate
to
the
., and Nome will relay
. I'aui on me
wwk .Tul station at
send
will
St.
Paul
Bea.
Ing
f,7f
r messages directly to Washing- -
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T;I FOTl OHSKItV.VL'UW.
Jrado Springs, Colo., March
mil I.eland Is held at the
FOR y psychopathic ward for ob- lit!
1
ion. Police touna a
mir
at his home today, they say
21 BS
his arrest last night on a
woi :eine
of intoxication, and declare
ol,
is been operating a still for
time and drinking the product
t as made.
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ivcr, Colo., March 28. New
o:
Unsettled
Wednesday,
hly snow or rain north and
tlan
portions: colder south portion;
folt Nay. probably fair.
lair weu- fu
vieneraiiy
y, except unsettled northeast
tll
wife
n: Thursday, fair, not much
o in temperature.
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ALLIES' DEMAND
PGR HIGHER TAX

Workers in Anthacite Fields
Say a "Saving Wage"
Scale Alone Can Avert a
Strike April 1,
FIGURES
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Data Is Offered As "Direct

v
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John Duval J

(Bv The Amuipliileil

nful De
served a
y
speeding
sentencfj
charge, been acq'jj-( n a charge
of driving whiJci?
floated and
now faces anoU, g
cl for transDodse
(Antly
porting lifUoy;
went on a l.
ft automobile
' iod when one
ride which C1.,
of tho girls
from his auto
and was bn 7
.lircd. The last
be result of this.
two charge,"
John Duval Dodg

r
'

(Uy Thn Ansocliiled

l'rem.)

28. The Genoa
Berlin, March
,.n,,f.,r..n,'A will h Hither a shining
star or will o' the wisp, Chancellor
Wirth told the relchstag tonay at
the conclusion of an hour's discussion of the decisions of the reparations conimission.
"If the Cenoa conference proves
a will o' the wisp Instead of a shining star that will brighten the - path
he added, then
o reconstruction,"
the problem of rehabilitating Europe in general and Germany in
particular will continue to bo treated in a spirit of arbitrary dictation."
Throughout his speech the chancellor was unusualiy traiik in his
criticism of the ailiea' treatment if
the reparations problem, charging
unthat tho commissiony either was
logic or had
alienable to every-dapersistently neglected to acquaint
itself with the actual status of GerThe
many's economic situation.
reparations decision,theaccompanied
chancellor
by a letter which
said was couched in a needlessly
severe tone, not only had aroused
national indignation, but incidentalbillion
ly had added twenty-eigmarks to the German budget in
spite of the recent slump of the
mark which set in automatically
with tho note'a arrival.
wllies of their
, He reminded the
anmirnncpH that the reuar- not entitled
was
conimission
ations
to such prerogatives.
With regard to the question of
an international loan, Dr. Wirth
hoped the government soon would
be able to start active negotiations,
he feared the barriers reared
bv "vorld capital" in the Versailles
i,'..jt,, mnuu offeetivelv militate
against Germany's ability to obtain
financial relief abroad under tolerable conditions. A moratorium, he
added, would have definitely stabilized German exchange.
Dr. Wirth rejected the demand
that the German government levy
an additional tax of sixty billion
marks, en the ground that it was
both a financial and technical impossibility.
Liberal applause greeted the declaration that the German government must
politely decline the
suggestion of financial and
guardianship.
"This," declared the chancellor,
"is incompatible with the dignity of
the nation and is opposed to the
which we
spirit of democracy
fnnnrlort at Ihfi
entente's behest.
a
of
Invasion
an
sovereign
Such
state is also in violation of the prin
we
determination,
ciple of selt hnri
nur fill of un
ntroniiw hnun
control
with
satisfactory experience
commissions of all sorts and must
uiimmnt'tUr raifxft thn nrODOSal that
the reparations commission be given
a still wider latitude tnan aireauy
has been conceded it in connection
with its supervisory runctions.
The only co;nfort afforded the
ratiarntinnu nnmmtssinn hv the gov
ernment's statement, was conveyed
tn the promise that Germany wouia
tn inaugurate the most
stringent economy in all govern
mental ueparimems.
ht
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for its budget fund, has made the
following report showing Its growth
The figures first
in three years.
shown are for 1919, and the second are for the fiscal year 1922:
Membership,
158350; cost per
member to the Y, $43 $20; number of baths taken, 3,576 7,821;
boys and girls membership, no report 2C0; number taught to swim,
no report 89;
total number in
life saving
gym classes, 97210;
swimming awards, no report 39;
rotal using gym, 6,30011,412. The
budget is fixed at $8,003, and the
estimated income at $5,341. The
drive is to collect the difference.

REGISTRATION
BOOKS OPENED
Registration books for the
various
city voting districts
will be open for correction
until Thursday evening at 6
o'clock at the following drug
stores!
First Ward. District No. 1
Butt's Drug Bt8re. corner First
street and Central avenue.
Second Ward, District Nos.
5 and 6
Alvarado pharmacy,
corner First street and Gold
avenue.
Third Ward, Districts Nos. 7
and 8 Briggs' drugstore, 400
West Central avenue.
Fourth Ward. Districts Nos.
2, i and 4
Kuppe'i drugstore,
203 West Central avenue.
Voters who find they are not
ave their names
registered ma
added to tho list.

Pre

i
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New York, March 28. Contending that while the rest of the coun
de
try has been profiting by a ancrease in the cost or living, the
thracite miner has been confronted
inerense. union members of
tlie miners' and operators'
mittee on wage contract neauiia-tion- s
today pressed their demands
for a 's:ivintr wace' scale as the
only basis fer settlement of tht
strike called tor Apni 1.
Data compiled by the United
the
Slates bureau of labor and bybusiminers, from figures of 300
ness men in the centers of popula-lin- n
in tho ponl fields, were submit'
lied to the operators at. today's session. It was offered as "direct
existing in the
proof" of
nniii"""'i
regions tinout uazeiion,Shenandoah
l'ottsville,
Scranton,
and Wilkcsbarre.
At the close of the session the
miners announced they would have
more statistics ready for tomortheir
When
row's negotiations.
case was presented later, the ope- suunm
uairf
would
said
latora
they
in support of
their claim that
miners' wages should bo reduced in
proportion to reductions in oilier
industries of the nation.
Where IiiomiMN Oi'riiiriil.
"Our figures show that, despite
t lie
!,,iv,i nivii iif fneil. elotl:ill
and such necessities, there has been
an increase of 2o per cent In tne
anthracite district in vents, lights,
medical (.harijes, ear fare and
amusements," declared Philip Mur-lavice president of the United
Mine Workers international.
"Kents have gone up 60 per cent
since 1920, both in houses owned
by the coal companies, and In those
he continued.
owned privately,"
"Taxes have' been, boosted B6 per
two
cent in the last
years and
ether expenses of living have been
on the upgrade instead of decreasing."
president b
8, It. Warrincr.-vic- e
the Ichlgh Coal and Navigation
company and leader of the operators' delegation at the wage
expressed satisfaction with
progress of the negotiations.
"We are making real progress."
he said. "The operators will hnve
nothing to say about the percentage of decrease which they holdjust, until the miners have pre(Contlnued on Page Two.)
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VALISE LEFT

II
l'ri'.)

(Dv Tllp AniutMl'd

A small
S.
New York. Jlavh
valise left last. Saturday in the office of the Mditor and Publisher
in tho Pulitzer building, by John
G. It. neinoi'9,
niOf!;:'nR r and
former saloon keeper, who was
found deail Sunday morning on the
main floor, was opened today and
was found to contain notes and securities worth nearly o;u.000.
Itelners. who was past
jumped or fell
stories, lie shared nn
offke in the building Willi C. A.
Wick, a lawyer and an old friend,
whose death lust week was said to
have nffi'eted him greatly.
When Itciners
the valise In
the office of the Editor and Publisher, he remarked, "If anything
happens, open this hapt."
No particular significance, however, was attached to the remark
at the time. Among pnners in ..me
valise was Ueiners' will, naming
as beneficiaries Maud AI. Itelners
of Jersey t'ity, a sinter, and Helen
Tiie will
Ludwig of Newark.
stated ho intended tn atlojit Miss
Ludwig as h'.s daughter when she
became 18.
The greater part of the property
found in the vall.se consisted of
railroad, mining and coal stocks.
--
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SOLDIER BONUS BILL
WILL BE PASSED UP
TO SENATE COMMITTEE
(Hy Tho AsiKicliilpd

t'reot.)

March 28. While
Washington,
the senate is digesting the 300 odd
page tariff bill before it is formally
called up on the floor, tho senate
finance committee majority under
present plans will have its wrestle
with the compromise soldiers' bonus bill, which the house passed
last week.
Probably one of the first steps In
the consideration of the ho.ius bill
will be a conferenca between the
committee majority and the president. Before going ahead with the
bill, some members want to learn
kina of a
definitely Just what
measure will be satisfactory to the
executive.
Because of the pressure of work
in connection
with the preparation of the tariff, most majority
members of the finance committee,
have had little opportunity to give
thought to the bonus legislation
and are unprepared to express
viows on the house bill. One or
two, however, say they are inclined
to regard tho t'ordney measure as
a "happy solution" of the bonus
question.

PRO ADVOCATES WANT
LAS VEGAS Y. M. C. A.
TO MAKE CANADA DRY
PROGRESS
MAKING
IS
(Sprrial OurrenpomlMire to Thn Journal.)
Las Vegas, N. M., March 28.
The Las Vegas Y. M. C. A., which
is in the midst of its annual drive

Proof" of Conditions Existing in Certain Camps
in Pennsylvania.

i'v' ' ' 1

AsAT

five-da-

German Chancellor Is Frank
In His Criticism of the
Treatment of the Reparations Problem.

SUBMITTED

TO THE OPERATORS

troit millionaire,

LEWjEJECTED

INCREASED

UNIONISTS SAI

9,000
here.
Approximately
persons, as compared with
yesterday, wera on strike,
and it w:is estimated that 7.000
more were idle. The strike
was precipitated by a wage
cut of 20 per cent.
occurred
The disturbances
when the workers were leaving
A woman
the mills tonight.
picket in front of the Everett
mills attacked a woman worker and pulled her hair. Police
Intervened and crowds gathered, but dispersed after police
reserves were called.

(By The Anauelnted

I'renii.)

Ottawa, Ontario, March 28.
Prohibition advocates today called
on Premier King to make all ot
Canada bone dry.
The premier promised that the
wide
suggestion for a dominion
measure to supplant provincial
would
receive
careful
laws
liquor
consideration by the cabinet, but
that no such measure would be introduced at the present session of
the house of commons.
Explaining that his ministers
had hardly enough time to familiarize, themselves with their problems, the premier added that for
his own part he did not favor prohibition in anything, although he
favors temperance in everything.
He assured the delegation
that
waited upon him that the government would do everything it could
to foster the temperance move-- !
ment and in assisting the provinces
to enforco the laws as they now,
stood.

WISCONSIN BOWLERS
ROLL INTO 6TH PLACE
Toledo. Ohio. March 28. H.
Bange and F. Schielke, of Madison.
in
Wis., bowled a score of 1.27
the doubles event of the American
bowling congress tournament here
toi'.ay. and went Into sixth place In
the standings, for the only change'
that took place In any division all
day.
other good money
Numerous
scores were rolled by the various
but they were not
competitors
large enough to reach the lists.
II. Iange, of Madison, Wis., was
the high scorer for the day among
He collected a
the Individuals.
668 string, which Is four pins be-- ',
low tho figure owned by the present
holder of tenth place. Second high
of th lot was II. llorton, of New
Voi'k, with 651.

YOU

A

LITTLE

March 28. Home
sellers are paying more attention to home cellars this year
than ever before, according to
exhibitors at Chicago's second
annual "own your own home"
exposition at the Coliseum. No
1922 cellar is considered complete without Its "work room."
"Every man who looks over
our plaiiR evinces a lively Interest In the layout of the cellar," one exhibitor says. "They
all speak of needing room in
the basement for a 'work room.'
But when 1 ask them what
kind of work they want to do,
they hedge."
Cellar plans, with the accompanying plans for hirher
floors are only one of the fead
tures of the exhibit. A
house, styled the "Beautiful Home Convenient" has
been erected In the Coliseum,
surrounded by a formal garden,
trees and
with real
grass,
shrubs.

X
few

iRMYS
BT DUBLINITES
(Hy Th

al sports . promoter, tonight
was found not guilty of criminal assault on Sarah Kchoen-felgirl, by a Jury
in the supreme court.
The
verdict was handed down after
tlie jury had deliberated an
hour and a half.
When the verdict was anhi
nounced
face
Rlckard,
flushed, went over to his
D.
council. Max
Kteuer, and
embraced him,
"This is the happiest day of
my life," exclaimed Rlckard.
There was some applause
when the verdict was
d.

Triumvirate.
If tho Triumvirate was not essential to the continued existence
of Albuquerque two weeks ago, what has hnpiiened since to make
them the only men capable of running the clly?

FLEET

LODGE MAKES" REPLY
TO REED'S CHARGES

Conclusion That Treaty Will
Not in Fact Establish a
Naval Ratio Is Not
Correct, Says,
-3

J

(Hy Tllf

Within 40 Minutes a Jury
Panel of 30 Is Exhausted
and Adjournment is Taken Until Today.
(By Tho Amminlvd I'rens.)

BREAK I'J

(By The At,mttinleil rremi.)
New York. March 28. Ceo.
I.. "Tex" ntckard, internation-

R

Of

Five Hours of Debate Reveal
a Virtually Unanimous
Sentiment in Favor of Its
Ratification,

IT LQSilELES

Lady Ernest Shacklcton.
I.ady Urncst Phackleton, widow
of the noted British Anarctic explorer, and her three fatherless
children are destitute in their home
at Kastbourne. Kiisland. A hasty
apprabal of the explorer's affairs
show that he put all his cash and
securities Into the last polar expedition on which he died.

RICKARD FOUND
NOT GUILTY OF
ASSAULT CHARGE

com-missi-

a Month

VOTE

SIZEJ

TRIAL 15 BEGUM

.

high-price-

,c
R.--

Aliili"l

PrrM.)

Flva
March 2S.
Washington,
n
hours of debate on the naal
treaty today revealed a virtually unanimous senate sentiment
in its favor nnd resulted in an
agreement to vote finally upon Its
ratification at 3 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon.
Throughout the day's discussion
not a single voice was raised in
from the
although
opposition,
democratic side there were numerous expressions of disappointment that the treaty did not go
further In the direction of both
land and sea disarmament. Claiming a sharo of credit for the reducthe
tion actually accomplished,
democrats at the same time sought
to show that the wliole idea of an
armament conference originated
with the democratic congress of
1910 and finally was forced upon
a reluctant republican administration.
Vote May Re rnnnlniou".
Tonight the administration lenders were predicting that the ratification would bo unanimous and
that the submarine and poison gas
treaty would he approved hy to- a
like vote before adjournment
morrow night. The sudden sweep
of progress aroused hope in some
administration circles that the two
Chinese treaties might also he ratified and the whole group of arms
conference covenants returned to
tho White House with senate approval by the end ot the present
week.
Debate on the naval treaty,
which beean with today's session,
was devoid of the colorful touches
which had characterized the fight
over the
pact. Senator
Lodge of Massachusetts, the rethe
leader,
publican
explained
treaty's provisions In a detai'ed
statement of more thnn two hours,
and later Senator I'nderwood of
Alabama, floor leader for the
democrats, and like Senator Lodge,
a member of the American arms
delegation, added his approval in
a short speech declaring the treaty
would be accepted as an epochal
achievement by the American people regardless of party.
Senator Hitchcock of Nebraska,"
senior democrni on the foreign relations committee, took the lend
in claiming for his party the credit
to be derived from the accomplishment of the conference. He pointed out that Ttii nanl appropriation bill of 1!1 contained a suggestion for such a conference and
declared that the resolution for a
conference Introduced a year ago
Borah,
by Senator
republican,
Jrtahn. was heartily supported bv
the democrats of the senate and
was opposed actively by President
Harding.
Assertions Denied.
The assertions of .Senator Hitchcock regarding the president's attitude were denied bv Senator Kellogg, republican. Minnesota, who
said Mr. Harding had been anxious
for nn International meeting of
minds, although he might have
withheld approval from some of
the specific propnsils In that direction considered in congress. The)
discussion finally resolved itself
into a league n rations argument
in which Senator Williams, democrat, Mississippi, predicted that the
league would remain a political issue until the 1'nited States had become a member of it. Making h's
only observation during the debate.
Senator Borah, author of the conference resolution, asked how it
'Continued on l'aere Two )
limi-tat'o-

Pre,)

Ihm-i-

or Slart,

PACT TO LIMIT

BURGH'S SECOND

Boston, March 28. The British
schooner Grace and Ruby, detained at this port fijr more than n
month as a rumrunner, sailed with
10,000 quarts of her half million
dollar liquor cargo today. The
vessel, released to her owner, Walter D. Sweeney, of Yarmouth, N.
S.. under bond, left behind 12,000
quarts, the ownersip of which 1'as
not been determined.
According
lo the schooner's manifest, she was
bound front settlement Point, Bahama?, to Ht John, N. B.. and it
was stipulated that she proceed to
her destinatir n.

After four years or opportunity for
(lie Triumon promises.
virate usks for
Having done nothing of
consequence In four your, they ask for more limit In which In
perforin.
They wish lo he com limed in office lo "fiiilsb" thai
wlilcdi they have not jet begun.
Nobody over heard Hint they had a "practical city plan" until
this campaign foreshadowed defeat. Xow, suddenly, they have
one. We feel that headway Is being made.
Have Ihcy suddenly Improvised n program of clly building for
ciinipaigii purposes, or have I hey hail it all the lime hut did not
regard il as any of the public's business until they needed votes?
Of course, we knew when Ihey nsKed the people lo Rive Ihoni
money lo upend that they uanlcd lo do n few very obviously needed things: a concrete reservoir on Hie hill; a sewage disposal plant
i
which should have
hnlll two years ngo: some ater and sewer
extensions; and a viaduct vhich the Santa l'e railroad should have
built. The reservoir was t'ol. Sellers' conception,
lie created the
necessily for II. The stale health department forced Hie sewerage
Idea.
clamored
for
Patrons
water and sewer extensions.
disposal
Tho idea of the clly paying $100,000 toward a viaduct was probably thought of by Ihe commission as a favor lo the Santa l'e
railroad. Some clly planning:
Wo are assured that the commission, by four years of bard
and unremitting toll, has completed "all the preparatory work for
carrying out the several undertakings" and by sitting up nights,
has evolved a "practical, economical plan for procuring the funds
Aren't they funny?
by voting bonds of eoiir.se.
necessary"
The Journal favors voting Hie bonds. We were opiMiseil to the
viaduct bonds because we thought the Santa Pe railroad might to
build lis own vlydiiots here, as it does elsewhere.
Hut nrter consultation with the candidates on the Greater Albuquerque ticket
we arc satisfied that they will not Issue these bonds unless no way
can be found to compel the railroad to do Its duty. Bonds must
be Issued to build cities. Albuquerque must go forward. We advise voting for all bond Issues.
Wo are told that "Increased witter sales volume would permit
a radical reduction In water rates." Do you get that? I'se mor
water at the present high rates tnd maybe Ihey will reduce the
rate. When the loiirnnl last year asked them to reduce ihe rale
In order to stimulate the use of more water tn raising lawns and
flowers, we. were told that they could not because ihey did not
have the water. We were told that the rate was kept high In
order to restrict the use of water. Yet anybody knows who knows
anything, that an abundance of cheap water Is the first essential
to building a clly In a desert. The water plont earned $90,000 In
two years. What was done with the money? More wells would
have meant plenty of water. Plenty of cheap water would have
meant lawns mid flowers. I awns and flowers would have meant
a new community pride nnd several thousand additional people.
The "practical clly plan" which Ihe Triumvirate prooses Is
d
that some day, when enough
water Is used they may
reduce the rate. Somo clly builders!
"Plans have been matured" for park expansion and public library Improvement, we are told. Perhaps the people would like
to know what these plans are. It occurs to us that the people pay
the hill nnd might bo told. Which tlecado will see these plans
actually Inaugurated?
Tho plain truth Is that the Triumvirate has acted as though
It were running a private business. The people have been told
nothing. They are IXlnft lold nothing now? except that the
wants some money to spend. Why are not these men out
educating the people on the imperative need of voting these bonds?
Well would be pounding away at It, if It were his program as he
did on the hotel Idea.
Walton, Well and Tingley would have found a way to get
plenty of water. They would have found n workable and fair
way to extend the clly limits. They would have worked out less
expensive, but equally durable paving specifications and would
have argued It out with protectants and converted them, Instead of
their wishes.
The propaganda that the Triumvirate Is made up of unusual
"business men" Is n myth. Not a single act am be pointed to In
their official records lo prove I.
'
Two weeks ago Ihe very men who are now saying that the clly
can not get on without these men. were holding dally meetings
trying to decide on acceptable men to take their places In the InAll thought of rerunning them was then
terest of harmony.
abandoned.
Louis A. Meltne, .Icrre Haggard, Guy Rogers, Major
Ituppo and others, who now tell yon that the clly will suffer without them, were abandoning the Triumvirate like an orphan baby
on a strange door-steMerely because a group of laboring men
refused to accept one of the three men this gathering propositi,
they ahnndoncd the harmony project and revived talk of the
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"WORK ROOM" FITTED
UP IN YOUR CELLAR?
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Berlin. March 28 (by the Associated Press. An attempt was
made to assassinate Professor Paul
N. Milukoff, former minister of
foreign affairs in the Kttsslan provisional government, while he was
addressing a gathering of Russians
tonight.
The attempt was frustrated by
Vladimir Naboukoff, who himself
was killed by a bullet aimed at
Milukoff.
Professor Milukoff was not inHe was immediately surjured.
rounded by friends who hurried
him from the hall. 'His assailants
were two former Russian officers,
who shouted: "We will have revenge for the death of the czar,"
as they fired from front seats In
the auditorium.
Professor Milukoff was speaking
on his recent visit to the United
.States and recarding the European
situation.
His address was mod
erate in tone and
M. Naboukoff was secretary
of
state in the first Russian prelimiunder
Lvoff.
cabinet
Prince
nary
He was a noted authority on criminology and editor of the Uussian
newspaper. Kill, in Berlin.
Naboukoff was sitting on the
stage behind Professor Milukoff.
He leaped in front of Milukoff as
the assassins fired and fell dead
with two bullets through his body.
Several persons in the audience
were slightly wounded. About 12
shots were fired.
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PROMISE AND PERFORMANCE
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HAVE

fhicago,

28.

active picketing, resulting In increases in the
ranks of striking mill workers
and two minor disturbances,
marked the second day of the
extension of t.ie New England
textile strike to seven mills
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Dally

FAMOUS WIDOW
BULLET AIMED
AND 3 CHILDREN
AT RUSS CHIEF
NOW DESTITUTE
KILLS ANOTHER
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Lawrence.
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Imbiin. .March 28 (by (be Associated Press). As a counter move
to the threat of Richard Mulcahy,
the dial cireann minister of de- tense, that all persons who attend
ed Sundays conventions under the
auspices of a. section of the Irish
republican army would be suspended from the army, the executive council elected by the convention, has Issued an order to all
units of the army denying the min-- .
ister of defense and bis chief of
staff any control ot the army. Tho
order declares that Mulcahy and
his chief of. staff have tmriiil a
policy caicuwted t subvert the re
public nnd that the council, by
virtue of the powers vested in it,
is taking tho preson'. action.
The council further orders that
all those serving in the paid army,
which is intended as the nucleus
of the Free State army, and in the
civic guard, which is the nucleus
of the future police force, must re
turn rortnwitn to tneir respective
Irish republican army units, and
that recruiting for the.e bodies
must cease.
This is looked upon in Dublin as
marking tlie final break in the
army, nnd it is believed the future
depends largely upon which side
has tlie effective majority of ;d-- ;
diers.

OPEN SHOP IS NOT AN

ISSUE

IN

THE PRESENT

MINE DISPUTE, CLAIMS
(

By The Afwiiclitlf d I'rcuft.l

Los Angeles, Calif., .March 28.
The second trial of Arthur C. Burch,
charged with the murder of J. Hello. i Kennedy here last August, got
under way this afternoon after
three continuances due to his counsel being engaged in another trial.
W ithin
forty minutes a jury panel
of seventeen men and thirteen women was exhausted nnd an ad
journment was taken until tomor-jromorning. Seventeen jurors declared they were opposed to capita!
punishment, while one, a woman,
said she had a fixed opinion as to
her verdict. There were eight men
and three women In the jury box
when the adjournment was taken.
When Burch enterel tho court
room this morning, he was seen to
smile and wink at some one occupying the spectators' seats. Bailiff
Clark Reeder declared that Burch
was continuing a flirtation commenced yesterday with what ho
termed "two Los Angeles flappers."
"I'll not tell yon what 1 told
those girls," Reeder said, "but them
will he no flirtations carried on
with defendants in murder cases in
Mils court room."
Attendants at the outer doors of
the court room said they had been
instiucted not to admit the two
girls should they seek admittance
again.
Obenchaln
Mrs.
Aladalynno
was in court
Rnrch's
this nn rning when her case was
transferred to Judge Shenk's department of the superior court,
ller second trial was recently set
for June 6 in Judge Reeve's deis
partment where the Burch trial of
now being held. The transfer
Mrs. Obenehain's case was to prevent possiblo conflict ot the two
trials.
l'.nrch's parents, the Rev. nnd
Mrs. W. A. Burch, of Evanstnn,
111., arrived in Los Angeles late today and passed an hour with the
prisoner in the county jail.
It was the first time Burch had
ceil his mother since his arrest
last August. His father was with
him during the first trial, whicn
ended January 16 last with a dis-- i
agreement of the Jury. The Rev.
Mr. Hiirch said he and his wife
would be in court with their son
during the present trial.
w

I

Columbus, Ohio, March 2S. The
iopen shop is not an issue In the
mine controversy, "no1.
present
even a thought thereof," according
ito a statement issued here tonight JOBLESS SITUATION
Ohio Coal exby the Southern
IN EASTERN STATES
change, an organization of operators of the Hocking and adjacent
REPORTED SERIOUS
fields.
state-'meIn past scale meetings, the
(Hy The Assnrlntrd Presn.)
says, miners always have
March H8. The
Indianapolis,
of
been represented
officials
by
employment situation was
the United Mine Workers, and no country's
a statement isin
surveyed today
other method of making agree-- ' sued by G. W. Powell, assistant dimerits is contemplated.
rector of the American legion's
Willingness of operators to meet campaign to relieve unemployment,
miners In district wage scale con-- j who said the best conditions preferences does not Indicate a. desire vail In states between tho Missisfor an open shop "or an attempt sippi river and tho Rocky mounIto break or avoid any contract. tains.
"The farmers there are planting
written or implied," according to
the statement.
j their
crops and getting ready rer
a busy 8eoson," said the statement.
eastern sections or the mid"In
the
60 P. H. S. HOSPITALS
dle west, the large ulustrlal centers show that work is slack.
WILL BE TRANSFERRED
"In New England nnd the middle
TO VETERANS' BUREAU Atlantic states, tho employment
situation is extremely serious. In
tho southern states conditions do
(By Tile
Washington, March 28. Trans-- j not seem as bad as In the purely
fer by presidential order of sixty industrial districts although there
many thousands still
public health service hospitals to are a great there.
In the extreme
the veterans' bureau, as requested unemployed
there
by Director Forbes, probably will western section of the country
be made as soon as the disposition are still thousands of veterans
of the medical services for thn
treatment of disabled veterans is
determined, it was indicated today FATHER AND DAUGHTER
at tho White House.
ACCEPTED AS JURORS
President Harding was repre-- :
sented as favoring tho transfer as
well as Director Forbes and Sur-- i
(Hy The Asnnrlnted Press.)
geon General Cumming of the
lieno, Nov., March 28. Father
Approxl-- I and daughter will assist in decidpublic health service.
mately 1,000 reserve medical offl-- j ing the fate of Mrs. Nannie A.
cers of the public health service Goodnight, who was on trial here
are expected to be transferred to today charged with assault with
the Jurisdiction of the veterans' intent to kill her husband, Dr.
on
bureau along with the hospitals.
Charles H. Goodnight, dentist,
the night of January 31. Miss Ilutli Atchison and her
HARDING TO INSIST
father, James Atchison, were both
UPON A FAIR TRIAL
drawn in venire and were accepted
as Jurors yesterday.
'
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FOR BUDGET SYSTEM

28. PresiWashington, March
dent Harding will Insist upon a fair
trial for the budget system, it was
made known today at the White
House. Despite songressional
changes in estimates for appropria
tions prepared by th budget bu
reau, tne president was represented as believing that the system
would be productive of immeasurable good.

PKINCKTOX QUINTET WINS.
Princeton, N. J., March 28.
Princeton tonight won the basketball championship of the Intercollegiate league by defeating the
University of Pennsylvania, 28 to
23, In tho play off for the title.
Each team won eight and lost two
games in the regular season,

600 MORE MEN
TO GO ON ROLL
OF D. & R. G. W.
(11) The Annorlntfd Treat.)

Salt Iiake City, March 38.
Announcement was made today by I). G. Cunningham, as-

sistant superintendent of motive power of the Deliver and
Rio Grande WeSlern railroad,
that beginning Saturday 600
additional men would lie employed at tlio local car shops
of that road. Willi the
of tlicc men. he
euld. the forees at the shops
would by buck to uoriual.

with 1.000.000
Experiments
school children In New Tork
showed that. 800,000 of them
were on or over the border
line of
You may eat and eat, but
if your diet is deficient in certain elements your body will
not be properly built up.
A French
scientist of high
standing- is authority for the
statement that eating nothing
but cooked foods for a year
would result in death.
Fruits and certain vegetables
are the main means of securing
the raw foods which many doctors claim are essential to
health. Oranges and lemons
are an acceptable way to obtaining this raw food element
vltamines.
containing
of
our readers may have Any
a free
booklet giving recipes for using
these citrus fruits in many attractive ways. All that is necessary Is to fill out and mall
the coupon below, enclosing
two cents in stamps for return
postage. Be euro to write your
name and address clearly on
the lines of the coupon.

FKEDEmO J.

tlSKI,

Director.
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washing.
ton, D. C.
I enclose herewith two cents
in stamps for return postage
on a free copy of the Orange
and Lemon booklet.
Name
Street
City

State

... . t . . ....

,
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5 SIX SHOOTERS
WON'T PAY BILL
FOR GIRL VAGS

PICTURE

ACTOR SUED FOR

"Would it be all right for us to
on the
our
streets, if we don t have them
loaded?"
Chief Galusha looked up from
his desk and straight into two
faces belongbeaming
gills, Hazel
ing to two
Jensen and Agnes liolt, both of
Kenosha, Wis.
What do you
tho chief demean,
manded.
They each dived Into holsters
which' hung handily ut their belts
eastern shooting
and produced
Irons about tlio size of dimes.
They aren't loaded." they both
chorused, and a flash of excite
nient sprang into their eyes.
.
Chief looked at them
"1 don't believe they'd do any
remarked.
harm if they were," ho
"Might put out an eye, though," he
conceded.
"Why! What's tho matter with
them?'' th is girls demanded.
only they aren't big
"Nothing
enough to count." The chief produced his .45 special. Knvy and
desire sprang Into four eyes.
"Isn't it a beauty!" The gasp was
a duet, and, "Wouldn't you love to
have it?"
"Now, what's all this about?"
the officer of the law inquired as
he lamped the army caps perched
Jauntily on two sets of bobbed
hair; tho trim riding breeches and
the shoulder bags.
"We're walking from Kenosha
to the coast," one of them nonchalantly explained. "Are
Chief gasped.
you in

IIVI

Herbert Rawlinson Charged
With Committing a Statutory Offense Against
Girl.

UP.

WAGE IS

TODAY SET FOR
FINAL VOTE ON PACT
FLEET
TO LIMIT

OVU NATIONAL

10

C. C. CLDS50N

fjQJ BEING PAIR

(Continued from Page One.)
remain a political Issue
"with one party going in the front
door and the other going in the
back door,"
In the course of his address,
Senator Lodge replied in detail to
charges recently made by Senator
Heed, democrat, Missouri, that the
treaty would not in fact establish
could

cany,

DAMAGES

HEAVY
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RAIL MEN. SAYS;

0

N

Pay Santa Fe Republicans Hold
One of the Longest and
Rather Than a Further
Stormiest Sessions in
Cut at Hearing Before
Railroad Labor Board.
Years; Other Nominees.

Jewell

J

X

M

Higher

Urges

a

ft,-.- :
"V

-

f

V.v

tween
Britain
sion,
based

fa

-

naval ratio bethe United States, Great
and Japan. Such a conclu-

Mr. Lodge declared, waa
entirely on misinformation.
Senator Reed, the only senator who
has made a general attack on the
naval treaty, is absent from Washington, and is not expected to return in time for tomorrow's ratification vote.

(SPCOAL
f
Iiy The Associated rress.)
Sunta Fe, March 28. After one
Chicago, March 28. Tho bud-tho
of
meet
'
which
cannot
concern
longest and stormiest
ness
wriMiv',
lona held in years, the republican
its fixed charges Is bankrupt
mm
smnuwnvouu
i
ure to provide a neaitiutii
ui.cw.vu,
j
ard of living for his family a nominated Charles C. Closson as
for
candidate
mayor.
Following
charge
working man's fixed
FLORIDA PHARMACIST
means eventual physical and moral the primaries held last night ward
2
in
sent
a
No.
contesting delega-wa- s
bankruptcy to the nation. This!
IS SHOT BY A WOMAN
lion. The convention fight grew
the axiom on which B, M.I so
over
that
this
bitter
years ns.
delegation
tho
of
shop
Jewell, president
AuMiclntrd 1'rcM.)
(Hy
Mrs. Clark and Iter daughter are
was made, in tho
crafts unions, based his plea for athe suggestion
Miami, Fla., March 28. Frank
now in .Now York hut their exact
of harmony, to submit the
railterest
for
nations
the
wage
A. Wildman, proprietor of a pharto the. chairman of the re-address was withheld by their
before the United mat er
workers
macy and prominent church workcommittee for
J. K. Stickney of San DioKO,
pub can national
the
er
filed
he
here, was in a critical condition
eaid
had
convention
Tho
who
decided,
.Calif.,
em decision.
at a hospital tonight from a bullet
notion at the request of .Mrs. Clark.
expCe0ndiPturesSfo; f food with howovcr. to settle its own
Ploy".'
received shortly before
wound
The alleged offense, according to
muinmont,cutfor bare
noon at the hands of Mrs. Francis
obsprvel.s M that the
the papers in the milt, was comSea. Harry Stewart New.
rfl
'worked
a
subsistence
J
who also operates a
when
in
in
involved
Issue
the
York
Hancock,
New
1020,
in
reai
fight
mitted
M E. Jaffa food
''
'.'
over the nomination for mayor waa
Harry S. New is Indiana's rep- pharmacy.
tho girl was 15 years old.
showed
ot
n.fifornia,
University
Mrs. Hancock told the police
IJe U a veteran
nothing loss than a test between orter-senator.
At that time, it was said, the Rlrln
that railroad mechanics in
tna followers of Judge Heed Hollo- - newspaper man. Ho started as a she shot Wildman when he
had had a brief experience in
were able to purchase but 64 per
w
n
Q HarRent on tnJ qllea. reporter for the Indianapolis Jourand
familiarities with her.
Morn
work.
recently.
picture
cent ot the meat, fish, milk ana (m pf the nornlllati,)n for KOvern-egg- s nal, became editor and Is now part
Attorney PUckncy stated, she had
maintenance
for
necessary
otjm.
The Klirtfent frces were dc. owner. Ho served four terms in
heen on tho legitimate atage in
their families nt tho lowest wo'!fentPll in the convention,
tho statu senate. New served
New York.
Mr. Jewell said.
al-of
the other re- - through the
Tho
n
safety,
15.
October
war
fixed
fuown(r
The complaint
a. fur- than
rather
Hlgher wages
n,lblk.an nominees: For aldermen, as captain and assistant adjutant
1320. as the exact date of the
board
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were
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ther
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John
jnlm,a
Hay Roylial,
general. He's 63 and married.
assault, and related other
Shoemaker. I?. I,. Baca; for treas
by Mr. Jewell in nis nsm
part of trouble?"
purported uctions on thecould
"
10 per cent slash proposed by urer, Alfred Kaune; for cleric, Althe
And
then
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not
Kawlinson
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rang nnd the manager of 205 roads now before the hoard. fred Muller.
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nnce" tour.
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nut in nimns l tno IIOI1V H in- torate on May 1 5.
Dcinanil.
nnd
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Supply
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will roacn nere tomcnow.
people. A reduction in wages
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Mr.
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in
Mrs. Royal was in a hysterica!
not mean a reduction
demand.
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of
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tioniic law
supply
in
a
reduction
means
land cents, il
and price competl-- ,
s
to til" of production
MUST STAND TRIALS
pounds of niiurb'hment
B
tion was strangled by this method tt.at. upon learning that her busbodies of citizens.
He charged that sta- band hud not
: of control,
deter-to
reported nt his of"Agencies given power
III The Amnclnted PreM.l
tistics on the industry were unremine wage levels is no monetary liable, because losses alleged to fice. Mrs. Koyal struggled to reach
Washington. March 28. Mrs. C.
a gun, screaming that she would
(liy The Associated Vrrtn.)
Van Winkle, the enly' woman holdproblem. They aro rationing the have been sustained in mining the
Chicugo, March 28 (by the As chief part of the population. There coal were turned into hugo profits kill her children and then herself.
ing the rank of lieutenant In the
tocan be only one uusiaerauou. il
police
department, sociated Press.) Willie lfoppe
Washington
high freight rates chnrged by
must stand trials on charges of night gave one ot the gumest ex is this: Can any of the goods that by
There IS "Opportunity" for the
railroads controlled by the
the
In
away
be
of
taken
hibitions
billiards
his
not
to
will
the
long wages
good
conduct "prejudicial
buy
THOROUGHLY TRAINED young
without Injury to tho body and mines.
of
order, reputation and discipline de-of career, but was unable to overcome
truth
"There is not one tissue
the spectacular playing of the soul of the nation?
the department," as a result of
man or woman. Start that train- Mr. Gompers' statements," Mr.
to
will
in
their
basis
Jake
on
two
In
this
Schaefer,
champion,
"Consideration
releasing
lay recently
"He kept
continued.
Warriner
1,600-poi18.2
match
lino
balk
N.
conclusion
Y.,
from
to
NOW,
the
Ing
lead
Brooklyn,
girls
inevitably
far from the facts. Court recwho were arrested here. Mrs. Van for the world's title, and the block that the present budget of the very
governthe
that
show
will
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Move
Bowels
with
of
Child's
ended
with
Jake"
"Young
play
Winkle was ordered by her supeMAY & HOSK1NG.
wage earners cannot be pared
dissolution
rior officer to release the girls, but still in the lead. 1,000 to 962. down. It will lead rather to the ment has accomplished
combinations nf
"California
declined pending n Investigation of Schaefer won tonight's block DoO conclusion that tho purchasing of such mine-raSyrup"
illegitimate, and the process
the conduct of the girls by the wo- to 4 1(, but at one time led his power Of the employes ot the rail- were
man's bureau, of which she is the challenger ii00 to 97.
be in- Is still going on."
must
roads
Immediately
deDiscussion of the miners
Score by Inning-- ;
bead.
Advocates of wage ro
creased.
J 7 : 1 43: 55: 10: 63;
a 20 per cent wage in
Schaefer
Mrs. Van Winkle was sppointed
must determine what goods mands for
ductlon
ot f i per smri
Suwith a raiso
crease,
27; 11; 685005001,000.
to the police fore by the late
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grand shall in tha
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perintendent Pullman, several years
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average, 68
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Hoppe
poned until
48
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952.
tions toward settlement of this secRAXKRVPTCY PETITION.
CEMENT
PLASTER
Average tonight, 69
grand 52,500,000 TONS OF
New York, March 28. An invotion of the controversy are ex.iect-ewas average, 59
to continue indefinitely.
luntary petition in bankruptcy
IN
COAL
BITUMINOUS
Mid-Co
Mexfiled today against the
John I Lewis, president of the
Tha world's tallest chimney, re1
ico company, S. A., a Mexican oil
International Mine Workers, will
STORAGE ON MARCH
at Anaconda.
Claims of three cred- cently constructed
come to New York Friday to head
corporation.
itors were listed, amounting to Mont., is three feet higher than
the miners' delegation at the arbi(By Tha Ansoclattd Vrtrt.)
the Washington Monument.
J621.723.
tration conference.
2S.
ConsumMarch
Washington,
ers had approximately 52,500,000
tons of bituminous coal in storago MELLON INQUIRES OF
423 North First Street
March 1, according to a statement
Issued jointly today by the census
FORD AS TO REPORTS
bureau and the geological survey.
PROFITS DURING WAR
This was in addition to 6,160,000
tons on the upper lake docks and
The
If Vour housework tires you unduly," if you
674,000 tons held by producers at
(By The AMmleted TreM.)
mines or Intermediate points. Ks- sufler from headache, indigestion, biliousness or!.'bIuea,"
Washington, March 2S. Secretimates based on the rate at which tary Mellon has written Henry
Even a sick child loves the
it means that your liver is out of order, your stomach
coal has been leaving the mines Vnrrt InnulrinB ni to tho reported "fruity'' taste of "California
is upeet or your bowels are not working properly.
Fig
I a highly paid, confidential exrecently Indicated a reserve of atjreturn of J29, 000,000 in war profits
If the little tongue is coatSyrup.?
The poiltlon afforda
ecutive.
least 63,000,000 tons by April 1, to the country by the Detroit man- ed, or if your child is listless, cross,
opportunhlea for advancement.
Our course of Intensive training lo
equal to the maximum reached at ufacturer, It was said today at the feverish, full of cold, or has colic,
secretarial duties, tactfu. correspondthe end of the war. At the rate of treasury.
will provide the pen tie stimulant: that wit .
a teaspoonful will never fail to open
ence, stenography, ecoounta, etc.,
consumption prevailing in January
Reports that Mr. Ford had made the bowels. In a few hours you
ture properly at work again. They will quicken
re,ou i an excellent position
was
said
It
the
to
government
the
and
return
such a
February,
can see for yourself how thorough-l- y
through our placement bureau on
your sluggish liver; tone up your stomach and
serve on hand March 1 was suffi were understood to have been inIt
works
all
tha
Individual instruction our
cleanse
graduation.
constipation
bowels.
'
gently
your
cient to last forty-thre- e
w
days if vestigated by the treasury, which poison, sour bile end waste from
specialty.
was unablo to locate tho reported the tender, little bowels and gives
evenly divided.
You always should keep a bottle of CHAMBER.
Western School for
fund.
LAIN'S TABLETS in the house and ready for the
a well, playful child again.
Mr. Mellon, it was said, had re youMillions
Private Secretaries
SANTA FE OFFICIAL
"Califirst sign of headache or indigestion.
of
mothers
keep
his
ceived an acknowledgement of
Eighth Street and TIJr..i Avenue,
fornia
Syrup"
Fig
handy.
They
Mr.
Ford's
secretary
TRY THEM
RESUMES HIS DUTIES i;eWr from
Telephone IIOl-a teaspoonful today saves a
; BUY TlTEM
Inst before Mr. Ford left for the know
A generous sample)
Ask your
sick child tomorrow.
25 cents at all
was
understood
It
tha,
but
outh.
Th. Jo,.r.-for genuine "California
(gpcnl Corr..pond,nee
free on request;
'druggists
Les Vegas. N. M., March 2S -- J. !f" .explanation of the tepo ted druggist
Fig Syrup" which has directions for
T?
Ret nn mtrhan ra nnertnten(I. imiiM"""!
CHAMBERLAIN MEDICINE COMPANY
babies and children ot all ages
ent for the fianta Fe railway at La
PES MOINES, IOWA
printed on bottle. .Mother! You
t
Junta, has resumed his duties after LAS VEGAS UNIONISTS
must say "California" or you may
a six months' vacation. E. K.
TO ASKLEGISLATION get an Imitation fig syrup.
Machovlo. who relieved Mr. Sexton during his absence, will be assigned to other duties.
(Speelsl Correaixmdenea to Th Jouriiiil.i
.
E. C. King. Santa Fe agent here,
Las Vegas, N. M., March 28.
hns gone to his old home in Louis- The Las Vegas Central Labor coun"It Is Clean"
iana, accompanied by his wife and cil has decided to ask for the pass-nn
of
moro
to
next
age by the
spend six months or
baby,
legislature
GALLUP
recuperating his health.
employes' insurance act, nnd a law
LUMP
text
pub.
books
for
free
Letters have
wonm providing
lic school children.
is
or
labor
MOXKV
been sent to the various
OMERA
To Taos (Head Diwu)
To Albuquerque (Itcatl Up)
Cut out this slip, enclose with 6c ganlzErtions in the state asking
Leave . 7:30a.m.... Albuquerque
LUMP .
. 7:00 p.m.
...Arrive
It to Foley & Co., 2836 them to havo the matter taken up
and
mall
Arrive , 10:80 a.m...... Santa Fe
Ltavo . 4:00 p.m.
Sheffield Ave., Chicago. 111., writing with the New Mexico Federation oi
li-ap.m.. . .. . noma re .....Arrive . 12:45 p.m.
are
your name and address clearly. You Uibor. These organizations
.
.
.
.
.
nin
11:15 H.m.
p.m..
.....Arrive
will recelvo in return a trial ,a.
,spania
to have W. F. Slefred. presiasked
Arrive . 6:00 p. m
Taos .
.
..Leave
7:30 a.m.
containing Foley's Honey and dent of tho federation, call a meetTar Compound for coughs, colds ing of tho executive board to con$4.50;
$11.50.
Crono Is frequently
and croup; Foley Kidney Pills tor sider tho proposal.
A letter also
Phone 251
one application of
pains in sides and bxik; rheuma- has been sent to Mr. Sieferd by the
Albuquerque Headquarters,
Brothers
Ringling
tism, backache, kidney and bladder T.ns Vegas labor council elgned by
L.
JOE
Cigar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
MILLER, Pres.
ailments: and Foley Cathartic Tab-let- E. llahon, president; John Bell,
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
a wholesome ano. thoroughly secretary: F. O. Hart, treasurer;
clennsing cathartic for constipation, Marcel Mackel, chairman of the
Phone 222.
blllousnejs. headaches, and sluggish legislative
committee, and Jacob
Cm 17 Million fan Und Ytarly kT,
bowels, told everywhere.
( in uf .
" Journal Want AOs
bring results,

(By The Associated

I'rct.)

I.os Aneolfs, Calif., March
Rawlinson, motion picture
made defendant in a suit
jictor.
for damages of jSOO.000 Hied in
tiie superior court liero today by
Mr. Ktliel K. Clark of New York,
who charged Kawlinson had committed a statutory offense against
her daughter, Dorothy Clark, two
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by reason of their complete harmony
with our merchandise standard

all-da- y
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When You Think Clothes, Think
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IT IS PLANTING TIME

H. CARNES

Spring is here in all its glory.
That means planting time the season of the year when all growing

1

ROPPE DEFEATED

con-!ll-

1

l''

'"""

When the buds open, flowers make
their appearance and the birds sing.
Then all the world seems joyful.

3.tffnS

MM
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things flourish.

Growing things always bring happiness.

OPPORTUNITY

c

11

run-Hwa- y
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14-1- 7,
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A growing bank account will prove a
source of joy to you at all seasons of
the year.

Dollars planted in the bank are seeds

of success.

A savings account is fertile soil in
which to plant a few dollars.

Compound interest will make idle
dollars grow. Why not start an account tomorrow?

LUMBER

G

d

State National Bank

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

Affiliated With
The State Trust & Savings Banlc.

Combined Resources
One-HaMillion Dollars

oes Your HouseworkTlreYou?

Four and

Private

lf

SECRETARY

CHAMBERLAIN'S

OiVir

TABLETS

CAN DO THIS JOB

HIM

w mm

J.

'

Jim

Albuquerque

M

COAL

Santa Fe

DAILY STAGE

Fare

to Santa Fe,

New Mexico has the machinery for
direction of rehabilitation of its
disabled citizens. It lacks the funds for
carrying out the work with each individ- ual case. It can
It cannot
carry the load.

Taos

Even were unlimited funds available
successful rehabilitation can only be accomplished by generous community co-

-:

operation.

I

It is to find those cases needing rchabil- - '
itation service and to point out methods',
ofbetween this department
and the individuals or community inter- ested, that we invite full information
about every case wherein our services can
be helpful. If you know of such a case .
write the details to'

$11.00
$11.50

cxt this out it

CROUP

to Taos,

'

Aziec Fuel Co.

D. W. ROCKEY,

s,

State Supervisor
j

of Industrial neliabllltatlon,
Department of Kdiifatlon.
Sanla Fe. New Mexico,

-
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melody which
rhythm." she says, "and I consid- sists of merely one over
and over
er It better than tho mawkish is simply repeated
at very rare
tho
of
Occasionally,
English again.
sentimentality
ballads. At the last analysis, lazz intervals, a popular song writer
is only primitive rhythm and in may grow extravagant and comIs
a way that
its trouble. It bine- a couple of melodies, but this
makes a primitive appeal. Har- Is regarded as unnecessarily wasteTho one melody of the popumony combined with rhythm gives ful.
theme
us something else to respond to lar song Is the same as the White-maof
classical music. Paul
and brings out emotions of a
was
conceive
to
the
first
different kind."
of taking this one Jazz melody
In Europe, jazz is much more and filling
in tho gaps between
highly regarded than In this counwith counter melodies.
try, although its widespread pop- First comes a dramatic introducularity has not been viewed by tion leading up to the jazz melody,
the bourgeoisie without a storm while after that each time the

iftreets and

1

By l'RHDERIC

J. HASKIX,

New York, March 28. A bitter
controversy over jazz haa liuit
forth in New York as the result of
;i recent play by J. Hartley Manners, culled "The National Anthem,'"
which treats of the baleful effects
of synenpution. Jazz, according to
those who champion Mr. Manners'
J a national
curse which is
view,
wickodly leading wholesome Americans astray, while its defenders insist that it is nothing moro than
of
a pleasant, if banal, form
amusement and a healthful, stinid-latinexercise.
Although this sudden assault upon our cue conspicuous contribution to musio may appear a trifle
late now that Ja.is m Its wildest
state has passed on to Europe and
has been replaced by a more refined
phase over here, the reform element is making the most of it
A bill attempting to regulate modern dancing and dunce musio lias
recently been introduced into the
and will
New York legislature,
bo vigorously
doubtless
pushed
machinery
through the
in the near future. Meantime, New
Yorkers of prominence, including
many In the theater and in the pulpit, are eloquently voicing their
views on the subject.
"My objection to Jazz," ..ays Miss
Lauretta Taylor, whoso talent and
charming personality are making
her husband's play, "The National
Anthem," a great success, "is that
one can't sit still when it is played
You Just must get up and wear
When you
yourself out dancing.
to the probecome accustomed
nounced rhythm you are unable to
get that beautiful relaxation which
comes from the appreciation of fine
music. This is really doing a terrible Injury to young people."
Miss Ida to. "laruell, well known
author, holds a somewhat similar
view.
"Jazz Is to me a very"It irritating
assaults
thing," she declares.
the nerves and dulls the brain. !
do not see bow It can fail to have
a demoralizing effect if ono subone's self to it constantly
jects
brink is its natural accompaniment.
1
have been across the continent
five times, and everywhere on tho
B

g

h

in the hotels 1 heard it.
could dance a great deal to
.harmonious music, 1 should think,
'and not have this terrible nervous
Incitement. But jazz is not music."
On the other hand. Miss Margaret
organizer
'llawkosworih,
lusseris that jazz serves a high and
noble purpose in inverting iw v
and thus keeping them out of
"I believe that people
trouble.
would all drink more without it,"
she says. "I see no connection between jazz and drink except that
if there were nothing to do in the
be mcro like
evening
people would
aiwinml nnil drink. Jazz
i.. ,
of our na
all
classes
goes through
tional life and 1 trunk it is i.eio
stay. It is a godsend lor pom upper and lower classes."'
This opinion is echoed by Mrs.
Charles Tiffany, prominent New
York matron who says: "It seems
seems to me that dancing lias
done moro good than harm. Older
never did
people exercise as they
before. People are more sociable,
more human. And after all, jazz
affects only a fraction of the
Eighteenth century
population.
as
were
Just
drawing-room- s
shocked by the waltz and other
round dances as we
are today by tho
steps that accompany jazz music."a
A iirrvrt specialist quoted by
New York newspaper considersin
jazz very bad for tha world
while a well known
general,
priest declares that it is "rotten,"
leading to "all sorts of lascivious
dancing and destroying whatever
taste for good music there might
be."
Irving Berlin, who has made a
fortune In composing jazz hits
naturally defends the heproduct.
points
"We live In a Jazz age,"
out, "and if you don't like lazz
you are out of tune with the
times. And a majority of people
must like It or it wouldn't be
universal throughout America, as
it most certainly is. Music reflects
tho thoughts and habits of the
people. There is more freedom in
social customs now. Young women go about alone, everyone is
more independent and all this is
duly reflected in the music of
tho day."
At least ono sertous composer
also, Miss Rebecca Clark, a young
for
woman whoso compositions
the viola have attracted favorable
view
a
takes
generous
attention,
of
"I like it for its
jazz.
One

CONTROVERSY
OVER JAZZ JV
OLD MW YORK
i
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Rmples

Ki,i:s"' luimv is this
melody occurs it is preceded by a "j'!tr
rUNROI TO I, AST I Itlll'hLK:
bit of say a Liszt rhapsody or a
HIM AT XI 111) MltlC
est among serious musicians who Chopin mazurka possibly even a
nt least respect originality. And difficult passage by ltnch.
I'ctirod SehofieM, tho most devilthat Jazz is an American product,
According to Mr. Whiteman, this tt;h lift,, in fiit
ul.itae lu in
in spite of its supposed Jungle task, which la now IxHng followed lour town. You'll nee him at Hi"
by nearly all the leaders of Amerorigin, cannot be denied.
Marshall
tho
where
theater,
orchestras, is one whii h Neilan First National attraction
"Hut," says one European au- ican dance
acorn
of
not
the
should
Incur
good "I'cnrod," based on iSooth 'Parking
thority, "If your serious American musicians.
"All classical music," ton's inimitable stories of American
composers, through excess culture, he
In
final boyhood, is making a hit, and is
tho
"consists.
says,
continue to ignore or sneer at
of
folk themes of being repeated today.
Jazz, they may miss a very valu- analysis, whichthehave
Inbuilt
been
From his screen version of the
able opportunity tho opportunity peasants
to sophisticated art. With the pos- famous character, Marshall .Neilan
of Initiating tho next great revoand
McDowell
of
sible
has
utilized the services of Freck-;!eexception
lution In music. We may discover
our dance musio has thus
Harry, who Is said to he Penrud
over hero that jazz will furnish C'adnian,
to
one
America's
tho
been
lust freckle. The capable suporiginal
to European musio that infusion far
contribution to the musio of the porting cist includes about forty
of new blood and strength that is world.
Our other music has been judultg and juveniles among whom
now so necessary to its very life. the result of
European Influences. aro Tully Marshall, Marjorie Daw
In that event, it may return to And Europe gives
us credit for our nnd Kugene llesserer.
you Americans disguised as 'mqil-er- n contribution."
"fenrod" will remain at the
music' with the stamp of
Lyric theater all the rest of the
to accommodate the many
week
European approval which pardon
me seems so necessary to your
friends who have expressed a desire
Answers to Questions.
to make his acquaintance.
cultured classes
in the United
In connection with this excellent
States. In other words, what you
picture, the two vaudeville star?
now despise and reject as vulgar,
Curran and Walsh, will also appear
and contemptible,
cheap
(Any reader can get tha anyour
and in an entire new
musicians
when swer to any question hy writing again,
may acclaim
eventually It reappears under a The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Frederic J. Has-kiEuropean label."
D.
"KOX'T TFT.Ii EVERYTHING"
Director, Washington,
How Jazz Started.
IS A (iRKAT PARAMOUNT
This offer applies Btrictly to Ina
Meanwhile, jazz is undergoing
Tho Rureau cannot
PICTURE; NOW AT THE "B"
reform in this country. It started formation.
In California a few years ngo when give advice on legal, medical, and
"Don't Tell Everything," a new
financial matters. It does not
a young musician in tho San Franto settlo domestic troubles Paramount picture In which Wnl
cisco symphony orchestra decided nor
to undertake exhaustive re- laco Reid, Gloria Swanson and Elthat he wanted to get married,
liott Dexter play tho leading roles
and that in order to accomplish search on any subject. Write youi
plainly and briefly. Give was shown with completeat satisfacthe feat he would have to have a question
tho "B"
tion to all who saw it
cncloss
full name and address and
larger, income than his symphony two cents In stamps for return theater yesterday and Is being resalary. There was only one thing postage. All replies
are sent direct pealed today. This is a delightful
for him to do to tako Up dance
picture of outdoor life nnd premusic. Ho did; and since then jazz to the inquirer.)
sents characters which all will adhas never been tho same. As a
Q. How many people arc thorr mire. There are many good situatrained and highly accomplished who
are more than 100 years old'.' tions and the story la quite
musician, ho began taking all Un- J.
, A.
popular "blues" songs and
A. The census report for 1!)2
arranging them for orches- shows that there were
4,267 in the
tration,
100 years
United
The average .popular song con old or Statesat who were the
SENSIBLE, THINKING
census
the time
older
WOMEN
was taken. Of these 1,681 were
men and 2,700 were woiren.
efficacy of
,. Among tlie faiulldaU'S for Xo longer doubt the
root and lit lb
I'litraiK-to West Point who fail to that
1'inkhnm's
K.
iass enlrancti pxnins, what subject medicine, Lydla
.lotlirrs most of tlirin? O. V. S. Vegetable Compound, because It
A. The West Point records from relieves the ailments to which
1838 to 1917 show that 4,!)6B hoys they are afflicted. In almost every
were rejected by the academic neighborhood there aro living witboard. The greatest number of nesses of Its wonderful effects.
failures was in grammar, " S 0 Therefore, if you doubt Its value
or power to help you, ask your
failing to pass in this subject.
point neighbor. In nine times out of
y. What wus tho highest
McK.
1'.
S.
of our nationul
ten she has been benefited by its
Tho treasury
A.
department use or knows someone who has.
says that the peak ot tho public It will pay you to give this root
debt was reached on August 21, and herb medicine a trial.
1H13.
At that date It was $26,
ii

,
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eischmann's
fresh yeast
1

known that pimples and
blackheads (acne) and boils are
often caused by errors of diet.
Fleischmann's Yeast is now being recommended for these embarrassing and painful
skin troubles because fresh yeast corrects the
errors of diet which cause them.
is well

ids you

of them

The surgeon of one important New York hospital
states: "I have used yeast extensively and found it invaluable in curing boils." When 17 cases of pimples
(acne) were treated with Fleischmann's Yeast at hospitals in New York and Philadelphia the results were
remarkable. Typical of these was the case of a young

man who bad suffered with pimples for three years.
He ate three cakes of Fleischmann's fresh yeast daily
before meals. In five weeks the eruption had cleared
completely.
Today physicians and hospitals are using Fleischmann's fresh yeast as the most efficacious remedy for
pimples and boils.
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Theater

I
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Today

"Penrod," with
Lyrlo Theater
Freckles Barry, Tully Marshall and
other stars, is being repeated today.

The two comedians,

E. L. Washburn Go.
"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers"

Damask for $1.19.

Beautiful quality, bleached, 70 inch;
several patterns to select from.

Take

$3.50

Put

Cotton Blankets

For

35c, Take 65c Art

Ticking.

$2.59.

Guaranteed feather proof; 32 inch;
assorted colors and stripes.

Comes in tan and grey, size 72x80,
fancy pink and blue borders.

fl
Put

Take 20c
Swiss Edging
12

All new

widths,
edges.

PUT

c,

patterns,
neatly scalloped

Take 25c Swiss
Edgings for 19c.

i

two-inc- h

r

Five hundred yards at this
price; widths to 8 inches.

I

j

Put

Take $2.48 Feather Pillows
for $1.89.

;

Fancy art tick covered; all new
thers; size 20x27.

27c, Take 35c Indian

Head.

fea-

3G

inch,
Head.

bleached

Suiting Indian

Take 98c Camisole Lace for

Put 45c, Take 59c Bath

39c.

Towels.
Extra heavy quality, double thread,
bleached; size 22x45.

Good

assortment of patterns and

sorted widths.
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NEW YORK CLERGYMAN
MAKES "OVER THE HIM'
TOPIC FOR GREAT SERMON

That the motion picture drama Is
the best meoium for ne moulding
of .sentiment toward preservation
ot the sacrertness of the home was
the declaration of the Rev. Lincoln

LADIES' GOLF HOSE

Comforts.
Double bed size, sateen centers, fancy
silkoline borders, good weight.

and Walsh, who brought down the
house at each show yesterday, Is
repeating today with an entire new
program of songs, dancing and
talk acts. It Is a great program,
Fastline Theater One of the
real big pictures of the year, in
fact one ot the best from the Wil-

'.

All shades of this Famous Brand of Ladies Hose are now
in stock Cottons, Lisle, Fibres and Silks We have
Silks in Blacks, Cordovans, Golden Browns, Silvertones,
Navys and Whites, Black and White with or, without
'
clocks

3

Take $1.50 Imported Table

$3.95, Take $7.00

J'tlttdpll
i

Caswell, pastor of tho Crawford
Memorial church. New York, during a sermon delivered on "Mother
and the Fifth Commandment." Pr.
Caswell elects to choose his topics
for Sunday night sermons from the
stage and the screen. He selected
recently as his topic, "Over tho
Hill," the William Fox film production which is to open a local
engagement at tho Pastime theater
today,1 for a run of several days.
"We need in America today all
possible Influences to preserve the
sacredness of the home," said Dr.
I
Caswell, "and no instrument
know of is as powerful In the
moas
the
sentiment
of
moulding
tion picture drama. It Is therefore
a matter of genuine congratulation
that this particular story, "Over
the Hill," is now presented with
such amazing success. Now hns
arrived the opportunity for which
tho church has looked and prayed
the opportunity of seeing the
truth In terms of practical and attractive realism. I am sure that
ten sermons would not produce the
effect that ono showing of "Over
the Hill" does: and this goes on
twice a day, day after day, week
after week.
"Tho picture sends a young man
WISHES

HE HAD KNOWN IT
SOONER
"I only wish I had discovered
Foley's Honey and Tar 60 yean
ago, aa 1 have been the victim ol
attacks of Influenza -- rid bad colds
until I found this wonderful relief,"
writes W. II. Gray, 84 Nowita PI.
Venice, Cal. Foley's Honey and
Tar helps cuughs and colds, bronchial and la grippe coughs, tickling
throat and hoarseness, it la good
for croup and whooping cough.
Mr. Gray adds: "Worth its weight
In gold,
Murvelously effective,"
Sold everywhere,

Reading in a berth

wis

Did you do much traveling a generation ago? If you
did, you recall that there were no lights in the berths of
the sleeping cars. Next time you turn the switch and settle
down to read in your berth, vote a little thanks to storage
batteries, which made electric light possible on railway
trains. The current generated from the axle of the moving
car is stored for use by Exide Batteries on many of the
country's leading railroads.
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of an
Every time your foot touches the starting-peda- l
automobile you are paying unconscious tribute to Exide
Batteries. The first automobile with standard starting
and lighting equipment had an Exide Battery. That same
fine car has used the Exide ever since. More automobiles
leave the manufacturers' hands equipped with Exides than
with any other battery.

If ever there was a product where experience counts, it
is a storage battery. Built into the Exide is the experience
of the oldest and largest manufacturers of storage batteries
in the world.
The Exide, made for your car, is a real battery for real
service. It is rugged and
You will find it a
long-lastin-

g.

comfort and an economy.

-

The Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia
Service Stations Everywhere
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"Don't Tell Everything," with Wallace Reid, Gloria
Swanson and Elliott Dexter as the
leading stars, is being repeated today, also repeating tho interesting
"Burton Holmes' Travelogue" and
"Current Events" pictures.
"IS" Theater

sta'-cast-

adies' Hole Proof Close

SPIRIT

I

liam Fox studio, "Over the Hill,"
will begin a run of several days at
the Pastime today. It is a
headed by Mary Carr and
William Welsh.

m

jiule

O.

The forest service says that
willow wood is used in 80 per cent
of the artificial limbs that are manSometimes bass wood
ufactured.
is used.- Willow is very satisfactory as it hns the combined necesot lightness and
sary properties
stren gt.h.
if. When was the first mule bred
in the I'nltoil States? C. C. It.
A. Tho bureau of animal industry says that the first mulo bred in
ihis country of which it has a record is one bred by George Washington. The first jack brought to
tho country was presented to him
by the king of Spain.
Q. W hen nnd where will the
conference uf women

I

;UII,.IBIIIIIIWtlllIIPPPJl

fight.

ten-rou-

are lightweights.

Is there a plant where willow
for the making of artificial

held? A. O. It.
A. This conference will be held In
1922.
Baltimore, April 20-2-

MMUibfiiiir

Put

U

bo

If you are ever troubled with pimples
or boils, begin at once to correct them by
eating 2 to 3 cakes of Fleischmann's fresh
yeast every day before ot between meals.

scheduled

is in the

the foreign minister

party.

peciais for Put and Take Week

?
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ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX
STORE WITH A NEW

AN OLD

KNOCKED OUT.

l'lna Bluff, Ark., March
sociated
Press.) The first deFriedman, Chicago, tonlglit
tachment of Russian delegates to knocked out Ray Rivers of CaK
the Genoa economic conference
left here tonight. Genrgo Chitcher-in- , fornia in the fourth round of

ffolden

i ,,,--

RIVERS

RUSSIANS
TO GENOA.
Moscow, March 2i (by the

y

,

oils

Sligo-Leitrl-

of scared protest. Over there, however, It has aroused much inter-

ultra-mode-

(.

ARMED MEN RAID TRAINS.
Belfast, March 28 (by tho Associated I'rcss.) Armed men raided
a number of triilns today on the
railway, removing all
giods coming from the I'lster area
and burning editions of northern
neWspapers which tho trains were
carrying.

home to writo that love letter to
his mother, or to carry her a handful of violets, or to send her a
larger cheek than usual, or to rush
in upon her with a hug and a kiss
which she
and an appreciation
longs for. 1 say to you that a picture that will send men to their
homes td do things like these is a
mighty Bernion in the real sense of
the word. We need a preachment
like this In America today. No
pulpit is so effective or reaches a
larger congregation than the pulpit
of the motion picture screen."

LONG-LIF-

Whatever nuke of battery I
In your car. you can be con
fldent of akllful repair work,

fair price, and retpomlbl
advice at tha nearat Exide
Service Station,

Branches In Seventeen Cities

E

BATTERY FOR YOUR CAR

as-

Page" FourV

RIVERA

Marcli 29, 1922
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from war-tor-n
countries of Eu- BELEN MAN CONVICTED
FORD RUN 34 MILES ON
UNFIT
rope, so they say.
GALLON GASOLINE
In the meantime, young ladies
ON MOONSHINE CHARGE
MOSQUERO GIRLS FROM
In Mosquero are asserting an InRACE dependent attitude and a
Start Easy In Coldest Weather
MATRIJVIONIAL
"merry (Special yrte"pnnojre o Tl e
Other Cars Show Proporwar" is expected.
28. A grizzled
Santa
March
I'e,
(Specliil CorrMpiimlenre to The Jonnnl
tionate Savings.
own
his
old
who
negro,
story
by
Las Vegas, N. M.. March 28.
ONLY
ONE
MUNICIPAL
was
with
as
well as in
contemporary
New in thought
Napoleon,
A new carburetor which cuts
existence is the county seat of
was chiefly instrumental in bring
down gasoline consumption of any
TICKET AT LAS CRUCES
New
a
of
Adolf
conviction
about
Mexico,
the
county,
motor and reduces gasoline bills
Harding
AT APRIL 4 ELECTION ing
town of several hundred popud
to one?half is the
Becker, prominent merchant of from
lation and going under the name
Belen, for moonshlnlng, in the proud achievement of tho
(Special Correspondence to The Journal.) federal court here. Becker was
of Mosquero.
Carburetor company, 115
Las Cruces. N. M., March 28.
What is believed to be the first
found guilty on three counts of Madison street, Dayton, O. This
of
kind
indication
in
its
surface
is
the
there
posEvery
organization
illegal manufacturing and
remarkable invention not only inUnited States has been launched will be only one ticket in the field session of whisky and owning creases the power of motors from
there with the avowed purpose of at the town board election, called stills. The negro was George 80 to 60 per cent, but enables
Wise, who alleged every one to run slow on high
eliminating "unfit" young women for April 4. The ticket that appears Washington
from the matrimonial race. The to nave the endorsement of the bus- Becker employed him at four dol- gear. It also makes it easy to start
iness
men
of
Las
Cruces
contains
a
lars
with
starts
chara
make booze. Wise a Ford or any other car in the
to
organization
day
these names:
ter membership list of fifty
started in by being 96 years of coldest weather. You can use the
H.
Paxton,
mayor, (In- age but when counsel tallied up very
practically every young man in James
grade of gasoline
the town is eligible to take unto cumbent); Captain Charles Hill, various statements of the negro or halfcheapest
and half kerosene
gasoline
e
Antonio
F.
(incumbent);
a
rehimself
bride.
he developed 102 years. He
and still get more power and
(incumbent); Juan B.
The rules of the organization
a
ceived
from the more mileage than you now get
discharge
(incumbent); L. E. Strand,
in 1880 at the age of G5 he from the
taboo the following:
highest test gasoline. All
merchant, to succeed C. O. Ben- army and described
Immodest dancing.
how
the
said,
Ford owners can get as high as
nett, who is moving to another part
Bobbed hair.
put stamps on whisky thirty-fou- r
of the southwest; treasurer, John
miles to a gallon of
Face painting.
Gl. He said his
M. Bowman, cashier of the First he made m
So sure are the manugasoline.
Too short dresses.
son
was
born when he facturers of the Immense saving
youngest
National bank. .
Rolled down hose.
Will P. Lapolnt, representing a was eighty.
their new carburetor will make
Each member, and the mem- committee of democrats
and reoffer to send it on thirty
that
which
bership list contains the names publicans,
endorsed
the GOOD FOR THAT "FI.C" COUGH days' they
trial to every car owner.
of all classes of young men from ticket, said In an interview today:
For quick relief from the wear- As it can
be put on or taken off
laborers to the wealthiest boys of
everyone ot the men mentioned ing coughs that "hang on" after in a few minutes
by anyone all
or influenza, take
the town, is pledged to "boycott" can be depended unon'to be on the the grippe
readers of this paper who want
any girl transgressing any above job all the time, and, being property Foley's Honey and Tar. Mrs. K. D. to
try it should send their name,
owners, tney win, or course, take Drake, Childe, Md.. writes: "After
rule.
interest in doing what an attack of the flu th t left me address and make of car to the
Membership fee is $5 per mem- a big neueve
is best for the with a severe cough nothing seem- manufacturers at once. They also
ber, money to be used in buying tney
interests of the town.
There ed to relieve me till I tried Foley's want local agents, to who they
presents for the first man lucky is
no
reason to put an- Honey and Tar. which I can highly offer exceptionally large profits.
absolutely
enough to marry under the re- other
ticket in the field at this recomme 1." it is also good for Write them today. Adv.
strictions of the club.
time."
croup, whooping cough and colds.
Fearing there are not enough
A woman in Stockholm Is the
tho ticket is elected. It will be It puts a soothing, healing coating
eligible girls in the section to the'f first time In the
of
Las
over
the inflamed surfaces, cuts the mother of three daughters of difhistory
meet their demands in brides, the
mat members of the town phlegm, eases hoarseness, clears ferent ages whose birthdays fall
young men plan importing girls unices,
board have been returned to office. the air passages. Sold everywhere. on the same date.
TO ELIMINATE

STATE HAS NEW
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Jo-m- r!.

TO STAGE FIRST
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Demon Rivera to Arrive Saturday to Complete TrainMill
ing for
With Sol on April 6.
15-Rou-

By NOHMAN K. BROWN.

CASE

one-thir-

Miss Virginia Briggs, Employed at the Sanitarium
Where Miss Rappe Died,
Is Put on the Stand.

Pinch Kit for Ruth.
Demon Rivera, who Is scheduled
(liy The Aixorlulrcl Prom.)
That's one claim to fame that
Fan Francisco, Calif., March 28.
to meet "Young" Sol, of Pueblo, "Hack"
Cub outfielder, has.
Miller,
The
first direct testimony linking
in the main event at the Armory
Miller it bonked to play left field lloscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle
with the
,U Hill Killefer's reApril 6, will arrive here from I,as regularly
death of Virginia ltappe was given
CuLis
showHe
t'.iis
to
year.
In
vamped
complete
his trial for manslaughter late
Saturday,
Vegas,
year that he is ripe for a this afternoon by Miss Virginia
training for the big sqrap. Both ed laft berth.
regular
Brifjps,
measures
at
secretary to Dr. Francis
tread
few
a
boys will
In justice to Babe Ruth, we'll Wakefield,
at whose sanitarium
Moose hall Sunday afternoon in a admit
Miller
batted
for
the
that
the actress died. She said Miss
so that the fans
public work-ou- t
when
Bambino
in
the
Big
days
her:
told
Rappe
can look 'cm over and r'ck tin Babe was still rated as a
pitcher
"Arbucklo took mo by the arm
winner.
homo
run
his
and
hadn't
bump
and threw me on the bed and put
This Is the first time for several been
It occurred when his weight
and after that I
years that bantams have been Millerdeveloped.
out
was
Red
tried
the
by
booked in a main even here and Sox in 1018. lie stuck with the do not know what happened."
of Miss
With the testimony
the bout promises more action Sox long enough to share in the
Briggs, a surprise witness, the
than has been seen in some time. world's series iourv.
state rested its case. The defense
Kol is noted for his speed and the
Miller was obtained from Oak- immediately began the presenta"Demon" did not win the name land
In the Coast league by the tion of lis evidence
by calling
through sluggish boxing around Cubs in 1920, but the deal was
Adolph Juel, head of tho police
Denver and other western boxing never
The
completed.
Brooklyn
identification bureau, to tho stand.
centers.
Newspaper reports have
also had a string on Hack
Court Denies Motion.
it that the Las Vegas boy swings aDodgers
but
find
couldn't
of
limes,
couple
This is the first time Miss Briggs
mtts
set
of
wicked
and
a speedy
room
for
him.
as a witness, and at
has
and that ho can also absorb a lot
means that it Hack the appeared
"Which
conclusion of her testimony
of punishment.
comes
colors
with
through
flying
a motion that
defense
made
sevthe
Local fans have known for
he'll be getting sweet re- her statements be stricken from
eral months that Sol was quick, this year
on
or
two
owners.
three
club
the record ns hearsay. This motion
but it was not until a few weeks venge
the court denied.
ago that he convinced them that
M KM PHIS CU B.
OUTS
Miss Briggs explained that she
he also carried a wallop. FourMemphis, Tenn., March IS.
had gone into Miss Itappe's room
teen lefts which Pol sent to the Dick
fielder
left
O'Connor,
recently on the
of her death. "She askstomach of Leonard Lee, the "Lit- secured
the Memphis Southern ed me day
about the amount of the
tle Denver Knockout King," sent associationby club
the
Western
from
bill
that would be due,"
Lee to the canvas that number of
hospital
league, became dissatisfied with said the witness.
"She said she
times during the nino rounds his
new
berth
and
left
for
today
d
didn't see why she should pay the
scheduled
which their
in
i

on'-m-

'

bout lasted.
Rivera is an open boxer, as Is
Sol.
This would Indicate that it
will be a milling bee proper with
but little clinching or complete defensive work, except in cases of
emergency.
Dan Padilla. who Is promoting
the card, stated last night that he
was making an effort to match
Toung Jim Flynn against Battling
Dryden of Belen. The two boxed
a slugging match at Belen a few
weeks ago In which Flynn received
a close decision. Those who saw
the scrap claim it was the hardest
fought battle ever staged In New
Mexico. An effort to rematch the
two about ten days later was not
successful, as neither boy had recovered enough from the bout to
enter another one at that time.
In case negotiations
for the
n
bout fall, there is
nome talk of pitting Toung Her-rerwho has been knocking all
the preliminary boys for a goal for
the past two yea?, against Kid
Anaya and see how Herrera stacks
up against a boxer.

Des Moines, Iowa, it
his home
was announced.
His place will be
taken by Joe Phillips of the Minthe
of
American
club
neapolis

We Believe
BatwatyBigsaa

That a Coal
Truck Driver
Is an Important

Flynn-Dryde-

a,

Person- - He is
--

the man who comes

RIVFR. XOT DANGEROUS.
Memphis, Tenn., March 28.
"With
a continuation
of good
weather, government and levee engineers tonight said that the river
Itage now expected would not prove
dangerous to the levee system and
that a break anywhere along the
line from Illinois to Helena, was
extremely Improbable.

into contact with

cur customers.
When you call 333
fcr Coal it will hz
&Ahr?rcd promptly

ROYAL

fov

EASY

CHAIRS

cvr own

ccur- -

teem, driver.

Relax for a few
moments every day
in a Royal Easy
Chair which automatically fits itseli
to your every position, and notice how
the day's fatigue
disappears.

COAL DEPARTMENT

Gibson - Faw
Lumber Co.
Phone
-

pay the account after she left, the
money paid by her would be returned. She replied that she was
not going to leave, that she was
going to die.
"Then I asked her why she
thought she was going to die, and
it was then that she told me the
details of the party."
Cross I'jamiiHMl by MoXah.
Cross Examined
by Attorney
Gavin McNab, defense chief counsel, as to whether it was not true
that she had telephoned him asking that Miss Rappe's bill be paid
and threatening- that if it was not
she would tell her story to the district attorney. Miss Briggs made an
She also denied
absolute denial.
that McNab had told her to give
any evidence she might have to thedistrict attorney, nlthough admitting that he had told her to see
that official, she presumed, about
the bill.
"I had some one on the line
while I was talking to you," said
the witness.
"Po did I," volunteered McNab.
Miss Briggs declared that she
had not told her story before or
volunteered any information because she shrank from the notoriety. She added that she had been
summoned to testify only last
Saturday.
Supposed Scone Knncted.
A portion of the alleged attack
was
by Arbuckle on Miss Rappe effort
enacted by the defense in an
to show that had force been used,
the finger prints on the hotel room
door would have been blurred and
smudged beyond identification. attorNat Schmulowitz, defense
ney, impersonated Miss Rappe and
E.'o. lleinrich, who had testified
as a finger print expert, Impersonated Arbuckle. The door of the
stag
hotel room was used In the Hein-tirthe supposed scene.
irg ofhad
t"stit'ied that the door
bore the prints of Miss Rappe's
Arbuckle'a
superimwith
hand,
posed.
Adolph Juel, finger print expert
for the San Francisco police do
partment. testified that the finger
prints on tne door 01 mi nmc
room in which the struggle was alleged to have taken place were no;
those of Miss Rappe and Arbuckle.
thus directly contradicting the testimony of Heinrich, who developed
the photographs of the marks.
Juel was under cross examination
when the session closed.

Timers
OUTDOOR MAN
the
and the golfer
will like the Scarsdale.
It's
n
a
bellows pocket
model with both knickerbockers
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four-butto-

and trousers.
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Society
Brand

I

)
t
means

'if
-

"

t

I

'Us

JtW
"VV'A

Has

free-arplait like all sports
clothes should have, and a belt
in the back.
m

And it's Society

Brand.

That

that the collar will never gape, or the trousers gas.

It means that coat front won't break, and the shoulders
hitch up. It means that it s hand tailored throughout.
.

The Scarsdale comes in a variety of good sport
patterns in homespuns, tweeds and herringbones.
Because Society Brand clothes cost less
CJKA
this season, it's priced at
)3U
HAYbEN
218 West Central.

'.'j ffs 's. 'ft.

Y.VSST

jr7.77

KEIEHER.'lfJi III
Phone 335.

"rev-enooer- s"

For dinner is Betsy Rose bread.
It la wholesome and nutritious.
saves
work, saves
Our bread
fuel, saves wear and tear and
you get better bread. You can
always get it fresh and know
that it suits you.

Pioneer Bakery

20?

South

ARMY

First Street.

GOODS

Complete line of Wall Tents.
Canvas
Folding Cots. Angle
Iron Cots. New and Reclaimed
Riding Breeches. Shirts, Shoes.
Blankets, etc.

Army and Navy Store
323 Sonth

First Street

Made Written Requests to Commissioners Connell,
McLaughlin and Reynolds to File for
Re-Electi- on.

THESE REQUESTS WERE MADE JIV THE FOLLOWING, WHICH IS ON FILE AT THE
CITY HALL WHERE IT WAS PRESENTED AT THE TIME THE THREE COMMISSION-ER- S
FILED THEIR PETITIONS AS CANDIDATES FOR
.
RE-ELECTIO-

track meet of the
The inter-clas- s
high school will be hold at University field Saturday at 2:30 o'clock
Each class is making many entries
and the rivalry will be keen. ThlF
meet will give a definite line on
ihi 1009 trnotr amind of Albuauer- quo high. Many men who would
be discovered
otherwise
never
show their wares in the inter-clas- s
event and are often viven positions
on the squad.
The meet will last two hours and
the regular track events will be
held. John venable is tne mana
ger of the senior team and Hugo
the junior squad.
Ciloml heads
James Roybal is taking care of theb
freshmen entries while Glenn
is captaining the sophomore
men. The Juniors are the general
ivnriiii fnr first nlace. although
Coach Addison S. Moore says that
the sophomorea will come oui on
top. The two years previous the
seniors have won the high school
meets.
If the local track squad can annex the cup. now in its possession.
again this year the Albuquerque high become the permanent posscssors OI mat awara. j.ho iiuo-pecare very bright for some state
records.
ts

HIGH SCHOOL WILL
PUT OUT A STRONG
1922 TENNIS SQUAD
The first big school tennis tournament has just closed among the
candidates for the team. Maxwell
Merrltt won this first meet and Is
generally thought to be the best
in high school. Owen Marron fel.
beforo the tourney winner in the
first round in a 0 and l match.
with
Many men showed good form
is very
the racket and the rivalry team.
keen for positiona on the
The players who came through
the second round of play were Merrltt Eller, Silversteln and Todd
Howe Eller was forced to default
to Merrltt having taken ill with
scarlet fever. Todd won from
and defaulted to the
champion.
John D. Burton, who Is coaching the 1922 squad, has arranged
another meet for this week and
next with several of the recruits
weeded out. The team this year
will probably be the strongest that
Albuquerque high has produced
and the tennis coach is very enthusiastic with tho good showing
made by the men who are trying!
for tho team.
--

I

N:

To WALTER M. CONNELL

J.M.RAYNOLDS

j. t. Mclaughlin :

The Undersigned, citizens and voters of the City,
of Albuquerque, believing that the present City Commission has given the city most honest, able, conscientious and efficient service, the continuance of which'
will best secure and promote the welfare of the city as a
whole, and believing further that the experience and
knowledge of the details of the city's plans, needs and
finances make the Commission as now composed better
qualified to conduct the city affairs than any new members can be or hope to be for some time, and with sin- -,
cere appreciation of your unselfish service, earnestly request you to continue to serve us, and to file a statement
of your willingness to serve, as required by the city
charter, to the end that we may be enabled to support
you at the approaching city election.

h

IIol-com-

Has Knickers

Lu-cer- o,

bill as Arbuckle was responsible
for her being there. I told her that

-

3E SCARSDALE

TO SERVE

Barn-castl-

If Arbuckle or any one else should

A. H. S. INTER-CLAS- S
TRACK MEET BOOKED
FOR NEXT SATURDAY;

333

THE ONLY BREAD

.

This Petition Bears the Signatures of the Following:
W. H. McMillion,
Dr. P. G. Cornish,
W. F. Switzer,
Edmund J. Ross,
T. M. Danahy,
F. E. Wood,
C. II. Connor,
J. D. Hanna,
Pearce C. Rodey,
E. D. Sisk,
H. T. Gardner,
N. F. LeSeur,
Ethel Hickey,
J. H. Blake,
Mrs. Nellie Bartley,
Dr. W. G. Hope,
Frank A. Hubbell,

Geo. E. Everett,
Mrs. E. Van Cleave,
A. Domenici,
H. M. Bowers,
Fred B. Heyn,
Evan J. Rees,
Allessandro Matteuci,
D. C. King,
Frank J. Wilson,
J. E. Benton,
Al Mathieu,
Jacob Mohr,
D. E. Salisbury,
J. C. Hughes,
Frank Mindlin,
N. J. Strumquist,

Jerre Haggard,

A. E. Bruce,
Mrs. D. B. McKee,
R. J. McCanna,
Mrs. Pauline E. Wallhouse,
Guy Lauderbaugh,
'
Mrs. Alma Armstrong,

Charles G. Zapf ,
Mrs. A. L. Thelin,
W. L. Hawkins,

J. H.

Coons,

Mrs. W. C. Reid,
J. M. Doolittle,

E. Franchini,

S. U. Rosenwald,

Ralph Melbourne,
Felix Baca,
C. S. Quickel,
Geo. B. Mallory,
E. N. Boule,
Mrs. Margaret E. Medler,
Mrs. Jerry Quinn,
Chas. R. McKean,
Homer H. Ward,
Mrs. A. B. Stroup,
Dr. M. K. Wylder,
Lillian R. Strong,
D. E. Phillips,
Seymour J. Lewinson,
D.

Weinman,

W. R. Whitney,
E. G.

Fuhrmeyer,
John F. Kelly,
Margaret F. Barnes,
Fred K. Ellis,
Gus Thelin,
W. Roy Allen,
Chas. E. Boldt,
Mrs. Frank Trotter,

R. McClughan,
Mrs. Katherine Kirster
J. A. Hammond,
W. B. G. Chadwick,
K. J. Baldridge,

Ney G. Martin,

Al Coleman,
Manuel B. Otero,
Fannie S. Spitz,
R. G. Sutherland,
J. W. Prestel,
Ricardo Sanchez,
S. T. Vann,
C. H. Carnes,
F. H. Strong,
Roland Sauer,
A. Chauvin,
J. Giomi,
C. L. Berndston,
A. A. Keen,
S.

!

V
T-

F. Panneck,

Leo Quier,

Walter C. Raale,
Ernest Spitz,

And More Than 400 Others
WKo k'now that the present' City Commission has given

'lbuquerque

a sound, progressive busi-

ness administration and that by continuing this commission by the election of Connell, McLaughlin and
Raynolds, stable government and sane financial and administrative methods will be continued, and that
the city building plans completed by these men and their associates on the commission, will be carried
out with the maximum of speed, economy and efficiency.

Citizens' Committee
(Political Advertisement.)

By L. A. McRAE, Chairman.
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HUNTER'S HOSBAfI

RIPPLING HEIYiES

BY JANE PHEIPS.

By WALT

CONNECTED WITH
JACK 1ICNTFR LEAVES THE
FAItM.
2.

CHAPTER

Jack Hunter's people had been
in very ordinary
iircumstances,
yet Jack had a fair education. He

from high
had been graduated
school, and had mannered one year
In college, Cornell. Then he had
lieen obliged to return home
of his father's illneps. The
farm although small, would not
is
run itself, and it was all
people had. The year he had
his
weakened
had
spent at home
desire to finish college, and meeting Helen Ardmora at a dance in
a neighboring town had done the
rest.
"Have you discussed finances
with her at all?" his mother
nsked when he told her of Helen.
"No, hut I wrote Howard Dunn
last week, and he said I could get
a position with the insurance
peoplo he was with. It pays only
commissions, but he say a hustler
can make a good living. And I
would hustlo like the De
beg
vour pardon, mother like everyHelen."
thing for
"Have you discussed this with
her, told her exactly how yod are
situated as regards money?"
"Bomewhat. She knows I have
mv own way to make."
The mother discovered a lack
of spontaneity In his tone.
"I can make money in New
York, I know I can! A big city
A man
Is the place to get on.
who Is willing to hustle can always get on, and Howard says he
made over $100 the first month
ho worked for the company, and
that he is making $3,000 on an
average now and has only been
with them three years."
"Do you think you will both
I undertike city life, Jack?
stood you to say she had been
That
brought up in Hastings.
isn't a very big town."
"She's been in the city a lot-- has,
rather did have, an aunt
living there. Until she died Helen
She's crazy
used to visit her.
about New York."
"Let me see, Jack, you are 23
how old is Helen?"
"Almost 20, and so clever."
"I don't see how you are to
live, Jack, until you prove you are
a success in the insurance
se

"Her mother Is moving to New
York. She will have a small
boarding house. We will live with
her until I get well on my feet."
"Don't! Jack don't!" real distress was in the mother's voice.
"Wail, my dear boy, until you
can have a home of your own, no
It won't
matter how modest.
work out, dear. I dread to have
you even attempt such an experI say this knowing nei
iment.
ther the girl or her mother. Why
Jack, If I had a daughter I
shouldn't want her to bring her
husband to live with us, no matter how much I loved her, or how
perfect he might be. Young people when first married should go
by themselves."
Jack had laughed at his mothHe was so sure
er's vehemence.
of himself, so sure of Helen. He
did not care much for her mother,
it was true. But they would have
their own rooms, and so would
not be thrown together very much
save at meal time. And when he
got established, why they would
have a little flat by themselves.
"Try to be sensible, Jack, and
forget about your love for Helen.
Try to leave out emotion. Try to
decide if she is the sort of a girl
to help a man get on, a girl who
for him not just
is ambitious
for present spending, but for future purposes. All I want you to
do, Jack is to be sure before you
marry that you are marrying the
girl that will make you hnppy
that is all I am urging upon you,
my dear boy, Just to be sure. You
are both young and It won't hurt
you to wait a year or two."
"A year or two!" Jack's voice
held utter unbelief that anyone,
even his mother, could ask anything of him as preposterous as
that. Why a day, a week away
from Helen seemed a year!
A few days after this conversation Jack Hunter arrived in
New York, and at once set to
work on a commission basis with
the insurance company.
"Glad you're here, Hunter!"
Howard Dunn had said, "It's a
good clean business, and leaves
plenty of time for fun."
"I shan't have time for fun.
because I must get on as fast as
"
I can, and
The next half hour was spent
in singing Helen's praises.

BEAUTY CHAT
By Edna Kent Forbes.
Any powder may be made to do
this if a small amount of salicylic
T. D.: At the customs house acid is added to It. Your drugthis for you.
you cen get full particulars re- . gist will do The
vaseline you menEleanor:
this restriction on import-garding
a
is
tion
trade
i
ii
preparation and
ds of paradise.
tiifj
Mildred:
Enlarged ankles are not what is known as red vaseoften caused by wearing high line. Any vaseline in which there
used to
French heels, or any other heel is red pepper would besame
as a
pain much the
.that throws the foot out of its relieve
liniment or a mustard plaster.
n;it.u.';il position.
N.
is
S.:
natural
If it
Richard
Florence: Your finger nails
will grow faster if you keep the for you to have a heavy beard it
skin from growing up around the will not be ugly as it will be In
nail. This tightening of the skin accordance with your own type.
on the nails prevents as free a You cannot destroy this growth
injuring the skin also.
circulation as there is when nails without
T. L.: Peroxide, recommended
are cared for properly.
use in bleaching
You can break yourself for occasional
Lora:
of making theso lines In your the skin, is the same as that used
for
the
hair. It is also
bleaching
can
remind yourforehead if you
self of it, until you counteract used for treating wounds as it has
that tendency. This can be done great cleansing value. Cucumber
effectually by first smoothing out juice is made by stewing all the
the lines with the finger tips and essence from theI vegetable itself.
Edward R.:
shall be glad to
then stretching a piece of court
a formula for your hair If
plaster over the place. You will mall
me
send
a
Btamped addressed
not notice the plaster unless you you
start to frown, when there will envelope. There Is no reason why
be an unpleasant tug at the skin your hair should not recover as
which brings to mind that you are the hair of others have, who have
A repetition
of this also lost It the result of flu.
offending.
whenever it is convenient, should
speedily break up this or any
other bad facial contortion habits. BURSUM TO URGE AN
Reader: Any portion of the EMERGENCY RATE ON
body can be reduced through perCATTLE SHIPMENTS
sistent massage, but general reduction will bring results more
For instance, when the Senator H. O. Bursum will sup
quickly.
face has grown heavy, as you say port the New Mexico Cattle and
you must be very Horse Growers petition for emerg
has,
yours
much overweight and a course of ency freight rates on spring shipdieting will not only refine the ments to northern ranges, accord
features but will make your fig- ing to a message received at the
ure youthful also.
office of the assocfation yesterday.
Alice: An excessive amount of The question will come before the
perspiration at any part of the Interstate commerce commission
body may be partially arrested by which will meet at Washington toastringent treatments. If It is un- day. Both the stockmen of the
der the arms, follow the bath by west and southwest and the interrubbing into the skin a powder ested railway companies will be
that has astringent properties. represented at the hearing.
ANSWERED

LETTERS.

inmii
L UUriL

GOOD FOR DtCKS.

R1ES

MASON.

With your groans nnd
you disturb the public
peace; yet I doubt if human beings count for more than ducks
and geese. Ducks are fond of
moistened water and they like to
swim and dive, and on droughty
days they totter, scarcely more
than half alive. They are glad
when rain is drumming on the
woods, nnd creeks are wet, but
they take writever's coming, and
they quack no vain regret. When
the sun again Is shining, and
your life seems slick ns grease,
you will hear no loud repining
from the grand old ducks and
geese. There is weather for the
gander, there is weather for the
hrn, and man should control his
dander it tho rain starts In
again."
get.

Long the rain had been descending, and the town was like
a lake, and the wails of peoplo,
blending, made the famous welAnd when neighbors
kin quake.
the
got together they pursued decommon game, and they all
a
bald
as
weather
nounced tho
and beastly shame. But today I
met a gaffer who has comfort of
his own; he's a sort of chronic
to
laugher who Is never heard"tho
"Yes," he said,
groan.
weather's soppy, and the tireless
torrents pour, but tho little din ks
are happy ns they never were before. And I think we should not
though
quarrel with the weather,
it's wet, for the ducks are highly
the
deserve
moral and
good they

Correcting the rumor that employes of any of the dairies distributing milk in Albuquerque are
ill with typhoid fever. Dr. O. C.
West, head of the county health
department, stated yesterday that
there was not one case of typhoid
in the county,
"We have just completed a reexamination of all dairy employes."
Dr. West statod. "an J have found
them all free from tuberculosis,
or scarlet
diphtheria, typhoid
fever or any otner communicable
disease."
Dr. West also pointed out that
Albuquerque had the finest milk
law in the entire country and that
it was being strictly enforced.
PERSONAL NOTES
"The new Albuquerque
dairy
OF THE STATE
ordinance contains the best rules
from a large number of cities' regulations," Dr, West declared, "and
protects the UBers of
completely
STATE COLLEGE.
I"
milk, all of whom can rest assured
Col. A. S. Williams, officer
that they are getting a strictly chargo of the Eighth corps area of
pure and wholesome product."
the It. O. T. C, with headquarters
at Fort fain Houston, Tex., was at
VOCATIONAL CHIEF TO
the college Monday afternoon nnd
inspected the H. O. T. C. battalion.
INSPECT KIGH SCHOOLS The
battalion was formed in front
of the armory and marched to the
(Speci.il Correspondence to The Journnl.t drill field. A demonstration of the
Santa Fe, March 28. The final manual of arms was given and
inspection of high schools main- then tho battalion paraded around
taining departments of vocational the field to be reviewed by tho ofagriculture will be commenced on ficers of tho college and the batWilliams.
Colonel
with
Wednesday by R. W. Foard, super- talion
visor of vocational agriculture of Colonel Williams then generally inthe state department of education. spected the men of the different
I! company
gave a
Beginning at Fort Sumner he will companies.
go to Clevis, fortales. Roswell, demonstration of close order drill,
Dexter, Hagerman, Artesla, Hope. and C company gavs a demonstraCarlsbad.
Returning from the tion f skirmish drill, and C comPecos valley he will go to Alamo-gord- pany demonstrated skirmish drill
Colonel
Carrlzozo, the agricultural and the firing manual.
college, and possibly Silver City Williams gave a talk to the men
also. In addition to Inspecting the of the college battalion and comdepartments already maintained, plimented them on their appearhe will visit the schools that desire ance and of the Improvement of
to install the new work for the the entire battalion over the past,
next school year.
years when he has been here. He
stated that in the drill movements
the college battalion was better than
B
any In his section and that the ap-to
pearance of the men was equal
that of any of his other schools.
Mrs. T. C. llagerty, assisted by
Mrs. H. L. Kent, entertained the
college card club on Saturday at
the home of Mrs. Itagerty at four
tables of bridge. The club is comone
posed of but three tables but Deextra table was entertained.
lightful refreshments were served.
The girls of the dormitory gave
a dance in the college gymnasium
Friday evening for the benefit of
the girls' sweater fund. The fountain orchestra furnished the music
for the occasion and about seventy
Fred Feernot anil the Engineer couples joined in the dancing.
A Play.
About $102 was taken In toward
Scene, a train going to beet the the fund to buy sweaters for the
band.
members of tho 1922 girls' basketEngineer. Owtch wat a stum-mic- k ball team.
Mrs. J. C. Waterman entertain':!1
ake! Owtch wat a pane!
Owtch, how can I hold my stum-mie- k the officers of the college battalion
and run this locomotive at and Colonel Williams from Fort
the same time? Owtch, I cant.
Sam Houston, who wn here to inPassingers. Hay, wats the mat- spect tho college battalion, at a reter with the train? Hay, this is ception at Major Waterman's home
too fast.
on Monday evening at 4 o'clock.
K. L. Palmer, purchasing ugent
Fred Feernot.
Hay, engineer,
Is for the college, who has been very
wat the hecks the matter?
ill at. his home on college row durthis train running away?
Engineer. Its doing watever it ing the past two weeks, is slightly
wunts to. 1 got a fearse stummirk improved.
Dr. and Mrs. Tl. L. Kent and
ake and I wouldent take my hands
Miss
off of my stummlck for eny man family, accompanied
by
steer
Do
to
how
alive.
you know
Eunice KngiT", mot owl to the
y
here
a locomotive?
cast
moui-ilns
of
Organ
Fred Feernot.
for a iMt'tiic.
Well, I never
steered one but I was allways
handy erround the house. Hay, its EASTER FROCK FOR
going faster insted of slower, I
dont know how to werk it.
THE JUNIOR MISS
Passingers. Hay, this is fearse
and getting fearser.
Engineer. Owtch sutch panes!
If a train robber pointed his gun
at me rite now and told me Hands
up I wouldent take them off of
my Btummick even for him,
Fred Feernot. Havent you got
any pills or enythlng you can
can take? Thcres libel to be a
axsldent heer.
Engineer. O yes, heers a pill.
1
Im glad you reminded me. Ah,
1
I feel better allreddy, wy dident
a
T
you remind me sooner?
y ?
Fred Feernot. Thais gratitude,
that Is. Take your old locomotive
and steer it rite.
Passingers. Ah, this Is better.
The End.
o,
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EJECTION OF MINERS
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MARY C. ARDEX IS ILL.
San Francisco, Calif., March 28.
Mary Garden, general director of
the Chicago Grand Opera company, who was to have sung in the
opera, "Lovo of Three Kings" at
the civic auditorium here tonight,
was unable to leave her hotel on
account of illness, ller condition,
whieh was not nerreved serious, resulted from a cold contracted whih
on the way here from Portland,
Oregon.
The average chinaman has great
faith in drugs, nnd frequently
spend a considerable portion of
his income on medicine.

LADIES' SHOES

,

Check That Cold
Right Away
SUDDEN chill sneezes

A

nilcccc'UATC

Dr. King's
New Discovery
Your WorkT Many

a man is a failure in business, many a
woman in her borne, because constipation stores up poisons that enervate
and depress. Dr. King's Pills make
bowels act natnrally. 25c.
1

f1

ROMPER CLOTH

OMULrvD

MEN'S SCOUT SHOES
Ext'afQod"ole";1l,eavylfther;Qn
$3.
up
only. .
Wednesday is

93c

MEN'S RIBBED UNION
SUITS
93c

What every mother
should know
one subject nearest a
heart is the welfare
of her children. It is during
childhood that their health is
most important.

THE

Weak,

under-nourish-

chil-

ed

dren seldom develop into vigorous, healthy men and women.
Malnutrition produces anemic

constitutions, liable to many

Food is the most
important factor in the
diseases.

ent

of children.

An interesting fact to every
mother in America

is this:

Grape-Nut- s,

served with
milk or cream, is
a complete food.
Grape -- Nuts is
Grape-Nut- s

U2gl

the wholesome, delicious cereal
made of whole wheat flour and

-

ry

growing body tissues. Your
children will thrive on it.
Begin today to make Grape-Nut- s,
with milk or cream, the
regular breakfast dish not only
for the children, but for you and
the others as well.
Your grocer sells Grape-Nut- s,
the same delicious Grape-Nut- s
that is served in the leading hotels
and restaurants of America.
i3
The cost of Grape-Nut- s
little because of the large number of dishes you can serve from
one package.

the Body Builder

by Poitum Cereal Company, Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.

AQn
JO L

CHILDREN'S GINGHAM
DRESSES
Just received large shipment. Sizes from
4 to 14, in all patterns. Values AQ
WEDNESDAY

VOC

QQ,
VOL

QQ
VOL

Two Atlantic lines have policewomen, Mrs. Mary Koin looking

after the working force on the
Pocahontas, and Mrs. I B. Barron
aoting In tho same capacity on the
steamship America.

OIL CLOTH

American Standard Clocks; guaranteed
iov one year. For tomorrow,
Selli

?sk

CAMISOLES
200 new Silk Camisoles. A sample line
containing all colors; lace
med. Values up to $2.00. Each VOL
trim-AQ-

1
1
1
1

can Del Monte Tall Red Salmon,
can Jaeger Imported Sardines,

4 cans No. 2 Sunkist Sliced

Pineapple

guarantee.

Cream of Wheat,
1
1
1

pound Meadov Gold Butter,
pound Fancy Comb Honey,
No. 2 can Del Monte Peaches.

THIS ASSORTMENT,
No Approvals.

QQ
OC
J,
QQ
OC

packages

4

cans Kuner's String Beans,
can No. 2V Gold Bar Apricots,
can No. 2 Tomatoes

1

93c

93c

4

1

Merchants

box Fancy Codfish,
can Como Lima Beans,

THIS ASSORTMENT,

93c

It Is a watch that can be recIn
ommended
every respect
and that upholds absolutely Its

Jewclers-Dlamnn- d

rt

fE. itn

THIS ASSORTMENT,

the casemaker's art.

U, It U"

QQn

Et

YOU'LL ALWAYS DO BETTER AT

The Howard Is admittedly one
of the most perfect creations
of the watchmaker's skill and

It

eadl'

REMEMBER

Powder.

"What we

VOL

Standard quality; white and in colored
patterns; fine quality.
QQ
Three yards for
VOL

MEN'S OVERALLS
220 Denim; extra good brands; assorted
sizes; one pair to a customer.

bars P. & G. Soap,
3 bars Ivory Soap,
1 package large Star Naptha Washing

MIN DLIIM'S
nr

pair

WEDNESDAY IS 93o DAY.

WEDNESDAY IS 03c DAY.

8

The prices range from
$60 to $100

8

ALARM CLOCKS

WEDNESDAY IS 03c DAY.

M

tron-cla- d

MEN'S HOSE
Cordovan and black. While they

WEDNESDAY IS 03c DAY.

z.

Hi y

spring.
The little miss always looks forward to a new frock and coai for
wear on Easter. Crepe de chine Is
the favored fabric for frocks this
year and many pretty dresses In
both dark and high colors are
shown suited to the needs of the
Junior miss. This one pictured Is
made of brown crepe de chine
trimmed with rose crepe collar
and cuffs and pleated flutlngs.
A braided leather girdle serves
as a distinctive finishing touch.
The simplicity of this frock Is the
outstanding reaTHfe of It and
makes It suitable for youth no
matter what the occasion,

v6t

WEDNESDAY IS 93o DAY.

BEDDING COTTON

Is Ideal for
The Complexion

BY ELOISE.

value;

QQn
VOL

percale, cambric; big assortment in all
patterns and sizes; with and without
collar attached; values up to QQ
198 Each

IS 03c DAY.

Pure white, good quality;
package. Five packages for...

Forwuript.1
Sow,Otntnt.TInmi.5S!.rrti"
dJra: Oltkm ItKttrla.,DiF L X. lUldaMf u.

Easter time is the official opening of the spring season as far
as the spring wardrobe Is concerned.
To be , sure, the extremists wear their light suits and
straws as early as January now,
but to the great majority of people Easter is the beginning of

Special

MEN'S SHIRTS

last, on sale,

day.

Cuticura Soap
-

malted barley. It is rich in nutritive mineral salts that supply
strength and nourishment to the

"There's a Reason"
Mad

1 '21 f

Black only; all sizes.
one pair to a customer.

"

Each

.

SLIPPERS
WEDNESDAY IS B3c DAY.

Extra heavy quality, 32" in. wide. QO
Special for tomorrow, 3 yds... VOL
Wednesday is 03c day.

Wednesday is

day.

LADIES' BOUDOIR

PILLOW TICKING

Sizes from 36 to 44. Just what
you ask for. Values to $2. Each

9.io

Each pair

day.

Each pair
I

Wednesday is

WEDNESDAY IS 03c DAY.

up to $2.50.

QQrt
lOC

Special value. All of the wanted colors
in this wash fast goods.
QQ
Three yards for
OC

QQ
...VOL

WON'T GRTPE

D
. r. Kinffs Pills

Extra heavy, full size. While
they last, three for

IS Me DAY.

In printed lawn; all patterns.
Values up to $2.00. Each.

For Colds and Coughs
"Put J' Pep" in

93c

Anirci

tt)C

RIBBED TOWELS

NFWIlpTnnATF

WEDNESDAY

AQn
tOC

PILLOW CASES

WEDNESDAY IS B3c DAY.

nature.

You will soon notice a change for the
Has a convincing, healing
better.
taste that the kiddies like. Good
for croupy coophs. All druggists, 60c,

QQ
VOL

42x36; extra good values. On
sale, four for
Wednesday is oc day.

Dark blue and light percale.
Values up to $1.75; all sizes.

stuffy

feeling in the head and you have
the beginning of a hard cold. Get
right after it, jUBt as soon as the sniffles
start, with Dr. King's New Discovery.
For fifty years a standard remedy
for colds, coughs and grippe.
There are no harmful drugs, nothing
but good, healing medicines, that get
right down to the trouble and hdp

AQ,

ArrcUINO

c.!!

BED SHEETS
Seamless; sizes 72x90; extra
good quality. Each
wKDXEsn.tr is o.ic day.

WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

Rejoices Daughter Can
Resume Studies
"Everything my little
girl ate distressed her, even
a glass of water would cause hei
to belch gas and she was unabl.
to go to school for nearly a year.
I bought her a bottle of Mayr's
Wonderful
Remedy, and since
taking it she is eating us out of
house and home and is attending
school again." It is a simple,
harmless
preparation that removes the catarrhal mucus from
the intestinal tract arul allays
which causes
the inflammation
practically all stomach, liver and
intestinal ailments, including appendicitis. Ono doso will convince or money refunded. For sale
bf BriggR' Pharmacy and druggists everywhere.

Opposite Y. M. C. A.

Cordovan, black lace, French heel; all
sizes and widths; pood quality.
Values up to $5. Each shoe. . . VOL

8

j

1

North First St.

Our eastern buyer has just purchased an immense amount of
desirable merchandise in the market at prices far below their
value, and we are going to give you the benefit of this great purchase. We believe in small profits and quick sales. Get the habit.
Come to Kahn's and get your share cf these bargains.

Washington, March 28. Attorney General Daugherty asked Secretary Davis today to send a representative of tho labor department
to Charleston, W. Va., to Investigate
reports of tho ejection of minors
from their homes by operators.
Mr. Daugherty said he received
a telegram today from Charleston
signed by the union miners' officials declaring that miners were
their homes
being ejected from
nnd asking that the government
provide them with tents for shelter.

PROMPT

Journal want ads net results

feDay at

THIS ASSORTMENT, 93c

No Charges. No Phone Orders.

No C. O. D.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Albuquerque Morning Journal
AN INDEPENDENT
NEWSPAPER
Published By
JOURNAL Fl'BUSIUXG COMPANY
D. A. MACPHERSON.
CARL C. MAGEE.
President.
Secretary.
Business Manager
D. A. MACPHERSON.
CARL C. MAGEE...
REPRESENTATIVES
C. 3. ANDERSON
Marquette Bldg., Chicago, III
RALPH R. MULLIGAN. ..48 E. 42d St.. New York
matter at the postofflce
Entered as second-clas- s
of Albuquerque, N. M.. under act ol Congress of
March IT, 1879.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month, 85c;
yearly, in advance, $9.(o.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
rating than is accorded to any other paper In New
The American
Mexico."
Directory.
Newspaper
The only paper in New Mexico Issued every day
in the year.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Associated Press U exclusively entitled to
of all news credited to
the use, for
it or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
news
local
herein.
the
published
Edlfor-ln-Chl-

ef

as to whether municipal employes should be permitted to organize. The public will romember that
It was the Journal which led the fight to Bave
Messrs. Connell, McLaughlin and Raynolds at that
time.
The effort of this advertisement to belittle Mr.
Magee by implying that Mr. Connell refused to confer with him as an agitator, is a He and Is Indecent.
Mr. Connell acted as though he expected to make
a Becond Coolldge of himself by irritating labor into
a conflict. He apparently sought an open breach
instead of using his skill to attain his ends without
a breach.
The Journal has had the courage to talk plainer
to labor than anyone in the state. We have been
with labor when, In our Judgment, It was right and
against it when we thought it wrof.g, We have
never equivocated.
Men have a right to unionize, if they wish to do
so, and have a right to bargain collectively.
They
do not have a right to enforce demands which harm
the rest of the community.
The city should not be turned over to the unions.
They are demanding no such thing. If they were
we would oppose them.
Neither should the city
n
men. We should sebe turned over to
n
lect good, fair, impartial,
men, who represent all the people and are in position to lead
publio opinion to a Just conclusion in each conflict
of class interest as it arises. That is the exact attitude of the Greater Albuuerque ticket. There will
bo no promises made and no pandering done.

relative firmness to the oats market.
Changes in the provision market
were governed almost entirely by
the course of hog values.

STALLING THE ENGINE.

FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- t
FOK SALE OK THArjE Two It. I. lied
Closing prices:
Wheat
May,
$1.32'i; July, eockgrels. I'hone 4S2.J.
Khuds Island eggs fur hatchfull SALE
$1.19H.
ing, 6 cents each. 1017 Bouth Walter.
Corn May, BSc; July,
Oats May, 86 c; July, 39 o. Foil SALE black Minorca eggs, $1.25 a
100. Fred Cakes, pbon
Betting: ft
Pork May, $18.75.
Lard May, $10. C7; July," $11.10.
BA1 E Ten Burt Orpington
FOK
ten
Ribs May, $10.87; July, $10.37.
anr" ockertl.
Clarke & Murdock, '.ox

61.
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GREATER ALBUQUERQUE TICKET.
For City Commissioners
V. R. WALTON
SIDNKY M. WEIL
CLYDE T1NGLKY

tha TriThe chief "reason" given for
umvirate is their "business ability." They have put
the city on a "sound basis."
It shows
Please peruse the following table.
what taxes were levied for city purposes in a series
of years:
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

$ 69,250

72,605
77,263
137,677
174,993
162,350
159,284

.
.

The present commission went into power In 1918.
In that year the taxes levied for city purposes

Jumped from 177,263 to $137,667. The next year
they went to $174,993.,
Added to this were the profits from the watei
works, the Interest on the sinking fund, increased
occupation taxes, annual drivers' licenses for auto-lstincreaaed taxicab licenses. Increased police court
fines, and goodness knows what else.
That Is how the city was put on a "sound basis."
Levy taxes enough against the people and any fool
can pay the debts and put the city on the credit
Bide of the ledger. Some Jokers!

s,

DOERS, NOT TROMISERS.
The Triumvirate has been in power for four
years. In their full page advertisement in the Journal Tuesday morning they tell us that they have
completed "plans and estimates" for "fifteen major
Items," which they enumerate. Ye gods and little
fishes! Four years to complete plans and estimates'
At that rate it will be a century before they are
a reality.
One of these "major items," for which It has required four years to prepare "plans and estimates,"
Is "lower water rates."
The privately owned water works had a minimum monthly rate of $1.80. The private company
paid the Interest on the bonds. After four years of
"plans and estimates" the minimum monthly rate
is still $1.80, and the people pay the Interest on the
$400,000 of bonds.
There la still a shortage of water for lawn purposes. We are still without a rate to encourage
lawns and flowers. We still grovel In unsightly dirt.
Not only has the commission failed to lead In a
campaign of city beautiflcatlon, but It has actually
discountenanced
and discouraged It. When the
Journal asked for the "garden" rate for lawns it was
refused on the ground that the city did not have
the water for increased ust. We were compelled
to abandon our "plant-a-lawcampaign.
So painfully little can be shown by the commission In the way of accomplishments that It must
resort to a bunch of "plana and estimates" and
plead that It intends to do something, if
Tlngley forced the purchase of the water work
by the city when he was an alderman. Little use
has been made by the Triumvirate of the opportunity which this gave them. The people should give
Tlngley a chance to work out the city beautificatlon
plans which he had in mind at that time. It would
add thousands of permanent residents to the city
and hundreds of thousands to our assessed valuations,
Weil raised the money for a hotel when the Triumvirate and its friends said that it could cot be
done. He accomplishes things. What Albuquerque
Elect the Greater
needs is doers, not promisors.
Albuquerque ticket and watch Albuquerque grow
in size and prosperity.

New York, March 28. Liberty
bonds closed:
$98.12; first 4s,
second 4s $98.16; first
$98.20;
4 lis, $98.50; second 4
lis, $98.26;
third
fourth
$99.52;
$98.62; Victory
$100.02; Vic
$100.34.
tory

3s,

4s,
4s,

BE

FAIR.

The Journal wishes to suggest to our good personal friend, Mr. L, A. McRae, that he read the full
page advertisements of the Triumvirate before they
are published over his signature. Mr. McRae is a
very high type of a man and private citizen. He
ia truthful beyond all question In his personal relations. We cannot believe that he saw certain statement! in published advertisements, or he would not
have permitted his name to vouch for them. Here
la an example:
"At no time, did Mr. Connell refuse to
confer with anyone, except Magee, W. S. Patterson and a labor organizer from Washington; on the ground that the city employes
and the public safety only were concerned."
This statement is false in fact and a disgraceful
Innuendo in spirit. Patterson says he never sought
to confer with Connell. We know nothing of the
labor organizer from Washington.
Mr. Magee
sought only one conference with Mr. Connell and
secured it without difficulty.
That conference was
tor the purpose of attempting to persuade Connell
to enter into direct conferences wilh the firemen
themselves on the ground that "city employes and
the public safety only were concerned." Mr. Magee
went to Mr. Connell directly from a protracted interview with the firemen in which he had
them from their purpose to unionize, provided a graceful way to recede could be devised.
He pleaded with Mr. Connell to enter into confer
ences with them in order to give them a way to
recede. He flatly refused. So Mr. Connell did not
refuse to confer with Magee and did refuse to con- ter with these city employes.
During all of this time Mr. Connell knew that
all Mr, Magee sought was community harmony. Ho
knew full well that the Journal would oppose the
recall if It came. So did the unions know it. Mr.
Magee was attempting to attain the end sought by
Connell without the expense and friction which
would result from a conflict, Mr, Connell refused
to aid in preventing an open rupture. He seemed
to seek it.
In opening its campaign against the recall the
Journal said that it disapproved of the methods
Used by the commission which led to the recall, but
was with the commission on the principle involved
per-suad-

.

non-unio-

NEW YORK METALS.
New York, March 28.' CopP'
Easier.
Electrolytic,
spot and
nearby, 12 c; later. 12 & 13c.
Tin Steady. Spot and futures,
$19.12.

Iron Steady, prices unchanged.
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.70(3)4.80.
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis de
livery spot, $4.704.75.
Antimony Spot, $4.25.
Foreign bar silver, 65c.
Mexican dollars, 49 c.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
New York, March 28. Foreign
Great Britain
exchange Steady.
demand, $4.36; cables, $4.36;
sixty-da- y
bills, on banks, $4.33.
Fiance
cables,
demand, 9.01;
9.01. Italy demand. 5.07; cables,
5.07. Belgium demand, 8.37;
demand,
cables, 8.38. Germanv
Holland decables,
.30;
Normand, 37.69; cables, 37.72.
way demand, 17. 'I. Sweden dedemand,
mand, 26.05. Denmark
20.98. Switzerland demand, 19.40.
Spain demand, 15.63. Greece demand, 4.3 3. Poland demand,
demand, 1.78. Ar
gentine demand. 36.00. Brazil demand, 13.60. Montreal. 97

.30.

Czecho-SIovak-

ARMY OF BILL COLLECTORS.
The American Lumberman says we are willing to
our
allies credit for winning the war, but not
give
too long credit. Knoxville Journal and Tribune.
PEACE.

writer says sunken warships make ideal spawning places for fish. Ana after war's alarums, the
swallow nests in the cannon's mouth and the young
fish play peekaboo in the portholes of the ironA

clad

St. Louis

Globe-Democr-

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
CANADA'S GOVERNMENT

OPERATION.

(From the New York Times.)
The Railway Age calls attention to the fact that
Canada's experience with railway operation is even
worse than our own. The scale is smaller, but the
loss is proportionately larger.
A former railway
official of the Dominion puts Canada's loss on its
1920
in
at
railways
$130,000,000, although the gov
ernment admitted only $70,000,000. Commenting
on an articlo by a professor of the University of
Toronto, tne itailway Age says that In 1921 the
Canadian government railways failed to earn operating expenses by $20,000,000, and the Dominion
had to provide $100,000,000 interest. The Dominion
owns 17,000 miles of railways and is negotiating
lor d.uoo tnoro. There is no particular reproach
to the Dominion for its railway losses. They are
the rule everywhere.
But in the case of Canada
the railway losses and the interest on national debt
absorb half of the national revenue.
Canada's experience with shipping also resembles
our own. In 1920 Canada's mercantile marine did
not earn fixed charges.
The decline in foreign
trade resulted in an operating loss of $1,750,004,
and charges added $9,000,000 to the railway loss.
This la the result of providing ocean auxiliaries to
the national railways. The idea was good, but it
gave to Canada two white elephants.
Canada provided herself with sixty ocean steamships, on which
there is a capital loss of half, and which are either
running empty or are tied up, eating their heads
off. so to speak.
These facts are worth noting in connection with
Canada's reputed intention fn"float a loan for about
in this country.
Canada is a good
$100,000,000
credit risk. Her assets are ample, although ?,ot all
If
readily realizable, and her currency Is sound.
Canada were not embarked in government tradso
be
to
an
she
would
favored
a
extent,
great
ing
We should like to
applicant for accommodation.
see our own government retire from its trading
risks. It might be prudent for Canada to do so.
One of the best operated private railway enterprises in the world has offered to take over licr
railways and might be expected to stop the losses,
or perhaps even produce profits. It might hurt
the Dominion's pride to sell out, but there would
be relict to the taxpayers,

.02.

ia
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CHICAGO PRODUCE.
US TO MAKE

THE GRADE TOWING

had torn when it fell out of his
paws as he slept.
The bunny gentleman put a little paste on the edge of a torn page,
slipped it In the book where it belonged and pressed the edge down.
In a moment the loose page was
pasted fast.
"This will make the book as
good as new!" chuckled the bunny.
Mr. Longears was Just pasting in
the last few leaves, and there was
plenty of paste left in the pan on
the chair near the bunny when the
front door of the bungalow was
pushed open and Uncle Wiggily
Ik ard some one coming in.
"You're back early, Nurse Jane!"
called the bunny, thinking it was
his muskrat lady housekeeper.
"Early or late makes no difference to .ie!" howled a harsh voice.
"All I want is an ear to nibble!"
"Bless my lollypops!" exclaimed
the bunny. "It's the F zzy Fox."
And so It was. The bad chap had
slipped in while the bunny was
pasting the last of the tornout
leaves.
asked
"What are you doing?'
the Fox, coming Into the room and
on
which
near
chair
the
Btandlng
Uncle Wiggily had put the paste
pan.
"Oh, I'm mending a book I tore
by accident," the rabbit answered.
"I'll watch you," barked the Fox.
"I'm in no hurry!"
"Then sit down in the chair and
rest yourself you must be tired!"
said the bunny, pretending not to
know what was going to happen.
"Sit down in that chair behind
you,"
Keeping his eyes on Uncle Wiggily so he wouldn't get away, the
Fox sat down in the chair, and not
only that but he sat in the rtlcky
Floppa-fllp- !
paste
"O, what's this? What's this?"
howled the Fox, when he found
himself fast. "What has hold of
my tall?"
"It's Just the paste! Don't
who
worry!' laughted the bunny, now.
knew he couldn't be hurt
"Just sit there until the Policeman
Dog comes."
"Policeman Dog? What for?"
howled the Fox.
"To arrest you!" said the bunny.
And surely enough, the paste held
the Fox so fast that he couldn't get
out of the chair, and the chair was
too big to drag with him. In came
the Policeman Dog, who arrested
the bad chap and took him away.
Then Uncle Wiggily finished
pasting the book, though the sticky
stuff in the pan where the Fox had
sat was too much squashed to use
In a pudding--, bo Nurse Jane took
peanut butter instead.
ended happily
And everything
Now if thd imon pie doesn't stand
WKa.ts thfat" howled
Fox on its head when it's trying to reach
up on the high shelf and tickle the
Bob Cat, and he ran until he came rice pudding, I'll tell you next about
to a big hig.a
til, and he had to Uncle wiggily and the wind wagon.
Jump off the wall. Jumping off
made him
in his dream, of course
wake up with a start, and the book
tumbled to the floor.
"Oh, dear!" cried the bunny gentleman, now wide awake. "Oh, a
lot of the pages have been torn out
of that book Mr. Whitewash let
me take! This is bad. but it isn't
(Br Tha Associated f nn
as bad as if the Bob Cat had
New York, March 28. Dullness
chased no."
was the most noteworthy feature of
However, it was sad enough, for
stock market. The turnthe book in falling had turned up- today's
over of barely 650.000 shares was
side down and a number of leaves the smallest of any full session
were torn out.
since the middle of the month.
"I know what I can do, though,"
Price movements were in keepsaid Undo Wiggily. "I'll make some ing with these apathetic conditions.
paste out of flour and water and Changes or fluctuations of more
paste the pages back in the book. man. one
point wem turnout enOf course, I'll tell Mr, Whitewash
restricted to low priced or
what happened, b'it I think I can tirely
Issues under profesput the pages back so they will speculative
sional control.
never show that they were torn."
Developments bearing upon mar
Uncle Wlg?lly found a tin pan in
incentive
the kitchen and filled it half full of ket values offered little
or short account. Fur
to
dry flour. Then he let some water therthe long advances
steel
in
prod
price
run in and stirred the flour until
of
he had made a panful of sticky ucts were taken as a matterNew
of
course and an extension
the
paste.
disturbances
industrial
"My! I didn't need as much as England
this!" laughed the bunny, when he was without perceptible Influence.
Minor or secondary steels, equip
saw how much paste he had made.
"Just a littie in a cup would have ments and. motors as represented
Gulf States. Crucible, vanadium
bv
It
been enough.
I didn't know
Locomotive
so much. There's Virginia Iron, Lima
would makt
enough to ..asto beck the leaves of common and preferred, American
a dozen books! Well, maybe Nurse Locomotive. Baldwin Locomotive.
Electrlo and
Jane can make what paste I don't Pullman, General
use into some sort of a cornstarch Electric Storage Battery made
pudding."
gross tains of one to four points,
Sears
Roebuck
Putting the ran f sticky paste
implemented
In a chair near him, Uncle
Wigsubstantial gain and
yesterday's
gily began to mend the book that leathers, coppers and gas and ex
,"

MAY FACE

FOR SALE R. C. Hhode Island Ileus
and Black Mil orca hatching eggs, II
709 North Becond, phone
Per setting.
1815--

FOU SALE

Eggs for Hatching;

tk

THE MARKETS

A LOAD LIKE THAT?

press company Issues were prominent In the extended movements of
the final hour. High grade rails
were sluggish, despite more excelMexican
lent February earnings.
Petroleum made a gain of almost
two points.
The money market reflected the
listless course of investment stocks,
a 4 4 per cent rate ruling throughout for call loans. Predictions of
an early cut in the local federal
reserve rediscount rate were not
shared by informed banking interests.
Cables quoting the German chancellor to the effect that his govern
ment would not be able to meet
the latest demands of the reparations commission were without adverse
effect
upon foreign exchanges. Sterling rallied from the
early low quotations and allied
bills were steady, liven tne Herman mark recovered slightly from
its minimum of the previous day.
Closing prices:
39
American Beet Sugar
45
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 31
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 31
120
American Tel & Tel
15
American Zinc
4 9T4
Anaconda Copper
96
Atchison
38
Baltimore & Ohio
70
"B"
Bethlehem Steel
25
Butte & Superior
51
California Petroleum
135 ,j
Canadian Pacifio
36 M
Central Leather
6014
Chesapeake & Ohio
22
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
27
Chino Copper
29
Colorado Fuel & Iron
56
Crucible Steel
15
Cuba Cane Sugar
Erie
71
Great Northern pfd
40
Inspiration Copper
70
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
29
Kennecott Copper
114
Louisville & Nashville
118
Mexican Petroleum
27
Miami Copper
21
Missouri Pacifio
80
New York Central

........

11,

74
38
14
4J
51
24
85

Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania . .,

Ray Consolidated Copper....
Reading
Republic Iron & Steel
Sinclair Oil & Refining
Southern Pacifio
21
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation ....106
43
Texas Company . .,
61
Tobacco Products
133
Union Pacifio
94
Steel
United States
63
Utah Copper

..........

CHICAGO

BOARU

OP TRADE,

Chicago. March 28. Despite tin.
favorablo domestio crop conditions
the wheat market hero averaged a
Utile lower today, influenced to a
considerable degree by compara.
of quotations at
tive weakness
Liverpool; Tire close here was unc
settled at tic net decline to
to
advance, with May $1.32
and . July xi.lStt io
$1.32 '4
c
o to
$1.19Vi. "Corn finished
a down, and oat;: unchanged
to
outto Ho off. In provisions the
come was tho same as yesterday's
finish to 7c higher.
With ' Liverpool closing at a
slight decline today in the face of
a material upturn in prices yesterday on this side of the Atlantic
selling orders predominated at first
in the wheat trading here, especially as bearish estimates of the
Argentine exportable surplus were
current. Declines which ensued in
prices were subsequently more than
offset by advices that winter wheat
In western Kansas and Oklahoma
were making much less response
to moisture than had generally
been looked for, Word of unseacold
weather In the
sonably
northwest ana west tended also
On
temporarily to lift the market.
the other hand, milling demand
remained slow at Kansas City and
St. Louis, in particular, and with
export business also falling to develop any Important volume, the
market here sagged again at the
last.
Corn weakened with wheat, notwithstanding a good export demand
for corn at tho seaboard. Wet,
cold weather delaying seeding gave
.

'

28. Butter
Chicago, March
Market higher. Creamery extras,
38c; firsts, 84
0137c; second, 32
84c:

standards,

37c.

Market higher.
Receipts
cases. Firsts,
miscelordinary firsts,
laneous, 2223c; storage packed
extras, 26; storage packed firsts,
Eggs

2323c;

27.125

2121c;

25c.

Fowls.
Poultry Alive, lower.
springs 29c; roosters, 19c.
Re
Potatoes Market weak.

24c;

tlng. li;2 south Broadway.
FOR SALE Buff Orplnrtton eggs tor
hatching; also Buff cockerels, winner
of first and special prizes In Albuquerque poultry show. Phone 1710-FOH SALE
White I'ekin duck eggs, 160
each, or 11 for 11.50: ducks won blue
ribbon at poultry show.
Mrs. A. L
Gleason, 12(11 North Fourth, phone 932-FOR SALE Pur- - bred S. u White Leghorn hatching eggs, j0 cents lach; 19
Per hundred; fancy table eggs at market
price. T, 8. Wiley, box 135. city, phone
2411-R-

KANSAS C1TV PRODUCE,

LIVKSTOCK MARKETS.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago. March 28. Cattle Receipts 8,000. Beef steers and she
stock steady to strong. One prime
d
steers to be fitted
load,
for show purposes, $9.25;
bulls
to
veal
calves weak
weak;
steady
to lower;
stockers
and feeders
steady;
packers bidding. $7.50
few
8.00, mostly on veal calves;
lots choice medium weight vealers
at $8.25.
Market
Hogs Receipts 20,000.
opened Bo to 10 higher to Bo lower
than yesterday's average.
Top.
$10.50; very few over $10.40; bulk
$9.75(3)10.40: pigs steady to strong,
bulk desirable 100 to
1,280-poun-

S.
1

C
per

pre-

paid; IS ergs 11.25. 225 North Fourth,
phone 600.
FOR SALE Laying White Leghorn hens.
go to end of University car line, go
south three blocks and east one block,
corner Highland and Harvard street, University Heights.
FOR SALE 8. C. White Leghorn hatching eggs and baby chicks. 120 per
100; also few cocks and cockerels. Gentry poultry Ranch, postofflce box 112,
phone 17G9-FC. ALE Hatching egjs, fertility
guaranteed; White Orpingtons, Single
Comb Rhode Island Reds.
Write .'or
prices. Zlmmer Ranch Company, Ban
Acacia. N. M.
FOR SALE Turkeys for eating or breeding, six hens, three toms, 46o pound,
live weight; 6O0 dressed; also one fresh
Jersey cow, giving thirty pound of mil
per day. Phone 24W-VTWENTY-NIN- E
years on the same old
8. a White Leghorn chicks..
ranch
120 per hundred.
Twenty-fiv- e
years' exYott Poultry
perience with incubators.
Ranch. Poftnfflee box 107, phone 17R0-BABY CHICKS
The two most profitable
and popular breeds: Hlngle Comb White
Leghorns a I R. I. Reds. Write for cir- la
cular and latest price list today,
Valley Hatchery, Las Cruces, N, IX.
Mrs. H. V. Bundy.
FOR SALE
BUFF ORPINGTON eggs for
hatching; blue ribbon winners, first,
second and third pullet, first cock and
second cockerel, special on best female
In the Mediterranean
class, cockerels
and pulleti for sale. Phone 1472-618 Fruit avenue.
FOR SALE Hatching eggs; four popular
S. C R. I. Reds, Mayhood
varieties:
strain, 15, 11.80; Famous Silver Cam-pine- s,
38, fi.OO; S. C. Light Brown Leghorns, 35, $1.60: S. C. Dark Brown Leghorns 13, 2.00. Robinson, Old Town,
phone 3 38".
YARDS
Blue ribbon
RED POULTRY
winners, eggs for hatching, from sixteen grand pens; best winter layers: 8. C
R. I. Reds, 15 for 1.60. 12, 13, 16; Barred
Rocks, 35 for 12, 13, 15; cheaper in 100
Bleta,
lots; fine breeding cockerels. Wm.
3
West Atlantic, phone 3 483-BABY

CHICKS

HATCHINO EGGS; Mountain View Rede
pen hiaded by price winners at El
Paso, Albuquerque, Denver; won high
honor St Denver, largest Red show
In west. A few breeding birds to
hel
North High,
C, P. Hay, 238
spare.
phone 2230--

ceipts 66 cars. Total U. S. ship
ments, 677 cars. Wisconsin sacked round whites. $1.5081.70 cwt.;
Minnesota sacked Red rivers. $1.60
FOR SALE
cwt.; Idaho sacked Rurals. $1.75
Arno.
1.85 cwt.; Nebraska sacked round
FOR KALIS
whites, $1.70 cwt.
Kansas
City. March 28. Eggs
and butter unchanged.
Poultry Market lo higher, J3c;
springs Bo higher, 40c,

O.

S.

R. I. Reds. C. I. Hay strain. S. C. W.
Leghorns, Mrs. Gentry strain, 11 per set- -

New
York, March 28. Call
money Easier. High, low, ruling
rate and last loan, 4
per cent;
closing bid, 4 to 4
per cent; call
loans against acceptances, 3
per
cent.
Time loans Firm. Sixty and 90
to 4
days and six months, 4
FOR SALE 8. C. Black Minorca,
per cent; prime mercantile paper,
Blue Andaluslan hatching eggs,
4 Va to 4
. arccl post
per cent.
setting of thirteen,

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

4s.

3s,

NEW YORK MONEY.

The necessity for keeping American troops on
the Rhine having passed, the war department has
ordered the few remaining there to come home not
later than July 1.
Secretary Weeks, publishing
order, intimates that neither the plans for army
reduction nor the controversy over payment for our
troops' maintenance about Coblenz Influenced the
department's decision. These latter need not have
been considered at all.
The simple fact is that this country participated
In the occupation of the Rhlncland after there was
excuse for being there. Occupation was provided
for in the treaty of Versailles as a means of compelling Germany to carry out the stipulations of
that agreement. But as the United States is not a
party to the treaty it has no legitimate business
enforcing its provisions, especially since it has made
peace with the Teutons without involvement In
matters that do not concern it and which it docs
not approve.
But beyond this, the treaty of Ver
sailles, so far as it relates to reparation and other
of the defeated nation, is belnp
commitments
amended almost from day to day. It has been dis
covered that the terms which allied and associated
troops In the Rhlncland were to enforce are not enforceable. Other means than threats of further Invasion are being resorted to by England and France
to compel the Germans to pay to the limit of their
ability. Armies large or small billeted on Germanv
can do nothing as a collection agency. Germany's
power of resistance to force has been destroyed
The British, Belgian and French troops quartered
HOW DO THEY EXPECT
along the Rhine are competent to serve every purpose of the occupation provided for in the treaty.
Americans are out of place there.
It is economic pressure that will prove the most
effectual with the Germans; that and the degree of
that may be found essential to enable
them to earn the money and produce the goods they
By Howard B. Gar!
must deliver to the allies. This is recognized by
the reparations commission which has drawn up
Copyright. 1921, by McClure
new schedules of payments for this year. The inNewspaper Syndicate.
tent is to get from Germany what Germany can
UNCLE
WIGGILY AND THE
pay in place of persisting in threatening her with
PASTE.
dire things If she does not pay more than she possi"Uncle Wiggily! Uncle Wiggily!"
bly can. In this ciroumstanee American troops are called Nurse Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy one
flay, as the muskrat lady house
called home. It is well.
the hollow
keeper was leaving
"I'm going.
stump
bungalow.
Uncle Wiggily!"
"Eli! Oh, what's that?" asked
the bunny gentleman,
suddenly.
awaking from his nap. He had
in
while
to
chair
the
easy
gone
sleep
LAUGHTER.
reading a book about icicles that
Mr. Whitewash, the polar bear genOur laughter was a greater bond than tears,
tleman, had loaned him.
"I said I was go:ng out down to
Since, having laughed together, we have grown
Wise with the wisdom of the foolish! Known
store to
the
went on
How mirth can conquer even the crowding years.
buy a gold
Miss Fuzzy Wuzz
"1 see ycu have
fallen asleep over your book. I
Had we but wept together, it may be
The world had said, "They sounded depths of didn't want to go out while you
were napping, for if you awakened
life!
They heard the thunder of Time's pitiless strife, you mlKht wonder where 1 was.""I
"Yes," agreed Uncle Wiggily,
Pondered on Death and Eternity."
might. But toddle on. Nurse Jane,
I'll be all right while you're gone,
O simple world, not knowing that we smiled
I'll miss you.
though, of course,
To hide our grief, to drown the mortal dread!
I'm not going out after adventures
And, old in sorrow, to each other said,
I
little
a
have
cold, so I'll
today.
"How wise the soul that dares remain a child!"
Charles Hanson Towne, in Leslie's Weekly. stay in the bungalow. I must finish this book."
Nurse Jane vent out, ..nd Uncle
Wiggily tried to read again. But
the book about icicles was rather
dry not nrch of a story in It and
before the bunny knew he was
ACCOMPANIMENT FOR SUMMER FURS.
again.
It seems about time now for women to discard asleep
Uncle
began to dream
their summer straw hats which they began wearing that he Wiggily
was being chased by the
early in the year and sally forth in next winter's
models. Philadelphia Inquirer.

VERSE OF TODAY

1265.

LIBERTY BONDS.

QUITTING THE RHINE.

EASY!

2407-J-

FOK

SALE
Fifty thoroughbred S. C.
White
laying pullets; a barNew York. March 28. Cotton gain, mLeghorn
Went Granite.
futures closed quiet and steady. FOK BALK White Leghorn and PlyMay, $17.76; July, $17.17;
Oct., mouth Hock laying hens. 623 North
$16.78; Dec, $16.67; Jan., $16.56. Eleventh, phone II 03-Spot cotton Steady.
Middling, FOR SALE Helling esga from Ijarted
Rocka and R. I. Heds, imih thorough$17.90.
bred chlckena. 623 North Second, phone

anti-unio-

March 29, 1922

S63,phone

NEW YORK COTTOX.

Good

cuw,

;4.

517 South

Jersey and Ilol- steln cows. Phone 2404-JFOR SALK Rabbits, bucKs, doe and
fryers. Phone 2400-JFOR BALE Bucks and does; also fry- Ing rabbits. 710 West Lead.
FOR SALE Milk cow giving five gallons of milk a day, $125 for quick sale.
511 North Third.
1WO registered bulls, for service; on
ovu.u
jersey ina one noimein.
Broadway. George A. make.
FOR SALE One extra good pair of four.
mare mules: raised here. X,
year-ol- d
B. Mpp, phone S421-RWe
MULES
HORSES, MARES AND
have thirty head of good young work
stock for sale cheap. Some good bruod
mare with foal. Call
at 810 Norm
Fcott
Broadway, or phone 1C08-High-grad-

e

PERSONAL

DETECTIVE AGENCY. Phone 833-THREE SHAVES A WEEK, $1. at your
homes. Perltln Bros., phone 5058-PERSONS tartlng a home and desiring
roots of Iris or purple flag, can have
same for nothing. Mrs. George Wheeler,
1001 North Sixth.
$9.noio.oo.
GECOB WILLIAMS and J. Jackson, ei- mlnstrel men, are at the Ainuquerque
Sheep Receipts H,000. Killing
appearclasses steady to 26c higher. Top Sanatorium. Jsckson made one
ance
and Williams refused to appear.
wooled lambs, $18.10; winter shorn
an
entertainers
are
both good
lambs, $14.00; fresh shorn lambs They
rumor hath It that Williams will soon
Rled.
Texas
Frank
to
vaudeville.
mostly $18.0013.C0:
year return

lings and twos, $11.76; shorn Texas
wethers. $9.75; good
TYPEWRITERS
shorn wethers, $10.00;
few
TYPEWRITERS All make overhauFel
wooled ewes, $10.00.
and repaired. Ribbon for every ma115-pou-

102-pou-

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, March 28. Cattle
Receipts 9,000. Beef steers and
she stock mostly steady to trong:
spots 10c to 15o higher tha r yes
Best yearlings,
terdays close.
$8.10; heavy steers, $8.00;
few
loads heifers, $7.25 (9 7.35; most
sales better grade. $6.00 ?B 7.00;
medium to choice cows, $5.256;
common kinds. $4.2504.50: all
other classes generally steady; best
veaiers $7.n0f8.50: canners and

cutters, $3.75j)4.00; bulls mostly
3.7GP4.00; fleshy feeders $7.65;
most stockers, $8.00(8 7.00.
9,000,
Market
Hogs Receipts
uneven, opened mostly lOo to 20c
to
and
few
a
higher
shippers
pack
ers, closed at about half the ad
vance lost.
Bulk light shipping
weights, ; 9.80lR9.85; top, $10.00;
225 to
mostly to
packers. $9.60489.75; bulk of sales.
$9.2G9.A0; packers top, f 8 85;
throwout sows and stock pigs
around steady.
9.000.
Sheep Receipts
Sheep
Texas wethsteady. Fresh shorn
"
ers. $8.75 9.00; lambs generally
Z6C
higher. Most early sales choice
shorn
Colorados,
$16.1015.25;
lambs, $12.76; late arrivals unsold.

chine.

Albuquerque Typewriter
128 South Fourth.
phone 03--

FOR

SALEFurniture

FURNITURE repairing In all Us phases.
Call Atwell, phone 127
FURNITURE REPAIRING and upholster
Ervli ueaoing -- ".
Phone 613-ing.
FOn SALE Davenport. Wilton rug. DxiJ.
Call mornings, 613 West TIJcras.
round
h
SALE
FOR
fumed oak dining table and tlx chair.
203 North High.
FOR SALE Fumed oak china closet,
like new. Call morning. 1010 North
Twelfth, phone 11B1-t SAI.S Funltu e: Leather chair,
FO
leotrlo fan, Ice box. camera. Uo.
219'4 West Central.
Barnum's Blurt!
FOR SALE Davenport, music cabinet,
serving table, china closet, tables,
stoves, rugs and eleo- chair, bookcases,
trlc washer. 131 North High.
FOR SALE Furniture at factory price
which make It cost less than econd
nd see for yourself.
hand goods. Com
American Furnllur Co 12J South Seo- onrt

-

Oil heater, 6.60; five threo-quart- er
beds, chiffonier, $27.50; mahogany davenport, IS5: dining chair, 10;

FOR SALE

sewing, machine,

fifteen

lid;

hens, $1 75.
520 South Hlglv

Rhode Island

D. Jones,

young

Mr. Grac

Among the superstitious peacock's feathers have always had a
bad
reputation. It Is a common
Denver Tjlvestork.
belief that to keep them In the
Denver.
28. Cattle
March
house- for decorative purposes porMarket
Receipts 1,800.
steady
rents, and it
disastrous
Rppf ateprii 1R.50 ffl) 7 Kh rrtwn nnrl tends are
in the family
there
daughters
calves
$8.00
heifers, $5.0007.60;
will never marry while the
010.50; bulls. $3. 50(3)4,00: stock- they
feathers form a part of th9
ers and feeders, $6.007.00.
household sdornments
Sheep Receipts 400. Market 10c
to 15o higher. Yearlings, $1 2.50(1?
18.00: lambs, $14.00014.95; wethers. $10.00010.50;
ewes, $9.25

A

9.75.

Tins

John

MAN

Grab,

WAS
2539

HELPED
Jtckson Ave.

New Orleans, Ia writes! "My kidneys were weak and had a soreness

and dull naln across nv back. I
felt dull and languid and my kidneys didn't act right, I began taking Foley Kidney Pills, and they
soon put my kidneys in a sound
healthy condition."
T0ljy Kidney
Pills help the kidneys rid the system of t ids and waste that cause
lameness, backache, lore muscles,
swollen joints and rheumatic pains.
Tonlo in effect, quick In action.
Sold everywhere.

i
A

CCOUNTING -AUDITING,

INCOME,

TAXriNANCIAl
JUTATIMINTX
WlUlAflJ

uAcccov"Anv

iZAM
tsuquiaui

'

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
journal orrioE

March 29, 1922.
KINGSBURY

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

KOLUMN

A COMFORTABLE

BRINGING UP FATHER.

LITTLE

Copyright

fve COT

TO 41T COT
TONIGHT I'LL

HOME
Located In fine part of tha
Fourth Tvard, four rooms, modfront and back
ern, frame,
porches, gmall basement. Thin
small home Is In perfect condition and can be bousht cheap
for cash. Price only $2,650.

0

PRETEND
UNTIL.

International News Service.
. ratent Otnce.
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FOR RENT
several other
furnished, and
nice homes and apartments.
We rented several last week;
let's help you locate.
Thls must sell this week, lias
living i ooni, dinintf room with
fireplace, kitchen fully equipped
two bedrooms, closets, bath,
nice screened
and back
porch''.'', busoment, hot air furnace. I,ot fares east, just on
top of the hill near Hast Silver
avenue.
We do not advertise
real bargain unless it's so. This is one.

--

oh.m;i:

TRADES

California.

LIVCOLX ADDITIOV

WILT, BK ON TMT5 MARKET
SUNDAY,
MARCH. 26TII

1

A

t

.lust

$1,000

bran new addition, located
about one mile north of
CENTRAL AVENUE on the
Fourth street paved road. This
addition
runs from Fourth
street to the Indian school.
The land Is some of the finest
In this valley and every lot has
ditch water. These lots are extra large with some fruit and
shade trees. This addition Is
small and if you want your
pick of these choice lots call
us for an appointment or take
the Fourth street cars to the
LINCOLN ADDITION
SUN-DV
AFTERNOON.
The prices are right with extra good terms, $20.00 cash
and balance $10.00 per month.
WITH ALBUQUERQUE'S FUTURE VOU CAN NOT AFFORD TO MISS OWNING ONE
M O R E
OR
OF
THESE
CHOICE LOTS.
Di T, KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and
Insurance.
2t0 W. Cold.
l'hone 907--

I

FRUIT

J'121LJi,NZzll!"l:
UNb modern room,
VOn HKNT

6,8 Wes
Ph.

ladles.

Copper.
23f,a--

V

NOTICE,
are again at our old stand,
at 216 West Gold. Come In and
see our new office and ask us

r

459-J-

... ,nr.B1,

J.OW ()

.

216 W. Gold.

I1IU1K

IH IMiA- -

SOITir THIRD

.
ST.
Five rooms, bath, two porches, pantry,
closets, gas and
electricity, hot and cold water,
hullt-ifeatures, Lot 54x100,
double garage of pressed brick,
walks. Mr. Khopninn, Mr. Superintendent. Mr. Business Man
this Is your opportunity to
get a nice little home, closo-lCall us for appointment.
REALTY t'O.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance. Loans
30

FOK SALE
One of the finest hornet on East
Silver avenue, 6 ro ms and bath, ei- -'
tra large glutted Bleeping porch, hut
0

n

watr

heat, large basement, fine elea-trlcequipment; garage, with servant's
attached.
Terms,
! !,5H0 Five-roonew white itucco bungalow, hardwood floors, built-i- n
features, tarage. Fourth ward; easy terms.
Furniture also for sale.
room

SOMETHING
In

W. Gold.

Itiono

670.

lire,

a few

Will

reservations.

accept

Franklin & Co,

I

,1,f

Phone

For

s
rent,
apartments; steam heat, gas, etc;
new and clean; liberal discount

82

It Lasts

WM, J, LEVERETT,
l'caltorc

OPPORTUNITY

NEW ADOBE STUCCO,
J'lve nice rooms. Hardwood floors
umu-ireaturc
iiirougiiotii,
basement, hot water heat, gar
age 14x18. Owner has been asking $5,500 for this place, lie now
has good reason to sell and soil
iiuicli, and has made a price
0
for next few days. Come on
you bargain hunters, this is what
you have been looking fur.
Mc.MIM.IOX
WOOD,
ltKALTOHS
LOANS.
i.NSL'll.WCE

WHAT $3,800,00
WILL BUY

This nice little home of four
rooms and sleeping porch, large
front and bacit porches, breakfast room, built-i- n
features,
cak floors, Areola heat, metal
lath stucco construction.
GOOD TKHMS.

five-roo-

As Long As

d. A. HAMMOND, Agent,
Silver.
I'liono 1322-l- t

1

SEE

llealtor.
West Gold.
rimno 410.

ANOTHER

high-clas-

vear lenso.

on

J, D, Keleher,

57.
211

WHY PAY RENT
nen you can buy a good new
modern home In the
Heights for $4,000 with only ?:,00
cash, balance like rent, this Is a
good buy.
It. MoCLltniAX, Ri'nltor.
20l V. OoM.
,1.
J'liono

PARK VIEW COURT

PROFITS

Are being made on land suitable for B'a pea.
V hava a splendid amall tract
on Fourth street and on main
ditch, high ground, practically
all in cultivation and a beautiful home site. Trice, J'JOn.
Let us loan your money on
good real estate security.

rtealtors.
224 West Gold.

i

,

LARGE

v

I'liime 110.

WANTED

$10.00 Per Load

BIDS

A

On
Barnett
razing
propeity,
frame building occupied by Hell's
CenSecond
near
street,
Livery,
tral, Lumber for e.'ilo.

F. MeCANXA'S OFFICE.
South Second Street.

Ill

Better Grade

J15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

Land
Lumber Co.

Jl,-75-

lot,

n:i;r.
Kast front on N'orth Kleventh
street. This is for sale cash or
terms. Bargain today. Also a
good one on North Tenth. Close
to Central.
our sign.
iMf.nr now is Tin: timi:
TO KIXTK1-T!IT LOT I
I'M! IISITV IIKK.UTS.
I

Ono

price to all, cash or $10
per month, Vou never will be
sorry that vou invested in a
lot in L'.VJ VEKSIT V HEIGHTS.
If you
hesitate
about your
home up there because you
want a una! garden, flowers,
etc, change your mind right
now. Anything that will grow
in this climate will do splendid,
l.v on
University Heights soil,
.lust give it the water, same as
you have to anywlnue else.
Slain Office, Second and ('old.
Miotics MO S0!.

MONEY TO LOAN

216

Third nml (.old.

j

n

V.
I

NEW

days we will offer
lots In a new addition. Tou
will want one or more.

n.

A. FLHSCIIEK, Reader
Arcldeni, Autoimhlle izsururict
Surely Iloi Is, I.ouna.
No. Ill 8. Fourth St.
.Vl..nh. -- i

room and sleeping porch, furnace heat, fire pjuce, hardwood floors, garage, lawn and
shads trees. Located on one
of the best
streets
in the
Fourth ward.
A. L. MARTIN CO.,
Realtors,
Real Estate, Firo and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
22S W. Gold
Phone 15H.

Realtors,

CLOSK-1X-

,,f

REAL HOME
If you are looking for a gond
home let us show you this five

Shelley Realty Co,
l'hone

.

A

about
these two four-roohouses. Hot and cold water,
now rented
furnished,
for
$47150.
Only
$2,750.
Owner
needs some money and will
give good terms.

TREES

v

,r

We

SHADE TREES AND ORNAMENTALS
FROM ALBUQUERQUE KURSERIES
Get Tour Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNO & CO.
Albuquerque. N. M.

(8

i

.

FOR RENT
modern apartment $75
modern apartment $35
modern apartment $40
to loan on first mortgage

8 per cent.
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH.
120 S. Fourth.
I'hoiie 414.

A

Roomi

ZAPF & CO.

Desk room in our office. aI?o
lovely home furnished or un

We have some good
property
will trarto for property that Is
worth tho money In southern

FOR RENT

G.

RealtorsInsurance

COMPLKTKLY lTRXISITKO
Located just off of East Silver avenue, lias five rooms,
modern, large screened front
and bark porch, large basement, furnace heat, good fire
place, stucco house, east front.
This properly has been reduced
for qulclt sale from $5,D0O to
only $4.(i0n with extra good
terms $91)0 cash and balance
$50 per month. Thcso terms
are Jess than rent. Phone us
nt once for an appointment.

1

CHAS,

j

1

Oestreich, Realtor,
West Gold Avenue,
Phone 999,
-2

ROFESSiONA iTcARDiT

YOUR CHANCE

A

Cl'IK

".

K1S.

JOHN W. HII.HO.N,
JS.300.00 CASH buys
modern brick, miner lut. uiixH'l, to nis II, 17 andAttorney.
11), Cromwell
Building.
.
and in one or the best residential
Phone
sections of tho Fourth ward; some
PHYPICIANM
ANII UlRliKONSJ.
line fruit
trees.
Owner needs KK. S. I. Ill RTON,
cash, ami this Is his only reason
Hlwasra of thi Stomach.
Bill's. II. Barnett Building.
lor sacrificing liou.-- e at this figure first come, first served. See I)K, S, C. IT ARM,.
I:.?e, i:ar, Nose and Throat.
Barnett Building.
A. C. STAKKS,
Phona ISI.
Office Hours
12 a. m.. and 2 to
:!!( West (iold.
p. m.
l'hone 108.
five-roo-

1153-J-

Light
rooms
&
Mule.
Central.
FOR
rU.'.llsh.H rn..,m
15
AUTOMOBILE
r.
tv '1
South Wnlt-gw tk. 40a Westt n t ra
FOK SALE
phone 10C7-brick
on WANTED
l'OR HUN- T- Large unrurulshed room,
North Kdlth. plume 2401-R- house,
Hcdar, Just like in w
Handy man to Mclmnije'la.Eur FOR bAI.I-;R
for
a g,.o,l lot. Call at 1702
f.l.'O.
Phone 450.
like new. 1J4 Routh Udlth.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Fust Uran.I
FOH BALE Brick, inns mrue
'
between
Hit. MARIiAKKT
13
CAltf H Ititillf ,
looms,
and 5.
J
i
l nice furnished housekeep-..Ji'iJopaJirtr- r
ul"J"fou'tl1 mshK'
South WAN 'I ED
Residence 1)21 East Central. Phona 171.
!
Metal "WorUn. M7 North Tllilr.t
Elll'll
Young man bookkeeper for
''"urth.
f.71.
Phone
Rent-Rooma
For
l'OK
AJdrrSS 1'"""
with Board
FOK RFONT
.'.U Uodio car, or ,U si.iVo,
cRv8'"""'
Rooms, 1 53 Norlli Walter, FOR KAI.K Five-roohouse, modern, -x l"
wire nheeh.
Xwrth Kdlth.
11UUM rt.N'U HUAKU
white slucco; bargain, from owner.
8211
611 boutlillroaib
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
!',
Pill1iL!,r211'1h''ur':l nmg h oui.
FOR
WANTED
RENT
Man
South
who
Arno.
undersiands Harden- - t'OU SA1.U llorlgu
V'ay.
HKN'T i.rnishcil-riiu((.;, allium; or
tor Hunt
n. iMive.
Practlro' l imited to
ti'iulc
71,
400
FOK
ftirnlture.
r.0H
ft,r
iau
.tiuage
caro
.Tounial.
cut
l'resbytei
SAl.F Two
nnusrkeeplus;.
Houlh Herond
Hootn and Ouard. y:'J boutn
lull
liL.vr Two furnished homes, mou-''- '
and uieeping
;i;.vito FOR SAI.I3
I Ktist Cenirnl.
porch, well furn'shed, modern except WANTED
yon RUNT Two roon.s'ror light housu-- - bath;
Office
Kooms.
Two
first-clasmen
on terms.
s
DISEASi:
AM)
OK TI1K fjKIN
Ilond-Dillowith cats, to
W. J. Rice, care 11ccondllion.
Co.. l'OK
"lit HOAItu and t'oom; Vu moinir. Onssermnn
no sick.
sort one tlvo-tooIrniuire Koi'btr Co.
l;KTo,o.
sewing machine,; hustlers onlv. m" cliy
Canna's office, phono til;l.
In Coanectlon.
l.iilioriitory
Iliono 4LN J.
furnished Ijoum, closa In. JJr. KaBtcr- Soulh Walter.
J.Ar.Gcj BOOM, no sick, $Ts a month;
j
-'
lll-li- .
W,lchlna
117
Citizens
nntik
Company,
West CASH i'RICES for used cars, any c.mlT-tioFOR SA'LEApaTTntI'hono H8.
also pnrac;p.
house,
ll'iOMM anil li id. men xooferred. fflO
four Cohl
Ri Korth Kenrth.
apartments,
Mcliitotl, Auto Co., 311 West t en; Lit.NT j
and lip; ro
furnished.
completely
n
k,
H)J7 Forrester.
i'Olt HliXT Nice, minny room, modern, modern,
raniMired
Female.
hi;; Income; discount for cash.
copper.
ss,
J. a. Uammund, k.' East
CANVAS sioeplng
. '"fan'
AprM? U'4 South Walter.
Fhone 1771-poreo. vltl,
635 Smith Hrondwav.
board,
''
housework. L'Olt SALK Some extra good used cars. Silver, plioiu li,D:'-l- t.
vi- ''' Per v k. Ko7
FOR HKNT Two nice clean front house- - I'Olt SALE
1111
est central. Ken,,'al
rnlfat.
easy terms.
By owner, suburban home,
Mcintosh Auto Co.. ,111 I''tU. HUNT '1'lll'f
i hiruprnctor
kep!nff room a 1J HNorlh Third.
"KNV
lll.isseU
ronvun-lent FOR
in
four rooms and sleeping porch, city WANTED
and board,
Oirl for genera! ho"sew.irlT West Copper.
SALE Miscellaneous
IB an l 10 Annua
to slioijs, In llio
KOR HKNT Three iTghT
Building.
for two. 114 po'ch
M,,rth Maple.
water, fruit trees, grape arbor. Post-offichighlands, only
e
Apply 310 Nor,,, Thirteenth
VV A N T E D
VoUTt Lis 2
housekeeping
c
iiuinili.
"
Phono
410.
Mpa-bes'
t'l.'H
ItK.N
bo
21S, cltv.
HKEllABY Bl'llliV. I'lione 2nr,..T.
Nicely nirmstieii rooms with
NnrtlliJgound phone 1 370-cash price. Viaduct claraae, joo FCIK HKNT l''urii,.li, ,1 l u.. , .. r
"
,.,.-..FOK KENT
cone
ooard.
lino
DOWN
lir-itSA
South
Three rooms for house-- .
rno.
LK Khuliarb roots, ph7
and mo a month ara the
in,
T!l"''- 1,5 N"rh Kim. fioutli Sec lid
iin.l porcli; rn.wly tintr-- and decorated. FPU
terms on a brand new shingle bungaFoil R;nT
keeping; hath, pnrclr. 808 South Third.
nice v.mms and bath; n
KOll SALE
FOR SAI .K Two good Fouls.
lUleiYiweuin?' 1'huno Icli KENT one
and I'll s Eolith Walli-rsick. 4(1 West Lead.
low; two large roums and sleep'ng porch,
l'OH KBMT-T- wa
:0!-lt3- .
I- room
go,,,, salary; aly
ni,e
front
'
suit
(uriiished rooms
SO,'
room
Hunters
lnijuiio
dlolnr
If
I
a.dn for n o oiipioy,.,!
tsr.n.
sarag,
price
V
Phone
410.
11"
FOR
:
RENT
furnished
i West
letn,.u
ir
ill
J
Ermtl,
nicely
-.- 'W't
.Mounlalii
Four furnished rooms.
gent
road.
Third, phone 14.W
li
K ei lieariiiii
ilt HALI-7j7West Centre!.
orltk house, modern, tiltli piano; rent
stra wtjerrii'sT or willioul hoanl. In', Went
I
Noi
lr,,o
HOOM and Bleeping
A N J E D
p. m.
A L1C
lly
Vhone :,t0!i".H.
"porch, adjoining fcOR SALE- University Heights, , practiwejfth. ( all after
New Oakland rox; v, ill s,dl
girl for cookTiig and hoose- - FO'l
KOIt ttWr-lw- ,-,
'j. Apply ?1 wnuth Krtll h.
cally new Spanish type buii(raln-.vana
...i'i1!1
1,1,1 RL'.NT
A laige
for ::asl or trade for
Wttrk; ,
fur.
a"pai
J
I 'O
211
TUV
phone
n)-K.N
It
MILK:
l.N
T
lioonVH
properly.
:,"'',ilgfllll'.
LioilraniiTf u ruum luudeTu
TOWN,
..,,, j.,r K, ntiemen convaics- - nient on fir.f fi,..o. ,")12 North Second.
nlshed, fia rooms,
Ear-two porchca and mornings,
1107 Kent.
l'OK HUNT
Central, phone
From furniklied room, pi:i basement,
1.
l'ltone "1.1-Ionise anil aireping porch, furnished:
Pi, one lr,',
lor, Princeton.
eerily.
rate entrance, garage. 1007
HLN'I
Ion
w:: ;f T KI,- -a
1 '
'iivo modern apadmenH,
ana second-hanNorth It OH SALE
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everything. Address Pox 40(1, Journal. Hot
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Springs at 11:30 a. m. and 2:30 p. in. porch; garage: good location In high-land215 South First; location good for
409 West Iron.
lent, to shops.
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Oldest Dam
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best Dam cara on
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and
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niNT Konr-iooibulbs,
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e
incubator,
for
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at
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house,
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THE OLD GOLD STAR Old Town, now
1MPBKIAL
ROOMS ""Ice. clean rooms;
Hot Springs. N. M.
SALE
Several used vacuum clean- twenty gores In alfalfa on one; terms.
est Centra.!. Iiajden Apsumenta, i:U
Everett, phona FOR
open for business; first-clas- s
iTl j"0"""' w- rates by day or week. Over Paetlmt journal.
ers at real
chicken
bargain prices. Phone Inquire7. ot owner. 421 (J South Broadway,
WHEN IN NEED OK
home-mad- e
409-FOR SALE First-clas- s
dinners;
shoe
rimiu
Itli.N'l'
full
good
11,1
toil
Furniture
shop,
Central.
Star
bread
West
and
Co.,
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front apartw,t
,lce two-rooTIRES, rims, carburetors, aprlnga, mag- t OR RENT Four-rooi!iT'
Una of machinery, price very reason-ablEdna Williams, proprietor.
pics.
ment, for housekeeping;
nua block
clean, nicely fur- Gold.
SALE Five acres In Ftuitvale, near from
netos, generators, wheels, gears, axles,
furnished rooms.
toil rent Four
owner leaving, Adaiesa 8. R..
nished bungalow, kitchen, dining
and
and
postofflc,
fine locu- SPOT.-CLEANERS
fine
ItU(i
Central;
SOFT
road:
and
Uni
Heel and arch cushions
paved
sleepimr porch
bearings, horns, sccessorles,
bath, garage.
grape or chicken lion for
caia Journal.
living room; bed room with six windows;
verv
TO CLEAN RUGS. Navajo rugs
dressmaker;
COMB TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
to
terms
ranch;
fallen
foot
cures
easy
all
prevent
Phone
versity Helgnts. 224 Bouth Udlth.
Insteps;
right
party.
modern except heat; fire place: water
cJeKn
and
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;i.
SALE
cjuict,
FOR
West
or
riold.
room
We
2.o4
Phone
W.
&
Arch
specialty.
to
Thos.
aalvaced
Plumbing
data
hare
l;,, First National
apply
supplies, pipe,
tl. Plantar
tie follow. Paid; garage. 115 East Iron. Call at troubles,
Supports.
HOTEL Sleeping ronma and
6o car and bua fare to Cleaners.
FOH HKNT
pumps,
P. Keleher Leather Co., 40S West Central. Hunk, or Toil Smith Arno.
Ing cara;
Furnished apartm'eiita, con.
Bulck, Maxwell.
Chandler,
South Arno.
nouseaeeping apariments. by the day Mountain points.
C. Thaiton,
W.
4110
1111
road.
vanlent
to
B.
OverChevrolet
;
and
Mitcnell,
e
SA
p.
RUO CLEANERS
four rooms.
I.K Thlrirjoii-ucrweek nr month
aanotorlums;
ASHESTOS
roil
ROOF PAINT
Sti2uj West Central.
ranch, on Old (lasseil-iNorfi Fourth, phone 473-9i1
land, every model: Hup. Olds. Crow. r,;'r- - FOR TUBERCULAR convalescent, nlre GOOD for all kinds of roofs, I)
nun ri.,,..i i ex
sleeping pntdiea. gas; on Bast
boulevard; gnnd
house
per gal- amiTown
FOU
KRNT Two-roofurnished
furnished for FOR SALE Restaurant, opiosite Santa MATTRESSES
room, glassed-i- n
out building: alfalfa: all klmla of Central car Una. Cull isii Kust Central.
porches;
lon, Tha Mannano
South
renovated, IS.60 and up; ' hartl"4 n'- - Dorl' Saxon. Studebaker, both
Co., ill
or
UKht. houseiteepmrr: use oj hath and
see
McMilllon
Wnnil. nbona 4S
Fe depot, or will sell fixtures and rent
furniture repaired and nucleoli
fruit nnJ
lamny: excellent meals with
owner leaving acpotmi
phona 1834 J, Try a built up of
200 North Kdlth; phone 19!-p.mne.
tray service, general nursing; cool place Waiiiut,
VIA.XVT GAR AfiE.
storeroom for other buslnesa purposes. Redding Company, phone 613-health. Phnne :U8. or tuifi, ;'i 7 hi. AX THK WAUIN'rtX 102 Vvost
n.
for summer; rates are reasonable. Phona roof, will last as lung as the building.
FOK KENT
600 SOUTH SECOND.
Upstairs room, six windows. Fixtures Include awell aoda fountain, WANTED
Iral.
Here's
the
chance
.
lfir,8-wyou hava been
Careful
Kodak finishing?
SAU; itunch, iv.u inilea from "pTT
FOR SALE Everbearing and Black Cap
141(1 South Edith.
two largo closets, furnished for house which can ba bougnt aeparate.
Largest
parts house li tha state.
looking
fur: newly furnished medium
rtffloi
Twlca
on
service.
four
satis
dally
acrvs,
Remember,
rhumain
douhle
di'cli.
and
raspberry,
grape
gooseberry,
015 FOR SALE
FOR RENT Five-rooKeeping; sink ana running water.
Ten acres of oil land, In
faction guaranteed. Send your
brick house on
mill hou,e, gn.,cl chicken sized front apirtment. Inquire, at apart-ment- i.
plants; Hay strain H. I. Reds, Tom house,
west coal.
t. J, V. riokln, Proprietor.
North JHsh street, partly furnished; barb
WANTED Position
will trade for Income proper-ty- ; to a reliable, established firm. finishing
Barrow White Leghorn eges, 15 for 11. hoiiBcx, blooded chicken t and turkeys;
Banna
800 feet from this land they ara
l'OK HKNT Front bed room or three
garage, hot air heat, J75. Two-roofurniture
Manna. Master Photographers.
l,
and
alo
Truin-bilterms. Phono
tuols;
Cherry Blossom Ranch 20 East
WANTED
r.
Housework by the day. apartment, furnished, nice, ISO.
"
1
Four-roobltht housekeeping rooms, furnished, to pumping oil. 205 i, South First, Albu- WANTED
.i
i
To do your furniture and
phone 10.12-Phone 1(146.
mnrrled couplo or ladies; no sick. Phone querque, N. M,
apartment, furnished, Areola heat,
ANTED
Oi:
LK Nhit-acrRouiii ami boaj-il- ' ISuriva"!
piano moving, baggage,, etc.; careful
AU1
TOP and muI
2 it;!-.- ,.
ranch, on main
hand laundry, lOi East Coal. vacant April 1, ftl,i. Win. J. Leverett, USE EFFKC'I'O
FOK SALE
ono and
Indian, trading sure and handling, courteous men. prompt and COLORED
Valk-psfsmily for
ditch,
Effectu
miles west nt
A'Jto EnamH,
Address Miss
drtlnif.
phono no. Third and (Jold.
phono 1S0S-WOODWOtlTH Newly furnished. nlc,
riarrlfi
ranch, ten acres under cultivation; efficient service. "Johnny on tha Spot."
Wiliiauis, r.:'
new three-rooEnamelH nn
v.,t Coal.
adohe
bridge;
utomotll(?.
Velnpar
clean rooms and housekeeping apart- fenced; one, section land leased; atona Brown's Transfer and Storage Co.. nhone WANTED
Washing and Ironlnr, by the FOR KENT One of most imdero homes Plymouth Cottage Paint,
llonrieitetid houpfl ii nd garaqe; quarter mila from WAVTRD -- Koon, anAToard, In a atrlctly
dozen or piece.
In city; close In, extra
ments, by day, week or mouth. 112 building, 611x20 feet; three living rooms,
Call 1703-school
e
hou.p. Pho"a
or
good location; Floor Paint. Roof Paint and Cement. Sat
private modern noma that kcops
Routh Third.
storehouse, corralts; fine well of water; RAZOR BLADES Have
box 2!S.
beautifully furnished, hot water heat, isfaction assured. Thos. V. Keleher LeathFOU HOUSE CLEANINO.
waxing, garage
help; must ba on or nesr West Cen.
your dull
six rooma, alceplng porch, lovely er Co., 408 West Cntral. plione 0'.7-MAN EMPLOYED,
lawn work, call J. W. Lowe. 1430-will share room and gasoline engine; three heavy horsea, bar-nerazor blades resharpened; slngla safety
KOll HALM Ranch of nearly tl)0 acres. tral.
Phone Mr. Collier, 744, 1 2 to 1
edge,
and wagon; twenty turkcya, thirty 2Eo; double
porch, plasm and Edison Included Ff
SCO per dozen.
porch with congenial partner; ro obSALE--WheHave EXPERIENCED stenographer wants work front
part hpavlly woo. led, psrpetual springs. o clock.
edge,
corn
In
drill,
e
ona
planter,
furniture.
milk
twenty-fivfine
"Tew
chickens,
t.
cow;
on
bungalow, located
jection to healthseeker If not bed
Idcnl cottla range; herd of registered
razor
on
your
honed
set
and
Its.
straight
by
Address
box
machine,
liar
tractor,
tlniver'ty.
rake,
mowing
Saturdays.
East Central; owner going east, will
miles from Gallup, New Mexico; tell expert.
tu.60 per month. 8H North High,
All work guaranteed,
Kobza HUSTLING salesman wants
tractor plow, three bottom and three Hercrnrds, o horses, chickens; farm ImpleTIME CARDS
to desirable parties.
mtlea from railroad; a bargain, dissolv- nr
selling prop- leas
I ouse,
a,, at Ruppe'a Drug Store.
Apply 716 disc plows, team p ow, harrows, Fresno ments;
KOIt HINT Exclusive!!
well furnished
corral, several
osition.
Whnt have you to offer? Ad- - East Central.
Address postofflca box
partnership.
room, with large steeping porch, hot ing
orchard.
Illness In
scraper, three horses, three Jersey cow, small
37.3. Albfoueroua. New Mexico
dress box H. W. H.. cure Journal.
MONEY TO LOAN
water heat and bath; centrally located
two bulls, harness;
also garden and family makes It necessary to sell. Price
Da7lY Junitor
OFFICES cT.EANKD
ROOF1NO
Let us fix your roof before ft'E
CS1
Address L. K.
farm cultivators,
Phona 1744-Oarnge If detlrer
portable
platform nnd terms reasnnabli.
CARPENTERING
JlAVE il.uoo and lu.uuo to loan on
the spring rains come.
We wish to
services; house cleaning (with vacuum),
West Coal,
counter
acales
and two wagons, Bowman, rare postofrice boa 311, Albu
scales,
good first
McMilllon
floors pollshetl; references. Phone 8t3-J- ,
mortgages.
admit In yeara past we made some misM.
N.
THE
fKlTIFOriD
one
ODD
JOB
MAN,
rca.
alfalfa
atur.
qilerqne,
Mann's
Apply ft
FOH HKNT Large enclosed sleeping takes and were fooled on some roofs: but wood. SOU West Gold.
aii kinds of work. Phone 1873-J- .
WE AUDIT. CHECK. OPEN, CLOSE and
Gnrdpn.
porch, dressing room and bath adjoinhave got wise and If you are willing to MONEY TO LOAN On watches, dia&
WILLIAMS
keep books.
KANU, F li CARPENTER
or GltAPiD Vl.VKH ANIj KOK liUSHBS. FOR
WOltK,
large
Rooms
ing; suitable for two ladles; homo priv- pay a fair price, we can make your roof
Room
701-monds, gun and everything valuaola.
.
Mellnl building. Phone
small, new or
One year Muanat and Alisslon grupe
call 20S1-all
WISTBCLN.-- J
ileges; board across atraet, . 120 South tight and glva you good service. The Mr. B. Marcus, 813 South
Dtlf.
First.
work guaranteed. repair,
3Ua"Ves1 rr"V
Cedar.
vines, etra choice atock, 12 for 111; $10 t'Olt IiK.x OCIIca rooms.
Arrive.
past winter we hava not been able to MONEY TO LOAN on
Pepart.
fentral.
FOR
Nu.
-Tha
Real
a
SALE
100,
Entate
WANTEO
Best
varictlea
Odd
diamonds,
watches
Joba
Souut....
1;39 p,
house
carpinteilng.
FOR flF.NT Well furnished bed room attend to the wants of all our customers,
j.jo Bm
and
rose bushes, all colors. 9 a l"(.lt I(LNT Desk spilce. Apply Koshare No.
Jewelry) liberal reliable, cun. FOR HALE
Calif. Llmltad.licao am llmo
painting and repairing, at reaaonabla
am
for gentlemen only; hot and cold run- hnve been sick, had the fin or aome fldentlalgo:d Gottlieb
Nine acres good laud, under pricea.
314
Tours.
1 4.1(1.
West
nnd
N.
Co
106
evercrems.
shrub
dnKen,
Phona
Aln
r"'---l-:elet
firder
(lold.
a
Jewelry
R,
n
devilish thing, but by asking God
(n ll.-:- o am
ning tvater, centrally located; no alck, or other
ditch, half In alfalfa, ,lialf mile from PAINTING
Francis E. Lester, Mesllla Park, l'OK HUNT Office rooms. Lunu istrlckai No.
quick.
NavsJ...
At. street
lha
wall-pap.12:35
ami
near sick taken. 611 West Coal, phone for help we are coming out all right. CON FnilCN TIAt. In,n,"'nn 4,u.l,-am
am
kiilBoiolnlng
done;
car, 225 per aero. Phona Owner,
New Mexico,
biHii n
So If you have roof trouhlea. call us up
monds, watches. Liberty bonds, planja, 2417-HKorher Auto Department.
1102-SOUTHBOUND.
cleaned; roofs
or 818.
prices
and i will advise what we think Is tha automobllaa Lowest ratea, Rothman'a
reasonable. Phono K)5-- repaired;
or 1,113-FOR RENT Strictly high class room best remedy.
1831-No. S7- -EI
Bonded ta the atata. FOR SALE Five well located lots, two PAINTING,
Tha Man-xan- n U7 Bouth First.
Paso Kip
AND
LOST
FOUND
caisom-lnlnpaper
blocks
DRESSMAKING
banging
on
of
south
Central
South High
enj i. iv
Co.
north, east and aouth exposure, aouth-eas- t
EASTBOUND.
all wn-aiiHrnni..H
street; will sell pnrt or all: bargain
Koiluk; ownur can lima samo LiliL.SSMAKlNi;
FOR REN T Ranches
sleeping norch, prlvata aome, beat
o- 4;,
owens, nt.8 South Edith, phone 1344-:
By tha Uav or at lioma.
Pm
Jb'.bl.tviresidential district; gentleman preferred;
prlca If gold a on. Apply 714 East
by paying for this ail. and describing
S(I2 West Iron, phone
1350-.WANTED
Rooms
WE DO OKU JOB
FOR RENT VS'tltsons ranch, ou Noittt
no alck.
Call 970.
"- -acarpeiilerlng ami kndiik. Drlvcrloss Kurd Co.
1804-.- 1
iiEMSTll
CHIN'U.
1:U
1:10
Fourth.
VVIUIums'
Pl.ore
m
MIL
pin
iiouse
pleiiltna.
FOR SALE lot) feet,
Ol jNj MAN, convuleut'onL
ouiiuing, reasonab.e; Invtstlgatc
fl'MUbl.r Sllvtr
No. I'l 'Ihe Soout.... T:20 am
wishes bin
Prices: estimates free
""ery. flic youth Hn.odway. pl). 777..1
Phone
FOR RENT Ranch of seventy acres, six
t;i ast
CARDS
avenue, by 132 feet, fronting Hlghlt.nd 2M(1-- low. ,T.
gle roon. or alftepln-- oorch. downstair
FOR SALE OR TRADE
rHCJI
3CL"T.i
F.
212
HBMSTlTcfUMJ
Klulten.
street.
SltT
Yale
miles
IMcbflNU!
AND
from Santa Fe, In Tesuque valley, park; level, on grade and flna view,
preferred, near restauiHint; irlve full parNo.
rrom El Paao :S3
Al.OH.N (jlON AND AUVKR 1 1SIMJ CU.
FOR SALE OH TK A D
ier Sewing Machine Company, 117 No. Jl
Lumber "w"agr"in ticular in firt letter. Address 8. H. on main highway to Colorado: fifteen r cheap; on easy terms. J. A. Hammond, 1 WANT juii to Investigate my low prices
so From El Paao 7:00 pin
Slgtia. allow cards, poster work, disera
West riold. phone
on any kind of a
more acres under ditch; orchard of alx 824 East Silver.
and a heavy spring wagon, three- - W car Journal.
No.
building
Id
proposition
road
a
ennecta at Talon with No. II
tributors,
clevot
algna
specialty;
hundred treea, mostly apple, good buildyou hava In view. A. E. palmer, rung.
or Tinge. A. J. James.
de- L.W.
J.''.,.'i'"L
219 North Third. EXriCltT tlressniaklng and arttsiio
PeC"
work.
designs,
classy
KV"f
water
.
box
house,
and
ings,
41, city, nhone 1718-W'
running
Fott EXCHANGE for Albuquerque, rejl FOR RENTMiscellaneoua
slgnlng. In lalest and advanced modta 0
MATTRESS RENOVATING lowriuil,1or.
Phono H70-CnMt
bath; a team, wagon and harnera, pig
Mrs. Mnurlco Itoscti. 625 South Arno.
eslnto or what have youf Heventy-tiv- e
BUJLDINO,
No. S3 connect, at
alterations. reualrViig. larae
II
ITHKbb HLNOVATIm;. IJ 00 ulid ud
n,Ua
wltb Nn. n
thirty chickens with run and bousacres Oxailc country, Mo.,
EST (InruKc.
Joba or small; work by oontroct or by
lit. 8l?iiThJ1Anvt and for
free from
from
land,
side
and
Clovl.
accordion,
box;
Dl)ln
ten timea as many. Will lease
ing
furWANTED House.
nug cleaning, furniture
lent. Phone 127 or sddrcss o. R. A, care FOR RENT
N
mull orders.
nasonnui . prices;., work
guar- Crnne.
Prlvata garage. Apply 323 for cash or share. Address
.
O. A. Vllea, oiiuiv- 'UHCKiua.
Jlj North
....
n.
fcu.w. n,rv n i n oi.,a,iuiij;
A
(lourual.
rrnne Aparlmants, phonis
,
'les-w- .
NTm.'KmYoo
euuia inira.
Mountain View lunch, Cvwlea, N. it.
JLS.
BcUUipg tumvany,
Juuinon, his Jjkn.'
all erti ut lywu. McJllUlua & Wud,
n7s"Te3il i&
Jouiiiai .'VVouj a
.

321

t

West
HKNT

SALERouie.

McKinlcy

Dwellings

Ji.L3LJroM

ir

')

FOR REN

T

iuinaky iist;.sf:s

Auto Department

CIOPRACTORS
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biT
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LiK

RENTOffice
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ten Into 508 West Central Ave.
And buy Welch's Grapelade, 15 oz. glass jars for
30c each. It's a splendid spread for bread.
The first Fresh Asparagus of the season, small
bunches, 10c each.
New Peas by express this morning and the price
will be lower; pound, 25c.
A pound box of Walter Baker's or Hershey s
Cocoa for 43c. Half pound boxes for 22c.
Creme Oil Soap for 7c each, and there is no
better oil soap at any price.

v mini in

WOMEN

LOCAL ITEMS
4 and 6.
SiipPlV Co. Phone
meet
n. FpeclM
bo
will
There
a
of Sunshine circle ton.ght 31,
Vo--

,

Mrs.

the home of

Smith,

.Smlthand
c

,

Ann

daugh-- .
Calif., are visit- -

wmrmEW!

house
For
funiislifd 42x50 lot, Highlands
one block from Central.

GENERAL
CONTRACTORS
517 S. Broadway.

Phone

2ll,!t,J'rL

i

ning condition. Our workmanship
is first class and fully guaranteed

ER1PIHE Gleaners
DYERS AND nATTERS
RUG CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. 6th and Gold

2

A Good Nurse Maid.
MRS. R. E. PUTNEY
1105 West Central

FOR RENT

PUNCTURELESS
INSIDE TIRES fit in any casing. Thev prevent BLOWOUTS
and PUNCTURES. They give
you a better cushion and last
as long as your car. They save
you trouble and save you Dollars and Cents.
or
Guaranteed
Satisfaction
Money Refunded. County agents
wanted.

I

pay good prices for fire-- 1
arms such as Rifles, Shot?
Must be in
Guns, Pistols.
f
Acondition.
213 South rirst Street
9

IN IS11?

Albuquerque Sportsmen!
Not in Favor of Proposed
Several Year Closed Sea-- ;
son on Deer and Turkey,

F. BROSEY
Painter and Pnperhanger,
Interior Decorator.
208 North lullth Street.

n.ihlriilirn was elected presl
Game
dent of the Albiviuerque
Protective association at (he smoker held Inst night at the Chamber
Other of
of Commerce parlors.
ficers for 922 are Artnu.bisk.)
Noneman.
Walter
vice president;
treasF.
II.
and
Braun,
secretary,
urer.
George A. Lnwler, chief fo '.era!
game warden, discussed the puhl'e
shooting grounds bill and strongly
II. S. Graves.
urged its passage.
former chief forester, who is now
of forestry,
school
of
the
in charge
at Yale university, gave a short
talk to the sportsmen.
The G. P. A. went on record,
through the passage of a resolution, as being against the proposed
several vear closed season on deer
and wild turkey In New Mexico.

Phone

C

1 12,1--

GL A I)

I

Phones

of

Pounds, $11.00
Weights Guaranteed
Is Why We Lend, Others Follow

Johnson Coal Co.
000 N.

First

Phone

Phone

I

388-I

567--

An Extra Treat For Our Patrons!

&

Walsh

Tele-pho-

If"

Will See It and
Love It Because

CONTESTOCS

Tt

i!

n

stnrv of

everyday life that
will hring laughter and tears and
laughter again.

t

TO 11 P. M.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

i
Presents

Treat

for the Entire
Family
IT WILL LIVE
FOREVER

With

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES FOR THIS BIG
DOUBLE BILL!

CURRAN & WALSH
Comedians Supreme in Novelty Music, Singing, Dancing.

VAUDEVILLE DE LUXE!

Ma

No Advance in Prices for This Big Double Show.

A Special Orchestra
will accompany
evening shows, starting
at 7:30 p. m.

UrilON MEN!

the

ric-.Theaf-

NOTE

f GALLUP COAL
-

Thomas' Ice Cream

Let Us Send a Man
that broken window

WE HAVE IT FOR YOU
LUMP, EGG AND STOVE SIZES
Our large stock of CERRILLOS and GALLUP
COALS insure service, supply and comfort.
As in the past, we will endeavor to furnish Fuel
Insurance as part of our SERVICE.

Hahn Coal Company
Quality First.

Si

First National Attraction

EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION

These Funny Comedians Will Appear in Conjunction
With Our Regular Picture Program.

Founder!

glass. Albiinuerriue Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 42:t ivorin iirsi

(Tax Included.)

TALKING ACTS

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works

To replace

TRAVELOGUE

NOTE ADVANCE IN PRICES:
Matinee Adults 25c; Children 10c.
Night (6 to 11), Adults 35c; Children 15c

DANCING AND

Torblo Outlerrez, said to have
Castiwoi In Iron, BrM. Iirnnie. Alumbeen implicated in the unlawful tntim. Electrlo Motors. Oil Engines.
and Irrlgntlon.
cattle killing in the Rio Puerco Pumps
and Office Albuquerque.
tVorl
district, was arrested by the sher- itf s office yesterday
under a
warrant charging him with that
offense.
Three others, charged with the
same offense, were indicted by the
Gallon, Paeked,
grand ,1ury in its report last week,
and delivered, $1.00.
and officials of the sheriff's office
313
believe that Outlerrez was impliPhone
cated in the same affair.
His trial will be held shortly before Judge Jtcdellan.

The "KINSIIINF." lint in DAINThrough the aid of French and
(HIT PACKAGLS. Machine American philanthropists a school
S.
been opened In Paris for the
I'lintiie
has
nuts.
Plnoii
Micllcd,
children of impoverished Uussian
.Spit., a23 'Nortli Tcnilihtieet.
noblemen now exiled in that city.
S02.
TY

Vft

A

i.

v

''
picture that thrills with
lively sensations and charms

A

mil mitM'

SINGING

J.

j

f

rV' I
AA

NOVELTY MUSICAL

A'

Engineer!

--

COMEDIANS SUPREME in

o

The trash wagon started in
cleaning up the
morning
v adjbris from all the alleys, which
;
hils added much to the general appearance of the addition.
as
Mpril 19 nas l,een designated
'
and Mrs. M. W. Thomp-v-'so.,.fljorofday
the Builders' Supply company, chairman of the Women's
improvement club, will be delighted
lo take your order for ornamental
trees and see that they are dellver-ed at the school on the morning of
,.
that day.
f.
Severi.1 new store buildings are
for the immediate
contemplated
future for special mercantile

--

1
itVK.

r

Free Call and Delivery
Work Done While You Wait

TODAY AND TOMORROW

A

'"V,

:
;

o

ACCUSE ANOTHER OF
CATTLE KILLING IN
RIO PUERC0 SECTION

-

But Regardless of
the cost, all

A Delightful

-

.yaM

ADDED ATTRACTIONS:

Million $$$$$$
to Make

and 449.

e.

Curran

ri

Fine Shoe Repairing

2.0(10

topic of the program is "Our
gn-born
Citizens," and will '.o
numinterpreted ny the infollowing
the Making."
bers: "Ai.iericans
a paper bv L. Burton Messier of the
state university; 'Personal Expe
riences." by Miss Laura White oi
Chicago; song, "If I Were a Voice."
SCHOOL ORCHESTRA
by Miss Olive Harden; a reading by
a tableau,
STAKDFN The funeral of Her- Mrs. F. W. Harden;
:
with a song,
CONCERT
HAS THIRD
man Slaeden, who died Monday "Americanization,"
Grace
Misses
and
by
sung
morning, will be held this after- posed
Goldle
The third of the series of con- noon from Crollott's funeral par- Channing, Olive Harden,
ot
immigrants
certs given at tlio local sanatoria lors. Burial will lie In Santa Bar- With and alagroup
invuea.
The public
by the orchestra of the North bara cemetery.
3'ourth street school was held yesPERKS The funeral of the In- DELGAD0 NOMINATED
terday afternoon at St. Joseph's
fant son of Mr. and Mrs. Cande-larlsanatorium.
TO SUCCEED HIMSELF
Peres, who died Sunday night,
Following is tlio program of the
was held yesterday afternoon from
concert:
Orchestra the family residence to Santa BarLas Vegas, N. M March 28.
"April Showers"
bara cemetery. Garcia & Sons Lorenzo Delgado, republican, pres''Out Where tiie West Begins"
(solo) .. .Miss Dorothy Bowman were in charge.
ent mayor of Las Vegas, has been
"Love Ship"
Orchestra
nominated by the republicans to
GRIEGO
Meet
Roslta Griego.
There was no
"When Shall We
succeed himself.
Again"
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jose opposition in the convention, which
(duel) . . . .Miss Grace Winfrey
and Miss Dorothy Bowman Griego of 1601 South Third street, was largely attended. Other nomOrchestra died last night after a short illness. inees were Apolonio Sena, clerk;
"The Sheik"
The body was taken to Garcia & David Torres, trustee First ward"Second Hand Rose," (solo)....
Miss Grace Winfrey Sons' funeral parlors pending fu- Desiderio C. de Baca, trustee Secneral arrangements.
"Till Our Dreams Come True"..
ond ward: Severo Lueero. trustee
Orchestra
Third ward; Manuel Pino, trustee
of
The members
the orchestra,
Fourth ward.
ore as follows: Georgia Jones, vio- POLICE COMMISSIONER
IN BOSTON IS DEAD
NOTICE.
lin; Sula May Greenhood, violin;
Clifford George, cornet; Phillip
A
Martinez,
Store.
rru.
Mnglft
.
drums; Alfred Dow,
u v, ,t .
.1 Viim
J.IJO
Boston, March 28. Police Comt
Frisco whistle.
II, hnslnafta to tnO
missioner Edwin Upton Curtis, who i
announcement
Musio
Shop,
was generally credited with having Apollo
conMARRIED 35 YEARS,
fought the police strike of Septem- is hereby made that all billsMusic
the
Albuquerque
tracted
by
to
a
successful
1913,
ber,
finish,
March
LOVE
HUBBY'S
WANES; died suddenly this afternoon at his Store, up to and including
by me uuueraiKocu
home here. He had been in poor Hi, will be paidAr.rii
WIFE ASKS DIVORCE health
and all ac- i,nr,. muslomstore
for some time, but was at
must bo
counts due the
his
office
afternoon.
this
After thlrty-fivrira
years of mar-lie- d
paid to the said W. .1. i iynn.
Commissioner
a
former
Curtis,
hills, nronerly Itemized
life, Mariana Grlego de Guwas appointed police comto
the
undersigned.
tierrez of Sandoval filed suit in mayor,
missioner in December, 1318. When
VV . J .
1.1 a . . . ,
district court yesterday for a di- the police strike
came, nearly a
P. O. Box 678, City.
She year later, Commissioner
vorce from Pablo Gutierrez.
ImCurtis
slates that lie has often told her mediately notified the striking paA monster crawfish measuring
of late that lie does not love her.
trolmen that they would no: be
over three feet in length and
Pablo's love began to wane about reinstated,
was captured
four years ago, the petitioner
In telling Governor Coolldge, weighing 80 pounds
utates, and since that time lie hiut now vice president, that ho intend- recently off the Florida coast.
mistreated her, used harsh lan- ed to bar the strikers from servA. A. Roberts, decorator, has reguage towards her, and told her ice, it was said that the commismoved his business to 22a South
that he docs not love her.
also
sioner
notice
he
that
gavo
There are four minor children to wanted the
of tlio com Second street,
the union, and the petitioner asks monwealth orsupport
was ready to reo.
for the custody of these, together sign. Governor Coolldge's famous
o. h. coNxront, m. n.
with a division of the comm .nity "Law and Order" proclamation
Osteopathic Specialist.
2033-month
a
and
701-$75
alimony.
property
was subsequently made.
Stern Bids. Tel.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

It

Htr3 tLFt

,f

It Did Not Cost a

7g
Ladies' Half Soles
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
.90c
Men's Half Soles
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
City Electric Shoe Shop
213 South Second St. ,

Gallup Lump Coal

St.

John's church will give its month
ly educational program tomgui a'
The
s o'clock in the guild hall.
Forei-

148

rf

E

Oyclne, lints
Dry Cleaning,
Cleaned and Blocked. Rug
latest
process.
cleaned
by

GUILD GIVES PROGRAM
Auxiliary

i'

HUMAN STORY
EVER TOLD

OF QUALITY"

FOUND

..i,

Because he loved her, ho
toI
muc'1 ""d 8,18
lcr
misunderstood.
came
Then
another Rlrl who
understood too well! L'nlll

y

B"5Vf

iyST

THE GREATEST

"THE LAUNDR?

real place to get youi
clothes cleaned and pressed.
Give us a trial.
BILL'S SHOP,
215 S. Second.
Phone 481).
Prompt Service.

ST. JOHN'S WOMAN'S
The Woman's

A

f3sc

I

A

n..

--

'

IT IS

LAUNDRY CO.

O L I S.

have some fine plump stock
that it is a pleasure to plant or
sell, all colors 75c and $1.00 a
dozen.
RAVMOXU F. BLOOM,
Phone 2107-.- I.

jTa'5
.

Breaking All Records for Length of
Showing of All
Feature Pictures

THE IMPERIAL

1

X
H

If

Albuquerque.

J.

V '

sA

.

mw

BROADWAY

Finest rooms in the state
hot and cold
steam
heat,
water all outside rooms.
Weeklv rates, with or without private bath. 14 to$10weeK
Transient rat $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $3.60 single anu
double $3.00.'

West Tijeras.

4sv-5i-'-

ONE YEAR ON

ELMS HOTEL

On account of leaving city, my
Cadillac 8 in first class condition. Mrs. David Welller, 1120

J

for

220

FOR SALE

gidun

Which Ran

Distributors,
West Gold Avenue.
Albuquerque - - New Mexico

-l

HEAD THE LOCAL !j

!

The William Fox
Film Sensation

J. D. SHORT & CO.

"

jl

HP

i

Cass-Ratll- ff

n

WANTED

I'

i

Dollars and Sense

New house, near Robinson park.
Three rooms, two porches and
dressers,
bed,
bath. Built-ibreakfast nook. Heat and all
conveniences. Requires minimum
furniture. Call at 000 West Gold
for further information.

We

S. 2nd

'ANTED

Suits, Cleaned and Pressed. $1
Hats, Clcnned and Clocked. $1
1.1 Krlriitr Avenue,
fbcine 108,1--

public-spirite-

WISEMAN'S

15

NATIONAL DRY
CLEANING CO.

FOR FORTNIGHTLY BALDR1DGE WILL
IS INTERESTING

inter-prelati-

BeEionirTdav I

Broke his watch and brought it
to us to be put in first class run-

NDIAN

CPA

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

HIT BY AUTO

1505--

"West

n

J

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Theater

'!

RUTHERFORD & G0EBEL

nwiTmBtiw.wim

!

LOST

777--

i: Resolution

At a meeting of
public spirited women held at 40-HG,Central avenue, March
the following resolution was unan- imously passed:
v Ji'
Whereas, There is, and has been,
dissatisfaction in the management
of
the city on account of lack of a
1
constructive program and progressive accomplishments;
Whereas, We believe that long
tenure In office obscures a broad
that
perspective of officials, and
men long retained in office assume
to govern and control affairs, actBEADED BAGS
ing as our rulcra instead of as our
.
servants;
Whereas. We believe the present
MOCCASINS, CURIOS
incumbents, Council, McLaughlin
and Itaynolda, having served out
PILLOW TOPS
the term for which they were
and have gone as far as
RUGS elected,
BASKETS
their visions prompt them, and
thus have outlived their usefulNAVAJO JEWELRY
ness; therefore, be it
d
That we,
Kesolved,
women ot Albuquerque
Prices
Reduced
At
having the welfare or our city anaa
homes at heart, for the sake of
better and bigger Albuquerque and
for the betterment of our public
utilities we
Store
Music and Jewelry
Resolve, To vote and work for
917-J
Messrs. Walton, Well and Tingley,
117 South First St. Phone
believing in the adage: "A new
broom sweeps clean."
M. S. JONES,
LECTURE-RECITA- L
Chairman, Committee of Forty.

-

l

Small white Fox terrier, with
Return to 1122
brown spots.
West Tijeras, Phone 253.

Favoring Walton,
Weil and Tingley Is Pas- sed at Mass Meeting Held,
Here Sunday.

THEATRE

Three-roo-

1'JlOM--

'

Pastime I

Pocketbook xvlth initial F. N.
M. on gold plate on cover. Return to or phone
Sunshine Cleaners

HOUSE

OTH MAN'S

,.r7

LOST

Phone 939.

COMMISSIONERS

Mrs. Steve Balling.
lived here.
Mrs. Smith formerly
conThere will be a special
.o.
clave of Pilgrim Commanjery ..
3
Knights
o'clock this evening for work in
the templo.
the order of Mexico
Slate Nurses
The New
its first an- association will hold .lose
- nh s San- nuai inccmif,
av'.i 97
!-'
AlUUVl""llOlHim,
and 2S.
the
Walter Jaffa, formerlyis
the
Vusinpss here,
yescitv on business, lie arrived
Paso, and expects
terday from El
to continue to his home in Los
Angeles, Calif., this evening.
load,
Factory wood, n.ll trucn
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
Pll""e..!!,- nrhnm. Jr.. who ral- the
lird from a severe attack of two
flu and was at school for 7011
now at his home,
as.1,
Miss Gertrude
Thompson,
NoVth
Fourth street, suftermg sisted by pupils of Miss Nichols and
flu.
of
the
a
relapse
from
gave an illustrated lecture
Members or the Albuquerque herself,
on musical
association discussed for the Fortnightly club down-towContractors'
activities at a form last night in the
eprins building
of com- studio occupied jointly by herself
meeting at the chamber
and Miss Nichols.
last
merce
night.
Miss Thompson's paper treated
enter
11
S. Graves, formerly
upon the musical forms and their
U S. forester, who is now at the derivations, presenting very clearly
head of the forestry school at the differences between them. Ib r
Yale, is in the city gathering data talk was illustrated and explained
by selections played upon the piano
from the district forest office.
Such forms as the sonata, minuet,
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physician.
741
no
X. T. Amnio building, pin
nocturne,
mazurka,
polonaise,
engineer,
giguu, bouree, concerto, and
Payette Jones,formining
into
Paso
Kl
Miss
were
discussed
by
left last night
oil possibilities on Thompson.
vestigate the
boundary The piano playing of Miss Mar- n, n 'n Mexico-Texa- s
of the Guadalupe caret Itunn, Miss Lillian Patton and
nt. the basu
.Miss Eunice ilerkenhoff was the
mountains.
admirable of the evening. Misj
The vestrv of St. John Cathe- most
a special lUinn played with charming delidral church will hold
and
artistic effect Bach's "Inmeeting tonight at S o'clock at cacy
vention in C Major," and her
the home of It. 1). SU'ome. 117
of "Legend" of Paderew-sk- i
South Fourteenth street.
Miss
was no less excellent.
the
of
meeting
Tlio monthly
Patton played two Grieg numbers,
ot
society
Woman's
Missionary
a "Nocturne,"
the first of
Avenue Methodist she delivered which,
the Central
great beauty.
the "The March ofwith
church was Held yesterday at 110
the Dwarfs" was
also deliglitfi 'ly done. Miss 'Ilerhome of Mrs. V. J. Leverett,
kenhoff was well received in the
Cornell avenue.
Kmory S. Moore, assistant rev- first movement of the "F Major
enue supervisor from Denver, ar- Sonata" of iicethoven and Laelle's
rived here yesterday to assist in "Uutterly."
.
the check of Income tax returns.
,!nst! DEATHS
AND FUNERALS
three months with Mr. and Mrs.
9
SALA7.AR
Carlos Salazar.
Lewis I!. Thompson, left yesteryears old died last night at his
day lor her homo in Ohio. On lief apartments
on North Arno street.
return she will visit friends iu lie is survived
by one son. Miguel
Colorado Springs and Omaha.
one daughter, Mrs.
and
Isalazar,
.Marriage licenses were issued
a Toman Sanchez. Funeral nrrange- yesterday to Stella TUdgley o
ids are pending. Martinez is in
Albert Cracke). and to Isabel do charge.
Garduno and Frank Lucero.
J. A. Isaacs, training assistant,
AP.MI.IO
The funeral of Maria
and J. L. Laughlin, coordinator Anni.lo, who died Monday luor
In the vocational
raining bureau
on South
at ncr residence
nt Las Cruces, left here yester- Edilh utreet. will be held this
with
day for Denver to confer
morning at o'clock from the
officials there.
Burial will be in San Jose
enictery. Crollott is in charge.
,

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,

Sale

508 West Central Avenue.
The Store That Makes the Price.

iiadiiMijumH
-

nnmiTrn

mutfitiiitu

WARD'S CASH STORE
umu
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Phono 91
Service Always

Owing to the length of
this wonderful production there will be ONLY
3 performances daily. H
1:30, 4 and 7:30 p. m. 1
Tickets on sale from
1:15 to 4 and from 7
to 9 p. m.
ADMISSION

Matinee:

All union men, and their women folks, are urgently requested to attend a mass meeting at Labor
Temple Thursday evening, March 30th, at 7:30
sharp for purpose of discussing matters of importance. Card or identification will be required at the
door. Secretaries of all organizations are particularly urged to attend.

Joint Executive Commilfee

WOOD

COAL
tics oi cc:o ecu

Adults 35c;

GALIXP

Children 15c

All

Night: Adults, 50c;

SWASTIKA
St'GAniTE
Sles. Dest Prices.

Children, 35c

HEW STATE COAL CO.

COME EARLY

Exclusive Ascnt for Swastika and Susnrlte Coal.

PHONE 35
Mig

